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cise, trenchant, solid

issue | may be as innocent as

If thou canst get but thither,
There grows the flower of peace,
The rose that can not wither,
Thy fortress and thine ease.
Leave then thy foolish ranges ;
For none can thee secure,

with

common

sense,

Dr. Carter's female black-mailer is forth-

coming for trial, it seems; an indictment
having been found against her for conspirThy God, thy Life, thy Cure.
ing to exhort money by threats, under an
— Henry Vaughan.
| express statute ; she has just been arraigned. There seems to be no’prospect that the
maudlin sentimentalism of the age, which
New York Correspondence.
generally protests - with “effect against any
in unusual cases, where ‘the
punishment
1872.
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quite expect it, or belongs
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culprit
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OF PREACHERS AND THEIR CHURCHES
to a class not, like eels, used to it, will even
It is understood that the property of Dr. interpose in this case, to prevent a stern
But one. who never changes,

John Hall's church, on Nineteenth street,
has been sold for $300,000 to Arnold, Con-

and salutary example

being made,

have preached in this case, as pointedly in
its equal application to every other viola-

It is thought that Dr. HalPs preach-

ing ought to be offered to, and would be
gladly and profitably accepted by, three
times as large a congregation as can now
be accommodated te hear him. A new
church will therefore be built as soon as
d street

and Fifth Avenue. This is seven blocks
south of the Central Park. Just below,
extending from Fiftieth to Fifty-first street,
oman Catholic Cathedral
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ing up—a job of five years and as many
millions. Next comes the new Reformed
church, to be finished next summer, on the
corner of Forty-eighth street. The * Old
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Power
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SITUATION. '

There is a good deal of blustering

but no serious action as yet. Both governments have exchanged counter-cases during
the past fortnight. England professes to
ignore the matter of indirect charges, but

sends a separate communication protesting
against the consideration of that class of
claims,

not

Great Britain

would

any

awards

might

them.

We,

insisting that

consent to

be based wu

that
on

the

other

hand, declare that we can never give up a
cent of those claims, that our honor demands
that

and

better

would

England

hand them over without growling. But both
parties know that this is mostly for effect.
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TREATY

The Washington Treaty is getting along

when there

io be glad. shout. It magtial ire can
discourage- | thing
expend itself in counter-cases and protests,

deferred, amid obstacles,

chosen his end wisely and
assurancé that it can be

as

with reasonable
reached.
: Such;
:

. WENDELL

S008 denen; i is may be its Sen 1s
the center of every energetic character.
at

him tho path, even wh oe men’s

It 15 belief in the

relation of meansto ends,

in the existence of truth and not falsehood
as the basis of the universe, in the abiding
value of honest and intelligent effort,—it is,
in gome sort, trust in God and in God's
words, which’ inspires all who labor manfully or endure nobly. Faith is at the root
of patience as well as of performance.
When confidence for the future is gone, the
sinews of our strength are cut, and patient
waiting is as little possible as continuance

destroy % that,
You
undone
uierlyeverything
ve keep
will and
ey thew
ly may

PHILLIPS

a friendly

settle-

AND THE CRISPINS,

pf
At the International grand lodge
Knights of St. Crispin, in Boston. 1 st
Thursday, Wendell Philips delivered an
address on the labor question, in which he
eulogized General Butler, predicted
downfall of republicanism, and lauded

the
the

efforts of the working-men to organize,
promising them if they stood by each other
faithfully that they could elect the President
in 1876. He wanted to see the finaneial
system of the country so reconstructed that
money could be had at three per cent. instead of ten, and gardens and books and
beautiful things-given to the working class-

es; who, in his opinion ought never to work

in well doing.— National Baptist.

‘more than eight hours a day.—Why did n’t

The

| be add that he would

Lock.
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A lock was st.own to Gotthold gonstructed
of rings, which were severally inscribed
with

certain

letters, and

could

be

turned

round until the letters represented the
name Jesus: It was only when the rings
were disposed in this manner that the lock
could be opened.. The invention pleased
him

beyond

measure,

and

he

exclaimed,

“Oh, that I- could put sucha lock as this
upon my heart!”

their hearts open in a moment, whereas to
the Saviour, and to his holy name, it con-

tinues shut. -Lord Jesus, engrave thou thy
name with thine own finger upon my heart,

that it may remain

closed to worldly joy

and~ worldly pleasure, self-interest fading honor, and low revenge, and open only
to thee !—Gotthold’s Emblems.
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stone fronts, with a brass band

before each

house. But then, he will be likely to shoot
higher who aims at a star than he who
j
takes a tree.
CIVIL-SERVICE

REFORM.

The report of the advisory board of the
civil-service, with accompanying regula~
tions, has been promulgated.

The

regula-

tions modify the operations of the rules already adopted as far as the welfare of the
service seems to require. It is stated to be
desirable that every part of the country
should have an equal chanee in the compe-.
tition for the executive offices at Washington, and to that end it is recommended. that

the adtisory board may direct when exawinations will be held for such appointments in the various states. The board
recommend that when the term of an incumbent, who has discharged his duty effi-

ciently, expires by limitation, he may be re-

appointed at pleasure; that no person be
appointed to office who has not furnished
satisfactory evidence of fidelity to the Union

and Constitution ; that in the customs serv-
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like to see them all .

retired on an income of twenty thousand a
year? He might have thrown in free-

interpretin o what is
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and then accept peaceably

a6 nourished by the confidence that he has | ment, so much the better.

of single, the whole body shall be full of light 1

women

million

dollars in duties and internal taxes, nine
copper, cotton and wool. The different reports from the committee are pretty good
indicators of the difference of opinion that
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to lose the compass in the binnacle. When
Mr. Hepworth’s new church is also about cool, dry winds instead of next summer's to think no dress can be modestly as well as that is/ gone he has nothing to steer by. Or are you a peg;4 pin, a rogtless, branch- treaty between the Canadian 'swthorities
to be built. Fifth and Madison Avenues heat, and thus a great cloud of miasmata
less, fruitless thing, that may be pulled up and the British Cabinet, providing for the
‘fmmodestly low. No matter how it be cut, That little instrument is his.best~ friend. It
seem to be the church streets of the future has-been lifted and carried away before its
any day, and no one ever care to ask what independence of the Dominion, never mermore
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y Thompson and her froupe | cept the
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them ; if they will be about his business, he who, in the midst of the crow
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their dress and
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el for the aristocratic quarter whose central vour readers.
This is one of the solecisms of
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Brick church;” Dr. Spring, crowns Murray

’

It is the controlling and unyielding mo- We shall yield, and so will England, and
in all
| ve 10 all heroism and all worthy achieve- | the verdict of the Geneva council will some
is .
be accepted. Which
with | probability
ment. Noman can. remain steadfast,
.
.
.
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that we are so little likely to take care of,
and to keep clear and sensitive, and divinely bright. The moral sense is the greatest
treasure we have. Ihear men thank God
that he gave them such a reason. Reason
is a stately and noble gift, surely; but conscience is better than reason. I hear men
congratulating their fellows that God gave
them genius. They are poets. They are

not walked
what is Won
these thines
whatever |

no

| ~

in]. an YY ot y Jong as you keep. that In
only they have made some cover gf politi- | and sons appears in crowded assemblies
off. vod lave in him the root of taanhood
child
a
outline
in
befit
would
cal organization for their offenses, like the” attire.that

the beautiful and

n reduciton of twenty-nine

poses

while

them,

value as the moral sense, and there is none

tial quartersto cry out against the punish- | not European in style. Thus, night after
ment of the most atrocious criminals if | night, this mother of grown-up daughters

tice by legal
dinary cases.

But

is any place that he loves better to be in
than his home. Even the church must be
second to this.—Herald of Health.

| published in the Plymouth . Pulpit, Mr.
?
y
| Beecher well says:
Of all God's gifts, there is none of such

of ber

celibates,

And

and pure, and of Bool repost anong
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if
nothing
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She
that, it is the fashion here in some influen- | semi-fakedness.
sareless abont

pse

in her memories.

doubtful value. Genuine home-life implies
a hearty love for the society in the house.
which will hold this as close and as long as
the children are willing to remain. Home
is a place for men as much as for wouen,
for the sons as much as for the daughters.

1,'the closing paragraphs of a recent ser-

| so many of our country women think it fine | go o¢ 114ve
| to bring, that ‘‘full dress” is necessarily next | opt and
| to no dress. She tells you, in a supreme dee to all
00
| tone, that admits no denial, that you would | 0

her

society

be in his home than to provide merely for
its enlargement. The * club” is no place
for ene who has wife and children; it is an
institution for the refuge of grim and for-

| exquisite youth is’ being exhaled and lost
| forever in a feverish, false atmosphere of beSomething ‘of delicate sensibility, orators. They are artists. They carve the
ing.
innocence, stone. They depict
of . unconscious
| something
in colors the various |
| something of freshness of feeling, of purity forms of life. And this, surely, is a munifi| of soul, is wasted, with the fresh young cent gift from the hand of God. But no gen| bloom of her cheeks, in the midnight revel iusis comparable to the sense of that which
lengthened into morning; wasted in the is right and wrong. Genius of conscience is
hear
in the indigestible. feast, | 10 ett genius that a ‘wan canhave.
heated dance,
affecVain
have
they
| in the wildy unhealthy excitement through |, t120% God that
;
thanksgiving
of
subject
a
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and
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|
Terp| which she whirls night after night.
ae
| sichote, in her tattered tarletan dress, creep- | ys altel all, that divinely ho, i
| ing to bed in the gray morning, after hav- |. wih " an can see things true & the
| ing danced all night, is a sad sight to see to heaven above and on the earth beneath, is
| any one whe can see her as she is. Terpsi- | patter. There. is nothing that God ever
| chore’s mother would. be a sadder sight still | oivoc to a man likea clear-eyed, wholesome
She coneitive prophetic inagisterial COBEAEnee.
| if .she were not-a vexatious one.

Paris Commune; | eight years of age.
fiendish butchers of theand to treat with cool indifference the most | If we veutare to meet

speak of her ‘‘ home”

is more important for a man of business to discussion of the bill will doubtless be long},

Conscience
0.
2

mon on the sin against the Holy

If it "brought back from Europe the notion, which | Lp. 0b

for the press to preach the
rivals of were possible
sound doctrine of government that they

‘The present building of the
Stewart.
church is crowded although rather down

the great

‘to |

of the

I should | qiisite dress is a feminine fine art, as meet

and ennobled with the profoundest sincerity
and Jove of truth. A man with -his peculiar, solid gifts, has a large natural sphere of
practical power among our largely matterof-fact people.

possible,on the corner of Fifty-s

some

to

| a youngi. girl,” thus alludes

ing Mr. Dawes's bill indorsed by but four
as the place ‘of the nine members of the committee. It
where she has lived so long, though now was assigned to Tuesday of the present
noone is with her there, The forms of the week, and each following day till disposed
departed are there in her thought, and she of. ‘The majority hill, as explained, pro-

may

a

I

from

writing

Ames,

describe him as to style, as an utterer of | for a woman as the flower’s tint or the bird’s
perfect daily-newspaper leaders ; clear, con- | plumage. I sigh at the sight of my pretty

Did in pure love descend
To die here for thy sake.

town.

Clemmer

oom
follies of fashionable society. We
| mend her words to the thoughtful attet;
| tion of our readers :
| Terpsichore is a sad sightto me ; not because
| Terpsichore dances, for dancing in itself

a sledgehammer aimed

with absolute precision, compel.

Commands the beauteous files.
He is thy gracious Friend,
And (O my soul, awake!)

stable & Co., the great dry-goods

Mary

negative |

Your

Kato
3

;

to the Independent a letter
as others, Dr. Hall is most , Washington
»

of the

from it, every one
:

Words.

Woman's

|

a1S€

l unfigure are of clumsy, unintellectuaand
graceful'aspect. A heavy head and colorless, dull face, thrust forward on a short,
thick neck, from very round shoulders, bespeak nothing of the respect which, when

Afar beyond-the stars,
Where stands a winged sentry,
All skillful in the wars;
There, above noise and danger,
Sweet Peace sits, crowned with sniiles,

And One born in a manger

as well

h

£

A

ministers.

distinguished

=

Peace.
a
My woul, there is a’ country,

divines {are not whatH our

|

.

r

A

Scotch,and Irish
Personally, our English,young
ladies praise

as

:
1872,

eralizations from the whole field of demand
‘Which enables a business extended over the
continent to be conducted with such intel3
Vipr.
ligent system,
:

4

.

.

[=]

>

v

ta

0 rng

have gone away from

will manifest

to

hemisphere are most popular ig, the | 4nd reports of the signal service now renof | ie
and, periodicals
ers romthe post-ollet
netspap
opposite one.. The Briton brings some- der it possible & make the complete gena}
of divinity

for the market.

from

children

her as they have married and settled in life

dren ovght to be in each other's society.

Seeing myssurprise,

| €lements of the trade, such as importation,

a certain complementary

whose

A minority re-

week.

House last Tuesday

million and eight
which is applied to

closed (seven and threerecollect rightly), that of
being only about a halfhow the rainfall guage

| quarter-year just
| tenths inches, if I
| the last quarter
| complement, and

ow,

.

port was also read, when it transpired that
a third report had been agreed upon, leav-

The lone wid-

leading-strings, home implies that they are
together in the house, and are not scattered
in foreign and uncongenial abodes. For a
good part of every week-day,.
for a large
part of every Sunday, the parents and chil-

I have observed | general prosperity, &c.,the supply of *‘guan-

well as

ope “Ihe soh rth have decided that refusingto take | men of letters as

i

circle should be broken up.

whom even I can not think of without horror ;

department of his busi-

| the metegrological

feminate and sentimental tendency of Amer-

he

aper discontinued,

Dey

of fortuhe, it is inevitable that the family

and if
dances with him again I'll not
go to another German,” said a young man
to his mother, this very winter. This is
perpetually
the fact; and it is the danger
and the shame of the round dances. Young
girls, guarded from babyhood from all contact with vice, from all knowledge of men
as they exist in their own world "of clubs
and dissipation, suddenly ‘‘come out,” to
whirl night after night and week after week
in the arms of men whose lightest touch is
profamation. It would be long before it
would dawn upon the girl to dream of the
evil in that man’s heart; far longer to lea
the evil of his life; yet no less to her, innocent and young, in the very association and
contact there is unconscious pollution.
There is a sacredness in the very thought of
the body which God created to be the human home of an immortal soul. Its very
beauty should be the seal of its Holiness.
‘Everywhere in Scripture its sacredness is
recognized and enforced. - Therein we are
told that our bodies are the temples ot God.
We are commanded to make them meet
temples for the indwelling of the Holy Spirit.
|Our very dress, in its harmony and purity,
should consecrate, not descerate the beautiful
| home of the soul.
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they look at whatever is presented to their
gaze; more, many will compliment and
flatter the very woman whose vanity at
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house
Constable's, having gone far beyond it, and | the now septuagenarian
his prefix is heart they pity or despise; but it will alSmith—which
knows
everybody
Broadway
on
magnificence
built in costly
waysbe with-the mental reservation, “My
and Nineteenth street, adjoining Dr. Hall's | Isaac, and his suffix instead of Esquirelan-is wife should never dress like that !”
States
United
wherever-the
Umbrellas,
church, with which it divided the block,
“I don’t want to see my sister dancing
say 500 feet, from Broadway to Fifth Ave- | Budge is spoken—I dropped in last week to
round
dances for hours in the arms of a man
deno
is
there
that
time
first
-equally. The purchase of the | learn for the

requested to do so.
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make the same excuse for their wives, their
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store, located between them, is a whole- | when this kind of demand is not stimulated
sale warehouse, and the new-Stewart's, two by rainy weather, the market is therefore
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so little, The children, too, are
Brick church and Broadway Tabernacle are | ‘alike, ~ But it seems not. Or, more prob- them scarcely less modestly attired in some housesaway to boarding-schools or to Eusent
both nearly three miles north of their old | ably, the borrowing of umbrellas is the great fashionable ball-room. Remember this: if
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supply
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dry
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of the market.
by labels true or false,by

Communications.
Mercantile
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uprightnesss

Integrity.
in

Lewiston,

Better is a little with

or the

dishonesty

of deal

ers and their elerks, rise above , the fessons

[)

Maine,

March 27, by Rev. W. H. Bowen, at the funeral
serviees of the late John W. Perkins, Esq.]

Prov. 16: 8.

on day-

books and ledgers, the scrupulous representations or shameless misrepresentations, the
>

[ A sermon~ preached

figures

righteous-

which the pulpit strives to mmpreds.
the

principles

of the

who is able and ready to give sure help in
every perplexity, wisdom for every emergency, who amid all temptations to sell» integrity,.and manhood, will keep

you secure-

Let |dy, and at last, washed in his redeeming

gospel be banished

from stores and warehouses six days in the
week, and men will pay them

of their hearts,

little regard

blood, will bring you to the enjoyment
unending

of

évery unbeliever's experience, whether he

expresses it or not, unless his heart be .callous and his conscience seared. ‘But what
[is it that produces such heart-felt sorrow “in
the minds of this class of people? The

cause is very evident.
open

life and light in glory.

There was a merchant who sought pearls,

rebellion

Rev: John

This is a fair specimen of

They have lived in

to God's

commands,

and

hence they can not feel tranquil in the immediate prospect of death,

C. Ball,

to them a source of perpetual discomfort,
A superintendent who is afflicted with

Brother Ball died a most painful and yet
triumphant death. While watching with a

this

exaggerated idealism

that

does

trouble with his teachers.
tolerably

patience,

is

sure to have

Wit
a teacher
h

well,” he will have no

He expects each

one to be an
sick ‘daughter, he fell asleep, upsetting the - accomplished scholar, a sonlons
worker,
lamp, the oil running out wpon his clothes, paragon of promptness and piety, Now 4
and the paper which he had been reading. the’ fact is, that out of the people who can
He awoke

only to find himself enveloped in

the flames of the burning fluid.

He called

be got to engage in Sunday-school work as
teachers but a very small number come u

to this high standard, The number of rea].
ness than great revenues without right.
on the seventh.
to his, wife, telling her he was on fire. * His ly competent and thorough
and when he had found one pearl of great
ly efficient Sun.
y-school teachers is mot so large asit
By this proverb we have set before us the - The gospel was meant to go and made to -price, sold everything he had that he might
But we will now consider the case of an- ‘clothes were removed as soon as possible,
question of right and wrong in trade—in go into mils and counting-rooms, into go and buy it. The pearl of great price other class, in order to contrast the differ- but with great difficulty, and not till he’ ought to be, By and by, it is to be hoped,
mercantile life, = It involves the whole stores and markets, and it'is never so beau- awaits his possessing who will lay all plane ence between those who serve God and was fatally burned. He lingered four days we shall have some methods in operation
by which the supply of trained instructors
matter of principle and of recklessness in tiful, never so sacred, as when enthroned and purposes at Christ's feet, Men will be those who do not. Behold the Christian in the most excruciating agony, when death will be greatly ‘increased. But as things
authoritatively in those places. And let. us judged at last not for the amount of their prostrated upon a sick and perhaps a dying’ came to his relief.. During the most in- now are, in every Sunday-school there
business.
;
,
™
The truth here presented has been great- ask, of ‘what use that, repentance and faith possessions, but according to the character bed. He may be in the morning of life, tense suffering, he lifted his voice in ear- must be many teachers who are, and also
fitted
ly, lost, sight of during the last twenty years. be preached, if men go into actual life, to they have built up.
and, therefore, capable” of enjoying, in the nest prayer, often remembering the church, know themselves to be; very poorly
;
i
Within that period there has been-a mark- their daily avocations, and deny the whole
the work. ‘This is no reason why they
I have chosen to speak to you in this pre- highest degree, earthly blessings. But he for which he felt a deep and abiding oe
hould never enter it; the work must be
ed change in the spirit and modes of mer- spirit of gospel teaching, if men forget that sence to-day upon this theme: Mercantile is now deprived of them, and what are his and to which he was most devotedly a
one; and if the most skillful helpers can
He died at his home in Lock’s Vil- not be obtained it is necessary to carry
cantile life. * The moderation and com- side -by side with and having the game au- Integrity, as one which Mv. Perkins special- feelings? Does he murmur and sigh at his tached.
it
lage, Mass., on the 4th of Feb., 1872, aged
posure, which once characterized the’ busi- \thority as the command to repent ‘and be- ly loved and in accordance with which his condition ? Not at all; for he has the hapon with the aid of those who are unskillful,
ness world, are little known in the actual lieve, there are also such teachings as these, life was molded and built: up. For more py assurance that these things, however af- 33 years. His wife writes, * He prayed, Let each one who is called heartily respond
life of the tradesmen of the present.
In “Render to all their dues.” ‘‘We beseech than twenty-one years he had stood as a conse- flictive, will, in the end, work out for his and loved the ‘Lord to the end, saying it to the call; and if he can not do as well as
the best, let him do the best he can.
All
place of these qualities we witness prolong- you that ye study to be quiet and to do crated priest at the altar of business’ integri- own good. Though suffering in body, his was all right.” Brother Ball experienced our Christian work, in churches, missions,
ed, «deep excitement; men growing prema- your own business * * * ‘that ye may ty and honor. From the humble beginning, mind is the seat of calm contemplation. He religion when quite young ; was baptized by and charitable enterprises is, and must be,
turely gray, sacrificing persona] ease, and walk honestly toward them that are with- on that 16th of Dec., 1850, until now, he has endures his pains with Christian patience, Elder Barrett, and connected himself with imperfectly done. Our tools are poor, our
y
the graceful amenities of. life in the wild out.”
been .a teacher of commercial
purity looking unto Jesus the author and finishey the Ashfield church, of which he remained materials are crude; our highest successes
He com- are only approximations to that for which:
struggle for wealth.
and uprightness to the business circles and of Ms faith. His hope of immortality car- a. member till his departure.
“See that none render eyil unto any man,
menced
preaching
in
1842,
and
was
ordain- we strive, But this is the truth. which this
Whatever may be true of other countries, but ever follow that which is good, both
to those who dealt with him in this city and ries him above the World, being like * an
too-exacting superintendent” misses, He is
it is certainly impossiblein the United among yourselves andto all men.”
county. He has done more than any other anchor to the soul, both sure and steadfast, ed at the Sept. session of the Rensselaer Q. looking for a measure of culture and devoStates to separate the inferests of the mer“For when we were with you, this we man, perhaps, to give a bigher character to and which entereth into that within the M., in 1867, in thé bounds of which his tion among his teachers which does not excantile profession from the interests of the commagded you, that ‘if any would not the business transactions of this community.
vail.” He converses about death with the ministerial labors were mostly (confined ; ist anywhere; and, because he can not find
Insteadof takmass of the people.
Its members are neces- work neither should he eat.
calmness of a philosopher, and with. the preaching as he had opportunity, in the it he is constantly worried.
For we hear The seed he has sown silently by an unsulied
ing such tools as he can get, and doing as
sarily, by their intelligence, their wealth that there are some who walk among you
character, by bearing bravely on amid meekness and humility of a Christian. . He | towns of Leverett, Shutesbury and Ash- good work as he can with them, he is ¢onand their enterprise, intimately bound up disorderly, working not at all, but are busy
discouragement, by the serenity of his face views his past life with the utmost pleasure, field, Blass. till 1868, when he accepfed tinually fretted by the imperfections of his
with al! our institutions, whether political, bodies.”
+
:
and dignity and
suavity
of his man- believing that he has done the will of God. the pastoral care of the Stratton church in work,
It would appear that between the extremes
religious or literary. So close and impor“Behold, the hire -of the laborers * * ners, has been broadcast and has borne fruit The thought that he has spent his days in Vermont, dividing his labors with that and
tant is this connection that it can truthfully which is of you kept back by fraud, crieth; in many lives. For no one could deal with active usefulness, now affords unspeakable the West Jamaica church, retaining that occupied by these two classes of Sundayrelation till released from toils and suffer- school workers, those who expect little or
be said that ¢ society must be virtually and the cries of them * * are entered into Mr. Perkins even casually, nay, you could
consolation.
‘
/
nothing, and therefore accomplish little or
ings
here.
what its merchants are.” If the"morality of the ears of the Lord of Sabbaoth 3,
Being reconciled to the divine will, he
not approach-him without feeling him to be
nothing ; and those who expect more than
the counting-houge or the store be questionthoroughly manly and noble in his purposes feels'willing to go hence, if it should be
He was a good man, modest, unassum- is reasonable and mar their work by their
“Charge them that are rich in this world
able, a disastrous effect, reaches
in some that they be not high minded, nor in uncerand feelings. That unswerving fidelity to the will of God to call him. He ean now
ing, with no vain aspirations, but willing impatience, there is a golden mean which
we should try to find. We ought to expect
important way every part of society; as a tain riches, but in the living God who giveth
principle, that spirit which found highest adopt the language of Scripture, and say, to do what he could urder his embarrassed enough
to keep us from stagnation, and we
subtle but fatal poison it circulates through us all things richly to enjoy.”
pleasure in doing you a service, at even his ¢ Christ shall be magnified in my body, | circumstances, Not sharing largely in the ought not 'to expect so much as to lead us
4
all the moral fiber and constitution [of the
It is in this way that the principles of re- own loss and often serious inconvenience, whether it be by life or by death. For to good things of this world, and living so into querulousuness. It ds well to be concommunity.
ligion approach every. man and claim his ‘that sunny cheertulness, and above all, that me to live is Christ, and to dig is gain.” far away from the church of his choice, de- tent with that which we have, but not so Christian fortitude, have reared monument s “ Death is swallowed wp in victory. O prived him of the privilege of laboring as content that we shall wish for nothing betThe nature of mercantile life invests it regard.
:
ter. It is well to reach forth unto the things
everywhere,and at all tmies, with difficulties
He that are before, but wot so eagerly that we
We find the necessity for this regard in thousands of hearts to his power. An at- death, where is thy sting? O grave, where he most willingly weuld have done.
the Christian can was a consistent, devoted Christian man. shall let slip the golden present with its op“which lie in the way of inflexible honesty ; when we see how the principles of trade, mosphere of self-reliance, of affection and is thy victory?” Thus
there are peculiar and strong temptations working fiom heart to heart, have deceived purity seemed always to attend him such as die with transports of joy, exulting in the A brother of the Stratton church writes, portunities and its joys.—S. 8. Teacher.
setting in to banish convictions of right and the fairest, most promising young men. to cheer you if you were despondent, or to glorious prospects presemted before him of * He lived in my family some time, and
appeared a very devoted man; one who
integrity. But these unfavorable influences Mercantile life counts up a vast host of vic- impart new vigor and dignity to your own life and immortality. He lays hold upon
WELSH SUNDAY-8CHO0OLS,—Dr. Price, of
have gathered with new power around the tims whom it has sedled for destruction. tried manhoad.. An influence for integrity, the promises of God, and by faith views the | carried ms religion with him in his every|
Ohio,
gives the following as reasons for the
promised
land.
What
delightful
prospeets
|
for
high-souled
honor,
for
Christ,
has
heen
tradesman during the last twenty years. In its particular and. secret workings, what
day walk; and practiced what he preach.
to close | ed.” Of him it may be said, “A good man | superb condition of Sunday-schoels in
going out from his stores on Main and en are these to him who soon expects
No small part of his difficulties comes from virtues it has stamped out of once fresh and
Lisbon streets for almost a quarter of a cen-- his eyes on all things below the sun. The | has fallen.” A wife and two children mourn | Wales:
the intense comp etition, often of the most guileless spirits; what capitalists conspicu1. He stated that the Sunday-schoels of
tury,
over which we may well be grateful, certainty of entering upon the rest prepar- | the loss of a kind and affectionate husband
reckless character,which he encounters. He ous on change have found the ground holmeets with embarrassments from the in- low under their feet; what merchants and which can never die. It has been his ed for the righteous, eauses a smile almost | and father. May the grace and unyiclding { Wales had neo libraries whatever. Their
| successygid not depend upen librafies.
experience of multitudes of men who rush whose promise was once as good as their privilege and happy power to impress upon angelic, to rest upon his countenance, al faith that sustained him in his dying hour, { 2. The Bible is made the only text-book
to the department of trade as to a Utopia note have yielded and.gone down in pitiable every young man who has served as his clerk ready pale in death. What produces sufh | be their support in their bereavement. {in the church and in the Sunday-school
| Nothing is allowed to usurp its place.
of wealth, knowing and caring nothing for disgrace ; what temptations have raised a for any great length of time, not a little of “emotions of joy and peace as above describ- Text at the funeral, John 14: 2, 8, 4.
3. In the study of the Bible, commentaIt |
his own dignity, simplicity, and sense of ed? Tt is the réligion of the Saviour.
the sterling principles of commercial suc- crop of aspirantséfor wealth and honor all
I. B. COLEMAN,
ries, and histories of the “Bible lands are
cess.
Never before were there so constant, the way {rom the keepers of small grocerhonor. In this and in other cities they stand is this alone that cheers the mind in the |
{freely used.
Every source of information
so-persistent appeals to self-interest; never ies to the plundering Jim Fisks of the me- as honorable witnesses and large debtors to gloomy hour of sickness and death, open- |
| is carefully sought out by the inhabitants of
as now were the attractions of speculation tropolis: and how like a threatening me- his mercantile and manly character. This ing an emtrance to eternal joys.
| this mountainous land.
fa
and gambling in tradeso gaudily set forth. teor’s blaze they go out in darkness!
g
3. 0. B
4. The Sunday-school is made a sybject
nobility. and trust-worthiness of character
|
of
prayer. "The Welshman works, bat he
The tradesmgan is continually dealing
Rutland,
Ohio.
was
prominent
in
his
boyhood.
And
when
‘What a number in every city carry about
|
| also pravs for his loved school.
These
with and settling questions of right and with them by their habits of business, by he has served as clerk for a numberof years,
|
| prayers are not rambling, inceherent, pointi
wrong.
Amnrd alt his cares, amid the re- low aims and dishonorable practices, a kind such was the confidence reposed in him by
| less prayers, but directly for the object
- Infant Salvation.
| How.
Much Shall We Expect? sought.
verses and suceesses which his books re- of moral pestilence more to be dreaded than his employer, Mr. W. H. Blair, himself a |
{ 5. The Sunday-school is made an object
cord, amid changeable markets and disap- the coming of a noxious disease, lowering man of pure and honorable character as a
In anarticle in a recent No. of the Star
| of eongregational interest.
Every member
pointed hopes, there is something else with the standard of business integrity, debauch- citizen and tradesman, that he established under the_gbove caption, I notice an enHow much shall we expeat. to accomplish
of the church feels that he has something
which he deals of more value to him*and to ing the public conscience, lessening public Mr. Perkins in business, gave him the use dorsement of the theology that in ** Adam's in our Sunday-school work? How large |[to do in it. There is no shirking or shrink-"
How nearly perfect {ing from the work.
society than that of all the goods he sells; morals, breaking up confidence in mercan- of a store, entrusted him with all the goods fall we sinned all. ” The language is this: shall be our plans?
Praying, working,
our ideals?
These are questions that all of | praying for the interest, are features comand
advaneed
him
the
neeessary
capital
;
almore to be rejoiced over than any brilliant tile honesty.
:
:
“By the original sin of Adam his posterity us should ask, and the answers which we
lowing Mr. Perkins ome-half the profits. were brought into like - conditions as him- give to them will greatly influence us in | mon to every member of the Welsh churchseason of trade; or more to be lamented
To allow men like these to go-unrebuked
es.
:
our labor.
’
than his most disastrous ventureZ-it is the is to bring the whole trading community Such an example of confidence on the part self.”
:
6. One-third of every Lord’s day is deSome
workers
expeet
too
little.
They
of
oné
man
toward
another,
so
beautiful
and
decision he makes for God-like principle, or into disgrace, apd is untold injury tq the
Would it pe just to condemn my posterappear to have chosen for their text that voted to the study of the Bible. This blesshonest merchant and conscientious trades- so rare, deserves more than this brief notice ity to life-imprisonment for a d8zen genera- apochryphal beatitude : *‘ Blessed are they | ed book is not only read, but carefully
What disappointments would be soothed, man, , Every right minded’ tradesman in these days of distrust and self-seeking.
tions because -I may have beem guilty of who expect nothing, for they shall not be studied. And woe to the preacher who
shall go into the pulpit with a lack of prep-:
The principles of this discourse come as a ‘murder?’ Would there be a necessity for an- disappointed I”
what a pymber of torn,aching hearts would therefore, has a special interest in the teachFrom sheer sluggishness aration.
The Welsh
are very careful to
fareWell
message
from
Mr.
Perkins
to
the
of
temperament,
or
from
a
morbid
unwillfind a balnvof quiet healing, how thwarted ings of the Bible,—they are his safety, his
other party to step in and make an atonememorize the exact language of the Bible.
ingness
to
fail
in
anything
that
they
underoung
men
of
these
cities.
For
our
last
ambitions wouldbe calmed, if, as the moto guardians. Every citizen buyer as well as
ment to save them from sueh. imprison- take, they never make any attempt to get Dr. Price stated that often in the course 8
over each page of day-book and ledger, up- seller of goods has everything at stake in conversation in his store was upon this very ment? I see no reason why my violation out of the beaten. fgack, but let the work an hour's sermon the preacher would be
matter, in which he remarked: ‘If you
stopped by the attentive, members of his
on bales of merchandise, and over the doors this question of mercantile virtue.
of law should not affect: my offspring as drag on from week to week, thankful if congregation,
and made to repeat correctly
speak upon that theme again, impress upon
of the places of trade, could be inscribed, as
any
measure
of
prosperity
is
given
them,
‘much as the stealing of an apple should the
We do not stop in our desire to buy
the passage. of Scripture which he had in|
young
men
the
utmost
importance
of
beginbut
not
at
all
disturbed
if
they
make
no
the confession of faith of every tradesman: cheap and sell dear, to consider the disascorrectly quoted.
offspring of mother Eve.
This had been done as
progress, As for ideals, they have none.
ning right, of settling before themselves a
« Better is a little with righteousness, than trous effect of the habits of trade upon the
The principles of justice I conceive to be With them the ideal and the actual are high as twenty times in a single sermon.
high standard of unwavering integrity ; for
great revenues without right.”
the same in all governments, whether huwelfare of men.
* It is naught, it is
one. They never try te conceive of any- No preacher is allowed to mutilate the =
by his blundering quotations.
unless
they do that at the very outset, they
The tradesman needs just such a sover- naught, saith the buyer, ” over numberless
thing different from that which is. Their Scriptures
man or divine. It seems to me that justice
He must know it, then repeat it.
will
many
times
go
wrong
without
knowing
brains
are
never
bothered
by
the
buzzing
eign principle and guiding maxim amid counters, and then when he has taken his
demands that all who come into existence
7. Every ecclesiastical organization in
may-be's.. I they have any ideal, it is
duties Which at the bést are of the most purchase home he boasts what a good ‘bar- it, for they will have surrounded themselves on. the same involuntary conditions should “of
the country fosters them. The missionary
the
General
Average.
trying and difficult nature.
Questions of gain he has made. Deception lies in the with a false, deceptive atmosphere, which sustain the same relation to the author of
If they are teachers they are well enough: organizations take them under their care.
right and wrong which in othef depart- thoughts of the buyer and deception weak- shall prevent true and upright judgment.”
that existence.
Hence, if Adam was in a eontent if their classes are as punctual as They are not held off by any of these bodies
Fitting words from one so amply able. to saved condition before he violated moral the average, if they get their lessons as under the plea that they do not belong to
ments of life secure prolonged meditation ens. all his moral perceptions and breaks
speak
them; from a noble life that exempli- law by Virtue of his innocence, why should well as the average, if there is among them them.
~ and study, he is often obliged to settle in a down his integrity. For let it be under8. Every quarter the whole day is given
moment, on’ the spot, in presence of a cred- stood, that for much of the deception, the fied them! “May they be treasured sicred]y not all who come into existence by the same about the average number of conversions, to the school. The best man to question
—no matter ‘how low the average may be,
and
bear
fruit
for
the
years
to
come
in
the.
itor, a fellow tradesman, or a debtor.
No double dealing, the ' dishouesties of the
authority, be saved on the same conditions? —if they glo mot sink helow it ine their work, the school is obtained. And woe be to him
man who has been engaged in trade to any tradesman, the buyer is directly responsi- -developing life of ogr young men!
_| Sin, which is the transgression of law, is they are quite satisfied, and even if they unless he comes with his quiver full of arrows.
Questions are proposed and briefly
considerable extent can have failed to feel ble. The depreciating of the value of goods
certainly the only thing that can give that do they, are ‘nof -greatly worried. If the argued, and oftentimes the children of the
that he islike one sailing amid reefs and offered for sale, the sharp struggle to obJaw power to condemn. None can trans average Sunday" scholar in their neighbor- schools are vietors. In this way do'these
Contrast.
quicksands, amid shoals
and currents. tain the best end of a bargain on the part of
gress moral law until capable of compre- hood turned out to be a dolt er a criminal, people make their schools valuable, and alnot expeet the members'of their
Aud in the emergencies which are sprung the bayer, produces a disastrous effect upon + Ours is a world of disappointment, There hending such'law ; therefore infants can wot Sheggwonld
+80 full of interest and great in numbers.”
clasSes to turn out any better.
The people who honor God’s Word will be
upon him, the difficulties which beset him the conscience of both buyer and seller, is nothing, except the religion of Jesus be wexposed to the penalty of the . law,—
People of this class who are su perintend-,
in’ his eourse, he imperatively needs the
ents
take
great comfort in visiting othér honored. - This the Welsh do, and their poChrist, that can be depended upon in the atonement or no atonement.
It can'not be too strongly impressed upon
is most exalted.
|
Sunday-sehools
and observing the faults of sition
help of the Bible and the controlling pow- this assembly, and especially upon trades- hour of emergency.
Christ says, ** I came not to call the rightIn health the impenThis is a good lesson. : Let us heed it,
"
|
management
which
prevail
in
them.
It
By
that
living
“er of a Christian's faith.
men, that the whole community, the entire itent do not feel the force of this assertion; ‘eous. ” Legal righteousness is heing right
them to the conclusion that their and remember that, with our appliances, if
word is given direction by which every country;has its greatest welfare bound up but in sickness their feelings are quite dif- before the law. All are right before the helps
schools, though net so good as they might the Bible is neglected, our schools will be,
and ought to be, failyres.—dimerican Christradesman may thread his way in safety in the character of its merchants. They ferent. They cun not rejoice in affliction, law — moral or civil— until they have vio- be, are yet as good as the average.
To expect too little, and to be too easily tian Review,
through all the tangled paths of business; regulate the morality of the nation. See in nor view death with Christian composure, dated that law ; and hence the infant is lesatisfied, is one of the worst of vices in a
by that faith he shall neverbe left unwarn- what a network of railroads and telegraph because they have no hope that reaches be- gally saveg.
Sumday-schgol worker. In this work, as in
Jamal Vico
ed nor helpless when in temptation his eye wires their business involves us; look upon yond the grave, When deprived of earthSinners are those that Christ came to call, every
other, nothing is well done without &
Heataen
AT
HoME., 1t is often said
would lose its singleness and his moral the immense banking capital which they ly comforts and called to pass through and sinning implies moral action of which little ‘wholesome
discontent.
Unless the
courage its tone. The Word of Life, that ‘create and wield ; behold - at their. nod un- scenes of extreme suffering, they are ready infants are incapable, A faith that devel- ideal in the mind of the teacher or the su- that we have * heathen at our oswn doors.”
most practical of books, that concerns numbered ships coursing hither and thither to murmur at their lpt, manifesting none of ops i self in a repentance of all sin is the gos- perintendent keeps far ahead of the actual ; Yet most of those so deseribed are improperly called heathen. They are not persons
itself with all we think and’ feel and do, ingyery part of the world; what a system the spirit of resignation.
pel pian of salvation; consequently it em- unless he is capable of imagining some;
| thing far better than he has yet attained, who are without means of knowing the
leaves no man in doubt or darkness when of exchanges, contracts, credits they have
How inconceivably great must be the an- braces none but such as are capabie of such and is filled with the strongest desire
to gospel. They can not, in the judgment,
the emergencies of actual life meet him.
founded, involving the transfer of thousands guish of the unconverted, while tortured faith. Every provision of the gospel is reach it, his work will be of very little
expect the allowange that will be made for
:
-Men hear principle, hono¥j virtue extoll- of millions of dollars annually; see what an with the distressing thought that this may made ‘for and addressed to moral agents. value.
:
real
heathen who are unavoidably ignorant.
Another
class
of
workers
have
exactly
Inasmuch
as
infants
are
entirely
left
out
of
ed from the pulpit on Sunday; but if on influence © merchants = exert over govern- be their last day, last night, or last hour.
the
But
there
are parts of our country where
opposite
fault.
These are among our
all these provisions, and as Christ doubtMonday they go on Main.strect and Lisbon’ ments in the deference to which the opin- Such reflections must certairly render them
for
not
were
it
if
be,
would
or
helpers,
best
the
means
of grace are so scantily provided
street and find principle, honor, virtue de- jon of a Rothschild is learned before some ‘as wretched as was even Altamont, when less understood his mission, we very natu- their unfortunate peccadillo. They
expect that some people are practically mn the con-.
rally
conclude
that
there
was
no
necessity
Such a
too much. They are looking for larger and
nied, the pulpit utterance has little effect. European ecabiaet ventures to publish its placed in dying circumstances.
A Sunday-school
:
v
fairer results than can ever be reached with dition of the heathen.
There is the Bible; and in sacred desks are policy ; and from all this we shall under- state of feeling adds greatly to one’s physi- for any provision for such.
It is objected to all this that Jesus invit- out a miracle, Their ideals are magnifi- missionary gives this affecting instance:
-the preachers, but say what you will, it stand how largely the purity of public and cal sufferings ; but anguish of mind is said
cent, and they are impatient to see them’
A few months since a gentleman met a
must yetbe confessed that such are the in- private morals depends upon the integrity to be far more intolerable to be borne than ed little children to come to him; that he realized
.
lad on the prairies of Nebraska, herding
fluences and tendencies of society, that the of our merchants.
anguish of body. When body and mind cautioned parents against throwing any ob1f they “are teachers, they expect to see
‘ Well, my young friend,” said he,
guiding books and the most convincing - Therefore the great question ‘becomes : suffer intensely, there cannot, in this world, stacle in the way of children, but would al- every scholar.'in his place every Sunday, cattle,
‘* you have a fine drove of cattle here; do
with
perfect
low
them
in
the
exercise
of
their
own
volideportm
stores
ent
our
in
and
a perfect les- you watch them ev
What shall promote that integrity; what be any greater degree of misery. No wonpreachers are the tradesmen
day?” zs Yes, sir.”
son.
In working
for the conversion of “Do you have anything to read? you have
during the six days of the week. On Sab-| shall be offered as a sufficient guide amid der that the impenitent manifest, upon beds tion to come. ‘* Forbid them not,” if intheir pupils they are not only eager, as they
bath, the ways of traffic are closed, the busy | all these influences; what shall keep the of sickness, so much dread of death; for clined to come, *“ for of such "as come to ought to be, but they are impatient, as they 80 much time, that you could read many
useful books this summer if you had them{"
Christ
*
is
the
Kingdom
of
Heaven.”
8
h
e
om
hum of trade and the excitements of store | tradesman true in midst of temptation? In they perceive that the allurements of the
ought not to be. Irregularity,
lack of a
“No, sir.’ I have no hooks.” * Have you
and street are hushed; but with the open-| answer, we unhesitatingly declare the Bible world, together with its riches and honors, Comingto Christ in this life implies moral brn Bl jrploper i
gy the
oD no Bible or Testament?
‘ No,sir.” * Do

J I

RS

NE

S. 8. Department,

ingof the day of business, other ser-|alone to be his sure: guide and only safe
mons are preachéd in the temples of| counselor, You who toil amid the competrade, either annulling or enforcing the | titions, the perplexities of business, can
of the temples of God. In one not afford for yourselves, nor for the dear-

hour

od the trade of any

i gen at

out from the storesof this
Sabbath pulpits.

For the real preachers

do

them

no

good.

Having

nothing

else upon which they can fix their hopes,
they instantly feel that their case.is dreadful beyond description.
This was evidently the casé with Vol-

accountability,

Hence these * little

dren ” were not infants.
Kenrard, Pa.

’

:

’

chil- | of an

\ H, FAR,
. N.

‘| them

"|

members

of

their

classes,

effect

classes

were

you know what the Bible is?” «I don't”
think I do.” “Do you know who Jesus

like an’ unforeseen and unendurable

calagnity.’

Teachers

whose

is? “No, sir. 1 never heard of him.”
“Did you. ever hear of the Saviour?” “1

making the best of progress, gainin}
in
prompiness, “pplication, and mverest every
week, have sometimes come to me in

do not think I ever did. He does not live
!
WH
”
in this neighborhood that I know of.” “We
Many'a’
child
goes
fevfarh
mot
because
| despair, ready to give up their Ot, on are going to ‘have a Sunday-school to-day
| the grand, sure teachings of that sacred ‘taive, Paine, Newport and Rousseau. Al- there is a want of prayer or v
wwhich they had set at your: gchool-house, won't
e at home, | cause "some result"
you come?”
| book. ‘What you gain, be sure you have though they had derided the religion of but simply because home
their hearts had not ben attained. All was | ‘“IL.do not, know what that is, but I would
lacks sunihine.
it with righteousness. Tt is no sin to be Christ, and denounced-it all as a delusion’
|
going:.o
n
beautiful
ly
"they could see that
to come and see”. ,
.
rich. But when you sell your manhood, yet when earthly hopes forsook them, they |: Not my will, but Thing, lb done. 2 >
when I talked wi them of what they had like
2
A brighter, more simple-hearted and"
you
accompli
shed; but all - was not perfect. honest, boy could hardly be found, and yet
felt and saw themselves lost and ruined for- |
| your integrity, your honor for money,
r
There was considerable discrepancy he- be is practically a little heathen.
There are
| pay too large a price. Enthrone in. your ever. A view of their helpless and forlorn
Adversity willingly undergone )is the | twetn. the ideal and the actual; between | thousands uvon thousands of such children
shat
him of whomall Scripture condition,congtrained them to make known, ! greatest virt
mitoht

‘week-tay has’ est interests of society,to turn

opened, a stronger, influence to really

a
city than

can

away

from

are our merchants
teachers are our
powerful
and the most
The only authoritative lessons
tradesmen.
for multitudes are the maxims and customs | hearts a love for

ue,

“3

what might
=

l
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ho

wae sn
he and
and rehab
what was;
and ’tha was : B$ owr land,
-

v

!

p

oT.

:

fhe
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&lerit God.

The

ly been.
same,—*
day nor
cometh.”
for "him,
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Oer all the world the church spire rocks,
As swing the bells and strike the clocks,
To peal the passing of the year!
great clock-tower in the skies
On God's
Profoundest midnight silence les;
No clangor from its bells arise;

fulfilled.

eR

Rp AI

=.

rings, therefore, for His lips

the city of Jerusalem toward the house
in which the disciplesof Jesus. were usthe sound, the crowd
Following
sembled.

No sounds the seasons make as they
Succeed each other! None as day

Nor 'soars its spray

When nigh®’s dark deluge doth abate !

"0 still, small voice!
Thy whisper wakes
More surely than though thunder breaks
To tell the year has fled!
By Thee, from death aroused, I cry,
Give now my after life, that I
May serve Thee now as when; on high,
Un marked the years shall live and die,
And time, with death, be dead!

probably some hundreds, most of them Gal| iloans, speaking under’ the pressure of intense spiritual excitement,in many foreign

‘

proke, and parted, and took ‘the form of
tongues; these tongues being. the visible
| form of the mighty voice which had hurtled

death and resurrection. Perhaps that experience was so dark that a sort of sacred
reserve forbade them to speak of it. To
the disciples it must have been like what
Gethsemane was to their Master. One
pouders on the different ways in which they
would severally be affected. From the utter incredulity with which all received the
news of Christ's rising, there could seem-'
a ray of hope left to
ingly have been not
them, What was in Peter's heart, left with
the remembrance of that last look of his
Master on hitn who denied him? How did
John bear the sundering from him of that
life which had become as part of his own?
Our grief for our departed friends is no measure of the blow that must have fallen upon

conclude,

** These

men

are full of sweet,

standing,”

All the
servant

that

a tongue,”

* in

not

and

disciples have it, men and women,
and master, bond and free; nay,

But .with them, every hope
der the. loss.
for the next -life as well as thishad come

of prophesying, the gift of declaring God's
wil in the past and in the present, as well
as in the future, had been a

to center in their Lord. That he should die
seemed a contradiction’ at once to every
buried in that tomb in the garden.
. And if the darkness was so profound to the
disciples, what must _it have been to the
mothér of Jesus? The wonder of the angets message,—the mother’s pain glorified
joy,—those mys-

them into
a deep and

terious outshinings in childhood which she
had kept and pondered in her heart,—that
«career with its alternations of triumph and
disappointment and mysterious promise,—
ended

had risen.

here;

she

had seen

thé

night

had

the

delusion,

born

of sorrow.

and

as Jesus used to speak.
Their hearts burn
He breaks and blesses the
within them.

bondsmen

and

bondswomen,

as

well

Lord,”

was

both to be savéd from the

impending judgments, and brought into
that kingdom whose lowliest member is

ers, himself he can not save.”

some

ater

than

the

and

suffering,

tothe

greatest of the prophets.

in courage

and

wisdom ;

rich above all in absolute faith and conquering
hope. From the tomb of Jesus a new
&..
Gife had entered into their souls with their
risen Lord.
:
From us our Christ often seems taken
«away forever.
Sometimes the darkness of

doubt’ buries him.

We

long to see and

feel him,and can not. We

can not make him

unknown.

give our lives, if,

other than a thing of the past, unseen and

We

would

with Thomas, we

~

might

see and hear and

touch him, and so believe.
Sometimes, the
ave of a
great grief
swallows
u all that has given life its mean8

ing and value.

The world is utterly empty.

We are conscious of an ache in our hearts,
and that is all.
The: daylight is gone out.

—Msions of a happier life, an ampler
ice; we shall

earth

dream. dreams—dreams

transformed

of

lie in night that .ex-

pects no dawn.
It was when the disciples were in the
lowest depth of hope crushed, and joy all
gone

out,

that

Christ

was

given

back to

them from the grave. And ashe came unto them, so shall he come unto all that
are his, The sun that sets to-night 'is
not so

sure to rise

to-morrow,

as

sure to shine forth upon his people.
came

to

Mary,

as

John, as he came

he came

to- Thomas,

to

ten

have

of you

And

seldom

believe

the

other

any

man

who

is so

felt, the

riches

of this

t is a calm, warm shelter from

fails them.

will come

family.

serv-

of an

The factory
should

be hard

wherein a dozen

others standing around as
idle spectators, would not
it to its ‘owners. Neither
sea, exposed to adverse

yrosperous voyage

-bénevelent but
yield much profwotlld, a ship at
winds, make a

shoyld half her crew

Christ is

As he

last

conscious

becomes

of exist-

of itself,

when he comes to himself,
Father.—N. 4. Staples.
-

’

:

Law

ab.

-to his

he goes

the (labor

therein is

distributed

according

to the several capabilities of the workmen.

of Love.

i4 —

is:

Work

for all and all at

fill the duties of the several watches,
any

slumber in shameless

endanger

the

most

If|

sloth, they may

precious-argosy.-ever

carried, Is it not high time for them to
:
|
awake?
The church is an. association. "All its
component parts are members one of another, and have a common interest at stake.
Are they faithful who make no strenuous
effortsto “enhance the whole power of the

Peter and association? Every. church-fiember should
so will he | aim to rdtiody in the individual life the

there with its ewn pen what it shall do to
all who live near him, or whom he deals
with or meets: He loves them not for the
cause that God tells him he must do.
Good will to them is the breath of his own

soul ; and his soul must breathe though

it

:

A

*

is not told to do so.

This# then, is the love of the heart and

the steers, he. will come as pardon-and
road,
héaling, ‘In the garden, upod wethe expect
in our, secret chamber,—when
him not, he will come. It may be through
the gate of death. It may be while we yet‘

them
my
ago.

life of the

of

to the mines, but had no luck.
worked at a trade, but had no

words could make to shine there.
a kindof tone to the «voice which mereto
words could not teach the tongtie or lips
breathe.

It gives the

hand a warmth

I went

again

to

the

for which I am to receive
thousand dollars.”
“Then,”

mines.

one
said

from

80

love

has

its

is calleda

light,

world

life,

and

—

“closet”

in

their

of an alabaster lamp,

a home with light and warmth

of sympathy.

“Closet.”
no

where

they

want of their soul, they rétire to some

lone-

might pray in secret.

In order to meet this

some thicket to raise their eyes to heaven
and pray to the Father in secret. ‘‘Nearl
every hour of the day,” relates an Englis
missionary, ‘‘we can-sec people going to the
place;of prayer or returning from it ; but in
the morning at four o’clock, and in the evening at ten, we can not walk about the

sion station without

being

Theré”is

law.

of light.

| in my vineyard.” Who is called, and re-| lamps that shine with allthewho same
that
live inlightheaven.
to
|fuseth to go? To such are\these words | his face gives out
the
heaven
like
| of Christ addressed: ¢ That servant who | And the earth grows more
| knew his Lord's, will, and did it not, shall | more of such lathips there are lit on it: And
be beaten with many stripes.”
achild’s heart may hold as much of God's

standing this terrible

OF

mis-

ever before.

and

to Shem iid

oY

Fine

naever thou hast,

=
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use,

& CO.
:
:

to

introduce

the

GENUINE’

and

warranted

for five years.

We

will pay 1,000 for any machine that will sew a
stronger, more beautiful, or more elastic seam

r=] than ours.

It makes the “Elastic Lock

Stitch.”

> Every second stitch can be cut, and still the
&pCloth cannot be pulled apart without tearing it.
We pay Agents
from $75 to $250 per month and
expenses, or a commission from which twice

that amount can be made. Address SECOMB & CO.,
Boston, Mass.; Pittsburg, Pa.; Chicago, Iil., St Louis, Mo.
:
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CHARMING

GREAT CHANCE = AGENTS.

than

Do

you waut an agency,

local or

travelin

chance to make $5 to $20 per day ring. wih a
T-strand White Wire Clothes Lines?
They iast forever; sample free,so there “is no risk, . Address
at.once
Hudson River Wire Works,
130 Maiden
Lane, cor, Water St., N. Y., or 16 Dearborn St.,
Il
Chicago, 111,
FETE

sent

Now.

«
‘

TEE

JAGENTS and aul

$100

to

$200

THIS, and do not fail
ing full description of
elsewhérs. AGENTS
their interest to do so,
Address at once for

2wist,

THE

WANTING

§ THE BESTTRAVEL ING
which will furnish a ¢

B but listle Capital
from

per

month.

A

SPOOLS.

BUSINESS
nance with

to clear

REMEMBER

to send for our Circulars
givthe business, before engaging
and PEDDLERS will find it to
and will be honestly dealt with.
terms’
° D. L.
GUERNSEY,

Publisher and Bookseller, CONCORD,

N. H.
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AN: IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:

or, the Biblical account of Man’
tion.
tested by Scientific Theories of his Origin ig
nity.
y, Joseph P. THOMPSON, DP. D., LLD,
ne vol., 12mo, Price, $1. Will be sens prepaid by
post, on receipt of price, by
36

IT CAN BE CURED.

Sells reallly at every house. Sam-

Ciroylars, price lists, and all necessary informawre ils, Phi idphis,
=== | tioncan be had by addressing (with return:stamp)
ATWOOD'S
Rev. T. P, CHILDS,

UININE

TONIC

BITTERS!

2wdb

Troy, Ohio. AGENTS WANTED

Ly a

FOR

The best Tonic
and Stomachic ever offered th

public,

I will Improve

our Appetite, Facilitate Digestion,

ordered Liver or
Rush of Blood to
Heartburn, Acid
Stomach, Sinking
ach, Dimness 0

Church Music.

Confectioners’

BAKER

female,

ly licensed

wn
+

hither
to :me,” says Jesus; and if we brin
ve tons to |1e by SYervous
:
7 to every organ
:
4
him the little we have, who can tel) what i ge bady, thers y impart 1 tain ane
8
may become to others, when it is given in | whether general or
wing acute
disea
Medical
Faculty
endorse
it
for
Dyspepsia,
¢
his spirit P— Watchman and Reflector.
Nervous Debility, and all diseases Arising 8

|

for

Sold by Grocers geneially,

snared
to 250 biri,oie
$100
where selling our new seven strand WHITE PLATINA
LINES.

Their

fell, tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid and embroider
in a most superior manner. Price only $15. Ful-

"

Ba ee. Audress Gd

Co-

COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEW«3 IMPROVED
ING MACHINE,
This machine will stitch,hem,

They are Warranted in omy Yap, and are the
best for hand or machine use,
For sale at Retail b
all Trimming Stores, and at Wholesale by all sma
ware Jobbers, and by the manufacturers, SEAVEY,
FOSTER L& BOWMAN, 42 Summer Street, Boston.

CLOTHES

prize

"8 $75 to $250 per month, wi

was

Eureka Button-Hole Twist.
y

the highest
of Chocolate,

BOSTON.

FIRE,”

80’

bring

Chocolate

WALTER

50 and 100 Yard Spools,

little children.

of these articles.

i.

TSE

awarded

manufacturers

at the Paris Exposition of 1867, and
medal awarded to any American

Prepared Cocoa and Vanilla Chocolate

will appear early

Subscribe

WORLD.

axe manufactured from the finest Cocoa, and are unequaled in quality and flavor.
Also,
b

It will be extra large, containing about

10weowdZ

IN THE

W. Baker & Co., were
coa, and Broma,

to all new subscribers for 1872, FREE.

people

BEST

conferred on any

Notwith-

double the usual number of pages, and will be

aroupd us, a mass of misery and sin, of poor
people, of doubting =#d broken hearts, of
ed

THE

LIVES!!!
number

1780.

“Chocolate and Cocoa.

THE LITTLE CORPORAL
The December

at New
“418

BARKERS

and the Elec-

printed.

.

em

ard;

ESTABILSHED

to the throne

a multitude of weary

ght, unfed;

fills

and

November number which

‘“ BAPTISM

& MAIN,

Our Books are sold at our Chicago House
York prices, and by the trade generally.

contents, inclu-

in November, more BRILLIANT and

déeply’ moved.

Oe

14: 13.)

BIGLOW

425 Broome St., New York, or 726 Wabash Ave., Chicago

and the German Sweet Chocolate, 50 justly
celebrated throughout the country.
|

with all its

STILL

A multitude of weary people, nearly famished with hunger, were assembled around
our Lord. The disciples had but seven
loaves and two small fishes. ¢‘What is that,?s
they said, ‘‘among so many?”
Jesus
answered: ‘Bring them hither to me.”

(

We are assured that ¢“ SONGS OF SALVATION ”
gives entire satisfaction wherever used, and the very
large demand for it still continues.
We recommend “CHRISTIAN SONGS” to Schools |
in want of a large and varied collection of Hymns and
Tunes. “CHRISTIAN SONGS” is composed of POPULAR SONGS FROM ALL OF OUR PUBMCATIONS, with
choice new material ; contains 224 pages, compiled by
us, under advisement with prominent Sunday School
workers.
.
Aa-Either of our publications sent, post.paid, on
receipt of retail price, Address

FIRE

already for the press and partly

Little Miich.
el)

50 Cents retail ; $40 per 300,
The above are the newest and best, and have been
published but a few months.
Everybody says “PURE GOLD?” is a superior
work, and the public have endorsed that opinion by
purchasing over
300,000 Copies in Nine Months !

It is love in all its {received
the o
manufacturers

Eureka Machine
To Make

CHRISTIAN SONGS,”

Skid

Bag

4

3

The Little Corporal
Publishing House

OF SALVATION,”

“83 Cénta rétail ; $30 per 100.

DESTROYED

of God. - Every Hottentot has his place of
prayer near that of his neighbor; some of
these quiet noaks are visited so often that
no
grass can
grow on the footpaths leadin

a

“SONGS

It is the carpet, soft

CHICAGO

GOLD,”

35 Cents retail ; $30 per 100.

It is that influence, which, like the

THE

your eyes.—De

dwellings,

“PURE

depths, and all its delicacy. It is everything included in that matchless grace, the
gentleness of Clirist.

shall

-Affica have

(Successors to Wm. B, BRADBURY,)
C allattention to ther Sunday School Song Books-

.

ding all the BACK NUMBERS on hand,

The Hottentots of South

THREE POPULAR BOOKS.

Gentleness is love in society; it is love

tude

-

Hottentot

Sunday School Music

E—

altogether.

1300

ve

orders direct to D. Lothrop & Co., Boston, whose ~
stock is one of the largest and best selected in the
United States.
0
[16tf

holding intercourse with those around it.
It is that cordiality of ‘aspeet, and that soul
of speech, which assire us that kind and
earnest hearts may still be met with here
flame

4 volB.....cvveiiriinrinns 5 00

find it to their advantage of their schools to send all

T. De Witt

Gentleness.

Library,

The Homespun Library, 5 vols........
eo
The Select
Library, 7 vols...... barsessassanssrana
BUYERS OF SUNDAY SCHOOL. BOOKS WILL

and forgets half its misery, and
to which
death comes in a balmier dream. It is considerateness. It is tenderness of feeling.
It is warmth of affection. It is’ prompti-

can not enjoy it. But, glory to God! the
path of tears has a terminus. The storm
will not blow on forever. Child of God,
you are not far off from the last disappointment and thedast groan. The Lamb which
is in the midst of the throne shall lead you
tears

and

500

.3 00
8315

The New Prize Series, 18 vols. cc.cuvens

the pillow, on which sickness lays its head,

1

hundred
I, “you

God

Young Ladies’

ample comfort, deadens many a creaking
sound. It is the curtain, from which many
a beloved form wards off at once the summer's glow and the winter's wind. Itis

one hundred and forty thousand
He said: ‘‘Yes; but it comes too
wife is gone.
The money is
me now.”

to living fountains of water, and

class,

Series, 4 vols

The Original $500 Prize Stories, 8 vols...... os

and deep, which, whilst it diffuses a look of

We

So there are those whose entire life. is
made up of poverty and misfortune.
When
success comes, it comes too late, ‘and they

that:

the bare blood does’ not make, and which
the man who folds it in his feels all the way
to his own heart.
:
Heaven

be

fragrance

struck a veined of gold which yielded me
forty thousand dollars. I am now on my
way to San Francisco to transfer the mine,
are worth
dollars.”
late.
My
nothing to

hath God exalted with his right hand to

many

almost suffered
starvation.
Everything
seemed to go against us.- While we were
in complete poverty my wife died. After
her death

of

scented

afterward
luck. Then

I went to farming, but hall no luck.

of an in-

ministers

below.

gave me his history. He said: “With
wile, I eame to California twenty years
We suffered every hardship. I went

are needed; for
‘and able laborers
Le a
life. Tt is not put in > i
are snatching up
he Sud or do "5 a | the devil and his angels
tell a man how or when
kind thought, speak a kind word,
many souls. The Lord
needs laborers to do
kind act, no more than he needs tell- his his work.
;
J
;
when
blood
his
;-or
lungs when to breathe
“But, Lord,” some one may say, “I have
law
This
veins.
[to run orto stop in his
go little to give! My body
is weak; my
acts of its own self, just as the heart ~does capacities are small; my time is limited!
| when it beats or sends Wood to the brain. Alas! Tam such a feeble and: unworthy
Quick as thought can move, it fills the eye cnild! What can I do among so many?
with a sweet light which no law put in cold What can I do for thee? : What can 1 give
It gives

The
best books say - there is no night there;f
isa vineyard. God is. the| that the face of God is the sun that fills it
the” Light in eed. Tq the bereaved,he| The et
people are the laborers. with a day that can have no end. -Now all
His
will come as consolation, as love given | husbandman,
love here are
back and made good a thousand-fold. To | To them is the mandate given: * Go work the hearts that burn with his

“Some jo every Soul tuk Beeds Bim. To | true edie of the aggregate
him who gropes in
doubt, he will ¢ome
as:| whole
of
believers.

3

to relieve the overladen stage, when one

hold all the laws
por-| to
all | if it old us at once all we should feel,think,

and

«

Little Ben Hadden

Christ preach it in great congregations, and
organs sound it in the thunder of opendiapason, and heaven roll it from gate fo
temple, and from temple to throne, ‘ Him

Finney, in Indepen-

then fervent utterances ascend

Love makes its own law, and writes it on

the fields to recline under shade-rees while
the other ten were sweating at their tasks,
would the farmer be. satisfied? We trow

for Christ,

Lis has been the experience

»

port-hole

a Prince and a Saviour.”—Rev.
Talmage.

with all

upon the name of the Lord, and-now

ya

man all the days of our life.
personal interest in the concern so soon as | say, and do for
God wrote on stone are
their money had been paid in? Suppose | The ten laws that of them but one tell us
All
nots.
of
full
in
Jaborers
of
score
a
hired
had
a farmer
‘But when God puts
the symmer season, to gather his waiting what we shall not do.
a man, it writes
of
heart
the
in
love
his
harvests, and ten of them should go into

A church is a workshop

out for help,

me

At those hours every one goes out and calls

9) content to observe how the other half the heart in which it breathes and lives..
:
managed the vessel. What would come
world would be so large as
but disaster from inyestments in an -asso-| No book in the
that love would write,

not.

PY

REP.

A

and more to himself,and ives him the new
and entirely unique gift o personality ; and

dozen

ciated stock company, in case a large
should ss
A of the Sv

the Sabbath-school

then

tretype Plates for the

Placed by
consecrated thought and love.
of weakness
birth at the furthest remo
es back to kim
from God, man st
through a dsicipline which brings him more

operatives

at work, and three

rising up through all kinds

ence! at

Quiver.

Wp

eturn upon

the

50
50

Bill Riggs Library, 4 vols.......
Little
Red Cap Series, 4 vols......

at.daybreak the

vincible squadron, a volley broke that sent
death and sin reeling into the pit. Our sins,
that in the dreadful nightfall seemed to be
triumphant, are cut to pieces under the
bombardment. Let the children tell it in

myself, in a
power. I
that I made
exhort and

} would

, and caillng

Witt Talmage.

and goes back again to its source in free

at Work.
—

with the same result.

"wipe away all

And finally,it is said that this life is hid in
This life, which first appeared in
God.

force,

true, our visions be realized.

All

his tomb, as from

set apart a day for private fasfing and prayer, fearing that this power had departed
al . inquire anxiously after the:
apparent emptiness.
After

# Where now with pain thou treadest, trod
The whitest of the saints of God.
And that great Life, transfused in theirs,
Awaits thy faith, thy love, thy prayers.”

The world’s Pentecost will surely come,
and the great final harvest be gathered into

2

have

never seen each other, but they know each
other—thes are friends, and, belong to one

And our dreams

the garners of heaven.—The

Thousands of its’ members

heaven.

work.” Are they who play thé part of the
and we look for no reswrection thence.
the weight of our sin buries us | spectators aware of what they are doing?
Sometimes,
with it. The sense of our own guilt wraps Do they know they are but wasters, when
us round, so that we can feel no ray of for- they should be workers?
- The church sails over the billowy sea of
- giveness, We bave been forgiven again
and again, and still we have sought the difficulty. It needs all bands on board to

now we

pray,

they

into a paradise,of a

world reconciled unto God.

all lies in the grave; | Its motto
Our love,our hope, our

evil; and

say, ‘* Each

and

75 Bud and Blossom,
50 Neddie and Maggie

The Robinsons,
1 25 A Year in the Couniry, 125
Silver. Sands,
1 50 The Veil on the
Battles Logt & Won, 1 50 "Old School Fellows; ~ 125
My Hero,
1 50 The Emigrant Children, 25
ShellCove Series 4v.6 00 Sunnydell Series5 vols.3 00
The Talbury Girls Library,
4 wh Ae ssasnuunes vol a2 00
Pro and Con Series, 4 vols........
+500

with swift dispatch, and from the door of

membering it;would fasten conviction, and
often result in almost immediate conver-

and on exchange,and in all real experiences.

in,

$125 From Night to Light, $126
td
125 Mabel L Sri

Soldier Fritz,
The Victory,

battle ; and when the morning
of his resurrection broke, angels rode down the sky

They broke the heart like

sion. Sometimes I would find
great measure, empty of this
would go out and visit, and find
no saving impression. 1 would

Youth and Sunday School Libraries.

Rose and Millie,
The Hartz Boys,

BIGLOW & MAIN,

battle re-opens, and the lost
ground is regained.
On the Friday night of the crucifixion Jesus went down, seemingly defeated. But in the tent of his grave our
Captain slept, getting ready for another

a hammer. Multitudes can attest to this.
Oftentimes a word dropped, without my re-

all hearts; and in the myriads who, though the noise and fever of the world.
It isa
boasting no miraculous gift, were neverthe- light shining. in the darkness.
It brings
less moved by one and the selfsame spirit to them into a more sweet and tender union
faith and hope and charity.
with all good and true souls about them.
This gift of the ,Spirit of ail truth and It is regrouping:society in new and better
grace is offered tons as well as to the Jews relations. : Those who have tasted the
As for them, blessed life belong to the invisible church,
|| and proselytes of Pentecost.
| so for us, * the promise of the Father” only whose ties are bound on earth and in

martyrs

spiritual

cut like a sword.

Some of the Latest and Best Books for

Ye

At nightfall an army may be defeated,but
daring the night the troops rally, re-encome

'

AT PRESENT,

468 Wabash Avenue Room,
5.
CHICAGO,

The Morning Victory.

forcements

als, were the means of their immediate con-

They feel
who were moved to prophesy of themselves upheldby it when the outer life

Christ, and to make manifest the secrets

death, full of joy, full of peace, full of power over men.
While their teacher lived,
they appeared as weak, erratic, undeveloped men. With his death it seemed that
they must sink back into sheer insignificance. Instead of that,they became heroes,
rich.

ersion. My words seemed to fasten like
barbed arrows in the souls of men. They

spraig up in the primitive church; in the common life hid with Christ.

Such glimpses ure given us of the tran-|
scendent joy,the strange and sweet surprise
which broke upon those who mourned
Christ's death. We have greater witness
than this of what Christ's rising wrought in
them. Before, they had been but a group
- of weak children. From that hour they
became -the spiritual conquerors’ of the
world. The ignorant fishermen of Galilee
went forth to lay the foundations of a new
empire, They went on their way amidst
"Jerstention

mer-

All earnest men and women are drawing
nearer and nearer to a common hope and a
common inspiration. They are feeling, as

nd the promise was fulfilled. It was fulfilled in that multitude of prophets which
By

that went
body and

rily, and our hearts are waxed light, we
make a pastime of building our creed
play-houses, and saying "no one ever had

le

awaits our acceptance.
If we believe, we
If we
“visions
and | are the temples of the Holy Ghost.
“Nay,”
says
Thomas,
I can not de- | have not the Spirit of Christ, we are none
dreams can net comfort me.
But if the Spirit of Christ dwell
ny my reason and my sensés.”
Before his | of his.
startled eyes stands the well-known form. | in us, even though we be only servants and
The voice he knows is in his ears.
‘As by | “handmaidens, it will dwell in us in all wisIt will make us a law unto ourselves
the lightning’s flash, the. truth breaks on dom.
and so change service into freedom and
him; and he cries,
‘‘My Lord
and my
ke duty a delight. We
V shall see vistons
God I”
:

bread,—it is himself!

baptisms of the Holy Ghost,
through me, as it seemed to me,

dead to the prophecy of the age that he can
waste these great historic days. in whetting
his sectarian sword, and drilling his squads
of proselytes, and making war on the great
army of disciples who are too busy doing
to defend themselves, is a rebel togoo
ward God, ind Christ, and humanity ; he is
a mere Don Quixote, fighting wind-mills
, which are grinding corn for a whole peo-

as seers-and judges and kings. Nay, *‘every
one whosoever should invoke the name of

returned

weakness. So they said to the stranger
who joined them.
But to their despair he
speaks words of encouragement,such words

1 was powerfully converted.on the morning

soul. I immediately found myself endued
with such power from on high that a few
words dropped here and there to individu-

all who are his.

become a common
gift. Young men were
to have it as well as men venerable with

OFFICE

ndt the bane of the country, the present and
eternal ruin of thousands, as well as the
main cause both of our poverty and crime.

’

of the tenth of October. In the evening of |
the same day, and on the , morning of the
following day. 1 received overwhelming

4

universal enthusiasm,

NOW KS THE TIME TO INVEST
here, and to place on loan,

room on Saturday night, “I may ring for
hot water in the morning.” On this he in-

XZ
It is cheering to see the loyal churches oF |
this country forgetting their differences to
unite in a common cause of charity and
dToa Late.
In Brooklyn, nearly sixty churches
love.
of different creeds meet and work together
Among the Sierra Nevada Mountains I
Thus, a common trouble brings us back to
that common life where we meet Christ and was walking with some of the passengers,

But this gift, so rare, so precious, so long
denied, according to St. Peter was now to
age;

I said to my host, as I retired to my bed-

To the honor of God alone I will tell a
little of my own experience in this matter.

ference.

advent of a better time.

to swallow up the morning. What an echo
must the words of the
Jews have stirred
in the depths of her heart, ** He saved oth-

was

even

calling them to repentance, proclaiming the

him die

And unto these broken hearts, Christ
came again. ** Jesus saith unto her, Mary! She turned herself.and saith unto him,
Rabboni! which is to say, Master !”
“ Was it true? Was it not a cheat played
upon the heart by vain hope, and love?
Ah, yes! It was “nothing,—said the disciples as they. walked toward Emmaus,—it

one

when John Baptist came in the &pirit and
power of Elijah, denouncing their sins,

Ee
it to the sister of Lazarus?
scene by the
grave at Bethaher mind? Then, above the
the conquering
morn of life

Now,

ua]

Fire.

REAL ESTATE AND LOAN AGENTS,

he was visiting a brother minister in the
North Highlands :

:

—

the golden rule, but which we will put by it-

ninety are lost souls I” each one would start
up as from a happy dream, and begin to
ninety-nine
say, “ Lord, is it I?”
In
moods out of a hundred, most communities
have a common impulse and a common
fellow-feeling ; but the other mood is the
queer theological fit, and that makes a dif-

in the happiest times of the Hebrew Commonwealth.
Only a few men in any generation had been distinguished by it, and
these were commonly men eithdr eminent
by official position or specially devoted to
a religious life. For nearly five centuries
the gift had died out; and though the Jews
hoped, they hardly looked for its reappear‘ance. It took them by surprise, it startled

personal hope, and to every hope for their
Patriotism, love, religion, all lay
nation.

all had

rare

—

After the Chicago

‘Of all the money we had placed on loan, we have

Silver Rule.
:

tags

“In “Sundays Abroad,” Rev. Dr, Guthrie not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those cases.
in which the buildings were consumed and the Fire
relates this incident which occurred while Insurance
companies have failed.
i

You all know the golden rule: {* Do unto
others ‘as you would wish them to do unto
you.” Here is a rule which is almost a part of

If you should stop a joyous company of
men and women who are at one with. each
other in some good human impulse, and

The gift

and to their children.

them

fs to

of our Christian faith goes to uphold a® un-

Jon the cross,
What was
How did that
ny return to
night of death

A
a

Si

GRAHAM, PERRY & CO.,

Consistency.

He has lived a meré mole in the ground.—
Elihu Burritt.

they comprehend what the strange omen such fine ones ; but when the hour of trouble
imports.
comes, when our hearts break and our
St. Peter commences his discourse with a hands fail, we leap out of these houses, and
defense of his brethren, and, later, dwells look about for loving hearts.
We meet all
on the universality of this gift of the Spirit. creeds by death-beds, and at festive scenes,
the whole multitude may have it, too. The
yromiise, given by Jehovah through Joel,

by more than the mother's

megning of the words, "——GQuizot.

none of this

to say, ‘ No man hath hired us,”

success, when we sleep soft and wake

wine.” It is not until St. Peter
to speak to them ‘ with under-

strong
begins

must
force

that our friends
We know
them.
at some time leave us, and the whole

For an old man, if he dies with

Lite."

Christ's

i

ear should be more attentive to the harmony of the sound than the soul to the hidden

through the city,marked out those on whom
.
‘they settled as the interpreters of the voice.
It ‘was their office to declare the meaning
——
B—
of the omen, t6” expound its spiritual significance.
All the real experiences of life bring us
But at first they do not discharge this back to this one chnviction, that the hidden
office—they are in an ecstacy. They sim- life is the life with Christ, the life with all
ply chant, in many tongues, the wonderful the good and true of earth and heaven.
works of God. The crowd are amazed and When we weep, we ask not about the creed
perplexed, and can only ask one’ of the .of him who weeps with us; and when we
other, ‘What does this mean ?” or, con- rejoice, we do not care for the creed of him
founding spiritual with sensual excitement, who rejoices with us. In days of ease and

The Evangelists fell us very little of
what the disciples thought and felt. They
are wholly silent as to what was in their
between

over their

there played a lambent flame, which

heads

Rising.

while

dialects;

and

languages

——

timg

of men and women,

@ throng

They saw

the sun.

seen under

ever

yressive sights

.

the

most im-

on one of the strangest and

came

Exchange.

hearts during

like a furious blast throug

voice rushed

.
time is marked by sun's ho
On Heaven's illumined dial plate!

Christ’s

In the early ‘morning, whilea

gréat multitude of Jews and proselytes,
citizens and sojourners, were gathering to
the Temple for morning prayers, a might

lessons.to the soul!

Falls full on earth!

promise of the Father” was

** the

._

self, and because of its value call it theSilver stantly raised his hands, saying, “Hush,
“No work has been given us to do,” ** We rule: *“ Think and say all you can of the hush !” Astonished, and taken quite aback,
have been overlooked or neglected.” It good qualities of others; forget and keep si- and fancying, from his deprecatory manner
ent concerning their bad qualities.” “You and look, that he had greatly misunderstood
belongs to the office of the pastor to see
well to it-that such excuses are withouts] can not conceive how much Buch a course my question, I repeated it. But this puly
just foundation. We. are confident that in will heighten your own happiness and raise called forth a more startling and emphatic
no other single particular is there more ur- you in the esteem of your companions. warning, followed by this explanation, solo
id you ever think any more of a
boy or a voce: ‘‘Speak of shaving on the Lord’s day,
gent need for revision of method on the part
of many a hard-working pastor. * He who girl because he or she found fault with oth- and you need never preach more in
shall best edify the churgh to which he min- ers P Never call your schoolmates or pla - shire!” However‘ much I might disapprove
isters, will not only teach the theory of mates ugly or cross to their faces or behind of customs that required a tradesman to open
Christian beneficence, but the practice also. their backs. If they are ugly, or stingy, or shop on Sunday for such a purpose, I
He will be careful to distribute work,and not cross, it does not make them better for you could not see the difference between a
leave a few to make spasmodic exertions to talk or think about it, while it makes you man shaving his beard and washing his face
however,
now and then, as half proof of their zeal. love to dwell upon the faults of others, and on that day. This want of logic,
Association implics organiz on, and sure- causes your own soul to grow smaller and was a small matter. compared with a want of
ly that organization is on 1 Rother term become like the foul bird that prefers carri- consistency I could not reflect on without a
for chaos that does not combine parts and on for food. Rather tell all the good you little grief and much astonishment, —this,
harmonize faculties for the accomplishment can, and try to think of some good quality sinamely, that in hundreds of houses where
you could not get, for lofe or money, one
'
A working pastor will of your mates. _
of a common end.
drop of hot water to shave with on the Lord's
set his people to work by giving to each a
| day, you ‘would get plenty wherewith to
portion.— Intelligencer.
The Power of the Holy Ghost. brew whiskey-toddy,—as if whiskey was
be re vi

day of Pentecost was fully

the

When

come,

The earth! The sun how silent burns
Through HewYen 1 A silent God; who learns

TA...

ay x

The Gift of the Spirit.

But noiseless on its axis turns

When

.

Union,

tian

lr

Rh

love, and make as bright a lamp of its light,
as the heart of man in the prime of life,
love in him, dies a child at tbe dawn of life.
He has * not lived at all in the best seuse.

who are pledg
erlasting kingdom ? Why is faith so feeble
just where the conditions of success have
the amplest
guarantees P
honest and
There aré no doubt man
willing souls in every church, who would

your heart shall rejoice, and

your joy no man taketh from you."—Chris-

: Our coarse contrivances alike
Mark time with noisy tick and strife,
:
Loud peal, or solemn toll,

No cry

The world resounds with the din of labor.

Buterprises thé most magnificent, and
schemes of surpassing grandeur, are undertaken with confidence aud prosecuted
with vigor. Why do not the * children of

But to all alike, his word is the
from the children of
Watch, for ye know neither the light ” learn somewhat
there not be
should
Why
world?
‘this
Man
of
the hour wherein the Soh
ive plan,
comprehens
and
(
daring
courage,
faithfully watch
Unto all who
those
amon
the promise stands: I will see and ‘far-reachin to sagacity,
the extension o. an ev-

again, and

you

No faintest sound we hear,

SN

er

EE ——

walk the earth.= To some he discloses himself by slow degrees, so that at last’ they
wonder to see in how close companionship
with their Lord they have unknowing-

Sl

:
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thomach, Constipation,
|! tul
the H: ead, Loss of
Appetite, N
Stomach, Fullness or Wel ht In the
or Fluttering at the Pit of the Stomision, Yellowness of the Eyesai

y-selling religion
d

’
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mil

NEVER USE THE KNIFE.

‘Drs. Kline and Lindley, 931 Arch 8¢., Phuladelphia,

Skin,
Pain in the Head, Side, Back or Chest.
hd Pa.; Dr. Dalton, 238
West 4th St., Cincinnati,
0.
Charlotte, N.¥.;N . C.; Dr. MoMichael, 8i Ni- Ni
|| Dr.’
of which
of Heat,—all
« If the'singing, ” he said, * i$ such as inindicate
or sudden Flashes
the Flesh
St., Buffalo,
agaraGreene,
Or.
Digestive,
or
Liver
the
of
derangement
a
befits the. réverence which we ought to
feel when

we sing before God and

the

an-

gels, it is an ornament which bestows grace
and dignity pow our worship ; it is. an ex-

cellent method

of kindling

she

heart, and

making it burn with great ardor in prayer.
But we must at all times take heed lest the
"4

gans.
Aa PersonsIi

in,

or vigiting sections

St.

Malaria prevails, w ore Fever and Ague, Piltons Fe. br
ver, Lk) the characteristic, diseases,” should be'| leled cures o f

rovided

wth them.

They area sure preventive of

Tu m ‘

ever and
Ague, Intermittents, Biliousness and all GC
. No'Caustic
ailments arising
from malarious causes. Price $1.00,
Prepared by A. LITTLEFIELD & CO., Boston, For partioulars,call ot
Mass. Sold by all Dealers in Medicine. 13eow26w

4
Medicines.

d Ulogrs,

dares either of the above,
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and speedy résults as will

prove it a splen-

He believes

the broadened platform will bring them
significant accessions from other bodies,
GEORGE T. DAY, Editor.
| or from such as’ have heretofore goneto
other bodies because repelled by. the uniAF All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on formly affirmed Calvinism, and the unwise
business, remigances of money, &¢., should be adrequirement that every comer must prodressed to the Publisber.
v
nounce that shibboleth. He believes it will
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Liberal Congregationalism.
—

Oe

”

Rigid adherence to old
dogmas and
forms is .becoming a rare thing.
A progressive partyspringsup in the very bosom
of Romanism itself. Low Church Episcopalians

openly

reject

baptismal

regenera-

tion though it is taught niéver so clearly in
the liturgy ; they hold the theoryof apostolic
successionas of no practical account, and
plainly déclare that a bishop is in no way
really essential to a true Christian church.

And vthis “liberalizing tendency

crops out

everywhere. Of course this induces protest and reaction in a féw natures that are
constitutionally conservative, or that have
come to look upon-the function of the brake
as higher than that of the locomotive.
An

anchor always sticks its flukes

deeper into

the mud when the wind begins to fill the
hoisted sail of the vessel and sets her pulling resolutely on the cable. And there are
men now, as in the days of the old prophet,
whose strength is to siv still, and whose chief
ambition it is to put life into stereotype.
But the world will

move in

spite

of

them,

for the momentum of living thought is
greater than the inertia of lifeless routine.
. Heat will produce expansign in spite of the

strongest iron bands wo

hugest piles of

granite.
The Congregationalists of this country
just now especially illustrate this liberalizing tendency in theological thought and ecclesiastical life. Many of the old creeds are
indeed still kept among them, but they are
specimens ofa dead letter which. few care
for, or labeled fossils put up in a show-case
to illustrate some by-gone age of thought.
The Puritan Recorder, so long the main
exponent of the Congregatiqnal faith from
a thoroughly Calvinistie ‘stand-point, gave

up its independent

life,—which

had been

most
resolutely
fought for,—not many
years ago, and only a few stray mourners
were heard heaving a sigh or seen wearing
black badgesin the streets.” The theology
taught to-day at Andover hardly need provoke any Arminian into the utterance of a
protest, and Beecher kicks the dogmas
about, which are exalted

in the

Westmin-

ster Confessioti]
like so many footb}lls, and
remains the most popular preacher in the:

body.

These gre but a few items" of testi-

mony, but they suffice to ‘show that Congregationalism is becoming genial, unctuous, catholic and

|

liberal.

‘The last number of the New Englander
| illustrates this liberal tendency in the: body
referred to in significant way.
Dr. Patton, editor of the Advente, has an article
on the Doctrinal Basis of the National Congregational Council recently held ‘at Oberlin. There has been some dispute as to
the real meaning of the basis, though it is

brief and apparently
terms,

and

was

very simple

adopted

by

in its

a unanimous

vote after two or three days of earnest consultation
and spirited debate. It is in these
* words, wherein the theological position of
the churches is affirmed :
:
They agree in belief, that the Holy Seriptures are the sufficient and only infallible
rule of religious faith and practice ; their
interpretation thereof

being

in

substantial

accordance with the great doctrines of the
Christian faith, commonly called Evangel-

* jealy heldin our churches from the early

tid and sufficiently set forth by former
General

Councils.

Patton

Dr.
great

proceéds to argue,

force “and

apparent

with

conclusive-

ness, that by this definition the Council de-

cided to enlarge and Jiberalize its platform ;

to affirmno faith for itself beyond whatis
naturally implied and generally understood

“gvangelicals” to maké

the

v

40 a certain

the

extent tie

~—just as welcome and just

£

a

‘go

sprinkling

Tome there as the Calvinist; to
far as it could do so, both

and immersionas baptism, and

|

MORN

A

subordination, engendered by years of service, still influences them.
It isno uncommon thing for the blacks in the South even

now to refuse to walk side by side with
white men, and they rarely take

tion by white women.

that posi-

They choose their

place’a few steps behind, and keep it as’
naturally as faithful pupils do their relations
to their teachers.
:
This feeling of subordination should cerdo much to promote Christian union, and tainly be overcome,.and doubtless will be in
induce nearly all other denominations to time, but now it shows the dependence
liberalize their platforms. After specifical- which the colored race feels upon the whites.
ly speaking of the way in which it will af- They seek their advice in every little matfect other bodies, he says:
ter. They come to them to be taught, and
As to the Baptists, they are already Con-, furnish proof of their genuine faith in that
~gregational in polity, and, under the new instruction by the fidelity with which it is
pressure of our present example, will only
the more rapidly hasten to free themselves observed.. If school-houses or churches are
from their self<imposed imprisonment with- to be built, if purchases of land or articles
in the walls of an exclusively immersion of trivial value are to be made, if they are to
fellowship.
let their own service or hire that of anCertainly, all this. proves that. the term other, make a cart, go to school, or join the
do it with great“liberal ” may not be so monopolized by church, they will certaidly
others as to disallow its use by the Congre- er confidence if they have the advice or exgationalist progressives, and they are not ample of some friendly white person to as.
less sure than others of winning marvelous sure them.
victories under thé banner which flaunts
But what does all this have to do with the
that device.
°*
matter ? It simply indicates the prevailing
« Still another article appears in the same tendency among the blacks
themselves.
number of this periodical, from the pen of They rely upon white help and white adRev. L. W. Bacon, which illustrates the vice,—if these may be designated by color.
same-liberalizing tendencies.
It is entitled, They rarely insist so strongly on being “ let
“¢ A Question in Congregationalism,” and is alone ” asdo their self- constituted northern
Besides, they are not half as
an’indirect but yet skillful and earnest plea champions.
for tlie abandonment of the practice of re- likely to feel a slight or to imagine that

"A Special Premiuni.
Star who shall remit

|

He thoroughly approves it in principle, and

he prophesies such large, varied, cheering
did piece of church policy,

es

:

One community demands one kind exclusively, another the opposite. At times it has

been made a denominatioanl test.

This is

narrow, unreasonable, and wrong.
Speakers differ in constitutional facultiesand temperament, as well as the people they ad-

dress, without mentioning the variety of occasiops. this, arise. No uniform rule has
ever been enjoined or can be. In itself it is.
a matter of indifference. Still it is the duty
of each preacher to study his own powers,
the

circumstances

that

surround

and take the course that will enable

to be the most useful.

:

him,

:

him

* Rarely
we believe,should one adopt either
of these methods exclusively. Each has
peculiar advantages, and it is by combining
them in a measure that the greatest force
can be given to pulpit ministrations.
The
writing of a sermon, as a mere mechanical
exercise, is hard and wearing, and of itself
of very little benefit.
Dut as a result and
expression of clear, éarnest thought, it is
of the highest value. The power of the
pen is excelled only by the living voice.
Many can write better than they can speak,
and multitudes speak much better than they
otherwise would, because they write. ‘We
can not afford to dispense with the’ pen in
preparing sermons,
At least, most can

books.-differently from what he does. him.
self. Be that as it may, we have no doubt

that the Press has sins enough, and that the
severest castigation might fiot be more thay
legislation against Utah could not be direet- it deserves.
d against a State, consequently it failed as as being ratherBut Dr, B.'s charges strike us
extravagant. That reporters
against the Mormons.
This decision is are irresponsible,
that Editors take their
somewhat surprising, for it not only sets
‘word ‘without troubling themselves about ts
Brigham Young at liberty, buf also releases truthfulness,
to get money and not to obey
one hundred and thirty-eight priseners who consejence, to create
a sensation and not to
have been held at great expense, and effects tell
the trut-h,
that “quack doctors suborn
in the same way all those cases in Utah to
the religious Editor-to advertise their nos.
which exceptions were taken-on the ground
trums, " that questions are asked under
of illegality. We can not regard this asa
promise of privacy and then the answers .
finality. Mormonism has become not only
given to the world,—that these sins are
a standing violation of national law, but commit
ted is evident enough, but that they
an outrage on public morals. The recent charact
erize the policy and habit of the
speech of a léading Saint, that they would Press
to-day, we do not quite believe,
make a Moscow of Salt Lake City, and That there
is corruption in type and print.
devastate their whole country sooner than er's
ink let us not deny. But then there
yield their peculiar customs, shows the
might be a good deal more of it and still
“spirit that actuates them. We had supposleate.a “wide margin in favor of truthful.
ed that Congress had put its hand tothe
not

pass

relating” to

plow to turn

the sod.

those

If now

we trust that

the Stites;

that

the

infamous abuses. under |

it is going to look back, | -——THE FIrsT SHOT.

other

and

surer

hands

push the work to a legitimate end.

will

The liberal Republicans held their first campaign rally during the

| evening of the 12th inst.,in Cooper Institute,
N.Y.
The Hall was filled to overflowing,

STREET PARADES. A bill. which has | many sympathizing with the objeet and utjust passed the New York Senate strikes at | terances of the meeting, and many
others
not.
And if one can make a better ser- the chief nuisance of that city, and may fur- going
out of mere coriosity to hear what
mon by writing it wholly, or in part, let nish helpful precedent for other cities
to the Liberals had to say. The Declaration
| him do so by all megns.
follow. Is prohibits the. interruption of | of Principles adopted by the meeting is one
The poorest productions that pass under street-car travel by process
ions or parades, | that must commend itself to every good citthe name of sermons are those written ex- or the taking of complete possess
ion of the izen, the chief regret excited by it being
mporaneously, ¢. e., jwhen the minister,
quiring candidates for chfirch membership their rights are withheld, as are some of after a little reflection and reading, writes streets to the exclusion of business, and for- in the fact that it tallies so closely with what
bids Sunday parades excepting funeral pro- the regular Republicans are steadily conto subscribe or assent to a set of theological’ our high-toned moral newspapers
whose out at leisure common-place thoughts.
If cessions engaged in. [the actual
burial | tending for, that there hardly seems to be
dogmas,— calling it * that usage which is editors’ and correspondents are constantly to this isadded, as frequently, a monotofrom | an excuse for the liberal movement.
and
to
process
and
dead,
the
of
ions
The
the universal und most grievous blemish watching for a chance to scold Christians nous delivery,the Lord have compassion on
|
any
place
of
worship
#
connection,
with
|
speeches
by
Trumbull
and
Schugs
were
eloand corruption of American Congregation- for some alleged unchristian conduct.
Col- the hearers. ‘No wonder that such minisfad scolding,
alism;” and also for the abandonment of ored churches in the South are not general- ters soon find themselves reading their es- a religious service, thete celebrated, with | quent and telling, but bitter
the practice which requires a formal state- ly in a fit condition to manage their affairs says to empty pews, and seeking the next the provision that in no’ case whatever Mr. Trumbull especially leading off in nearshall there be any
fireworks, discharge
ly the same ‘strain as that in which he opposment, either before the church or an official alone,
Go among them, and observe the eligible ¢¢ place.”
:
¢
of fire-arms or other ‘disturbing noise, and | ed Lincoln and worried him so much during
committee, of the private religious experi- actual state of things. Almost every week
No man is fit to preach who does not
The methods of the reformers are
ence ofthe candidate, in order to his recep~ there is some difficulty that a sapiior judg- carry into thé pulpit a vivid intellect, a no music within one block of*any place of | the war.
tion. Very strong and earnest objections ment must be called in to decide for them,— glowing heart, an ugetion- from the Holy worship where worship is being celebrat- to be aggressive, and the Cincinnati conare quoted as urged ‘against this last ve- and that judgment is oftener uttered by One. And these come from prayer, from ed. If the assembly and the Governor will vention, they say, will show us a.great and _
quirement. It is argued against on th white lips than" by any other.
We could study of the Bible, from meditation, from now give their sanction to the bill, they | powerful gathering. The N. ¥Y. Tribune
ground of its inherent impropriety, its he] ‘name quite a catalogue of colored churches intercourse with men and things. The dis- will be doing a good service. Our smaller | makes itself the organ of the movement and
tive mischiefs, and its practical uselessness. that would have melted away with last win- course, as before intimated, whether writ- cities can hardly realize the importance of says of the recent gather
such a movement as this. As a mere
This is another step urged in the direction ter's snow, but for the fact that white mis- ten or unwritten, must shine in the mind,
Responses to the Cigeinnati call multiply
hindrance
to business
the nuisance
1s
on all hands.
But we reckon this the most
of liberality.
sionaries have saved them for a longer life glow in the heart, and find apt ‘expression
stibstuntial impetus'the good work. has yet
grave
enough,
and
as
furnishing
occgion
We have no.space now in which to com- and a completer work.
. on the tongue. Now, the extemporaneoas
received,—the most auspicious beginning
ment as we would like upon these facts
And this touches just the plan that we preacher has the benefit of all this. He for serious complications and collisions it is any great political campaign has
had for
graver
still.
But
its
chief
importance
lies
and the tendencies which they embody. would like to see pursued. Let the colored speaks to his hearers, he reasons with them,
| many a year. It means that the Cincinnati
We only suggest, that thisis an open pro-, .churches in the South exist as such, and is in more intimate communion with them ; in the clause relating to Sabbath observ- Convention is to be a success alike in -numtest against Calvinism which it richly de- without undue interference from the whites; he has command of the eye, and can read ance. Sunday has been used more and bers, representative character and generous
more in New York during the past two purpose. Let it be equally wise, and it will
serves, and which we are glad to have it re- butlet there be persons-of sound judg- their countenances and hearts, so much
years as the parade day of various political name the next .President of the United
ceive from this particular. quarter; that, as ment, of wide acquaintance with the blacks
better than to be reading manuscript; hy
States,
;
a way of saying that a. genuine Christian in their own proper homes,
And now, friends in New-York and every
of un- gesture and attitude, by expression and re- and social organizations, to the great discharacter and life are far befter evidence .doubted Christian integrity and expe- pression he is in sympathy with them, and - turbance of quiet-loving ‘citizens and seri- State! to work! Of numbers, resolve, enof piety than an avowal of belief in the dog- rience, and with a high and strong purpose, is thus prepared to give each utterance 1s ous worshipers. The practice is growing thusiasm, we have enough. But we confront a compact band of office-holders, with
straight towards Communism and irreligmas of the Westminster or Savoy Confes- who would shire the confidence and esteem best force and effect.
i
their office-seeking allies and dependents,
ion,
and
the
sooner
an
effectual
check
is
sion, we greatly like the substance of the of the colored people themselves, to be
Memoritet preaching as a practice should
holding in their grasp the splendid organiza- placed upon. it, the better. We can all tion of a noble party, whose name has been
utterance ; that we
know there is much among them and with them, to instruct and never be adopted, though it’ may be emfoolish and mischievous prying into the advise, to unite and harmonize, and.to ployed on some rare occasions. Its. chier comuendably feel an interest in the bill, for a dozen years the unfailing watchword
of vietory. They were already alarmed;
deepest and most sacred heart-life of young lead them
along in a way that they use is with reference to special passages. for itmay concern the fature welfare of the last night will arouse them to their most
and timid disciples, and much dogmatic would not be over Hkely to find for them- In every great discussion there are some most remote village in the Union.
desperate efforts. We must otganize, and
and pitiable eriticism
upon its qualities, selves.
The blacks need the distinct organ- passages of special importanee. These usuat once. The campaign is to be aggressive ;
which it would be a mercy to get rid of; izations, because it is only by this kind of ex- ally should not only be studied or written, —TaE Hom@EoratHic HOSPITAL FAIR. attack is the key of the situation.
|
that we are ever to pay a proper respect to perience and discipline that they can ae- but fixed in the memory, and may thereby { The Homeeopaths of New England have |
But will this key open ‘to-anything more
the individual conscience, and insist upon quire self-reliance and learn to be their own be rendered with increased effect.
just inaugurated a fair in Boston which is | than confusion and defeat? Concerning althe responsibility of each sonl to God and best helpers. To be kept in ecclesiastical
Our views on this subject are briefly by no means Homceopathic in its propor- leged frauds and official corruption there can
men in taking a religious attitude; and subordination, to feel that they are only re- these : Let every subject be thoroughly stud- tions. It promises to rival if not eclipse be but little doubt. We have toe many daily
that we shall most heartily rejoice .in ligious privates and not very trusty ones at ied. Write more or less, as you find it an the brilliant success of the French fair and evidences of them. But we hesitate to beevery step ‘taken by our brethren in the that, could only foster that old spirit of sub- aid to thought and expression. As a rule, that of the North End Mission lately held in lieve that this is the wisest way to correct
spirit of magnanimity and in the direction jection, if not abjection, that has come of the or so far as you can successfully, preach ex- the same city. Itis arranged on a grand them:
ite
C
of Christian progress, as well as in every overseer’s whip and chains:—They alsonreed temporaneously. | Still, there is an advan- scale and is meant to assist their hospital in ——Thé Campaign for Grant was also
gain and triimph which they may earn and the offices of such guardians as we have tage, to some, at least, in preparing and Boston. It is syrprising what remarkable opened in the same building,by a grand mass
win.—But we also suggest, that there is a just mentioned. If these guardians couid preaching occasionally a sermon with full success has attended efforts of this~kind. meeting last Wednesday - evening.
The®
liberality which compromises the truth and be of their own color, very well. But it notes. There are subjects and occasions Born of the necessities of war, they remain most distinguished Administration Republia reaction which palsies
the energies,— would doubtless be better if they should be when the preacher can do better, by their potent money-makers in times of peace. cans were presént, and the meeting fairly
things that we trust they will continue to chosen from the whites. The spirit of Self- help than otherwise. A happy -combina- The fair of the North End Mission put thir- rung with utterances in defense of the Presavoid; that they cannot afford, on any pre- distrust among the blacks, and dependence tion of the three methods is far befter than ty-five thousand dollars in profits into its ident. The speeches were enthusiastic and
text, to send abroad the idea that an indefi- upon those whom they look upon as their either used alone.
One in .no degree in- treasury, and this present attempt expects hopeful, and the opposition movement was
nite or unsound theology, even among the deliverers, make this latter condition as terferes with the others, but each adds to to realize double that amount. Objection- referred to as being of little account. It is
membership of our churches, is of little needful as the former. They naturally look the others its advantages.
;
able features keep creeping in. That could ufifortunate, to put it mildly, that such difconsequence ; that we ned to put not less up to human help almost as much as they
As to the pulpit delivery, he who writes hardly be otherwise, considering that men ferences should exist among party leaders on
but more emphasis upon the vital necessity do to divine, and it is human help that they most while preparing, has least need of love money and that the objectionable feat- the eve of so important an election. They
of that thorough regeneration of “the soul must have for some years to come. Their his manuscript while preaching. The ex- ures generally yield a lot of it. But the will only increase the heat and bitterness,
whose fruit isa heart believing unto right- religious life is beginning to take shape and temporaneous preacher should be most proceeds are usually put to good use, so as well as the infamous political trickery,
eousness and a meuth making confession definiteness, but it must still be fashioned careful of styleto secure conciseness, clear- that the inevitable twin-spirits, Good and that are great enough in the most quiet
Evil, appear hand in hand in the fair-room, times ; they will confuse conscientious voters
unto salvation; and that, while we com. largely by human instrumentalities.
It is ness and energy of expression. Whetlever
mend their broad plans and honer their res- quite a transition for them to pass from the and however we plead with our immortal as well as in most other human gatherings. throughout the country;*nd, unless se are
olute and hopeful enterprise, we do not religious frolies of the plantation and the fellow-beings from the sacred desk, we Fajrs will have their day. Let us hope that greatly mistaken, really cause’ more evil
think that the Council at Oberlin, signifi- extravagance ,of - their old camp-meeting should endeavor to speak as those who must something higher and better may take their than they will prevent. Clearly, times, as
cant as it may appear or be, is at once to days, tq that condition of religious life which give account to Him from whom we have place—as well as something that will yield well as measures, should be carefully chosen
in order to push a reform with the best sucrevolutionize the ecclesiastical life of Amer- will befit their new sphere.
received the great commission.
still better pay,
:
CEess.
ica, make Congregationalism the speedy
:
Y
J. J.B.
In the meantime, they are making steady
absorber of all other sects, or directly lead progress. All the denominations are man——THE
BAPTIST ANNIVERSARIES.
The
in the millennium.
Current Topics.
ifesting renewed interest in their welfare,
vexed question has been settled and the ——ABRAHAM LINCOLN. The fourteenth
and pushing their missionary work with inpseu dd nid
iN
great annjversaries of the Baptist church of April has recalled the tragic death of *‘the
——A
CHURCH-AND-STATE
DECISION.
The
creasing
vigor
and
faithfulness.
If
it
someare
to be held in New "York. . But it-seems good President.” The sight of flags at hall
:
_ Colored Churches.
An
timés becomes competitive and suggests a’ Supreme Court was called on last week to to be rather thejresult of outside pressure.’ mast and the knots of crape that greet the
PE
The secular press, as well as several relig- zeal that would better befit the handling of render its first decision as to the relations After the prolonged discussion of the matter eye here and there bring back again those
The case was it: was finally submitted to the pastor's Con- sad days of ‘65, while some of the. same
ious journals, has been considerably exer- carnal than spiritual weapans, something between Church and State.
cised of late in scolding the Protestant Epis- -can be pardoned in view of the work that ‘is a controversy between the two, bodies into ference, who .sént the question in turn globm seems to wrap itself about the peocopals for their treatment of "colored wor- being done. The main hope seems te cen- which a Presbyterian church of" Louisville, to seventy churches, twenty responding ple. We recal] the career of the President,
shipers. It seems that a regularly organiz- terin developing an ability for self-help Ky., became divided, about the close of the “Come,” two, ‘“‘No.” But those two are his wonderful seyice to humdnity, his honAssist them war, and the question which the Court the most influential and wealthy in the city, esty, his sympathy, his humor, his compased colored church in Washington, -D. C., of among the blacks themselves.
the Episcopal faith, lately applied, through to take three steps in their own strength, decided was, which of these two bodies was so that the invitation is given with a' limit, sion, how his heart was steadily beating for
their Rector, for admission to the Conven- and it would be better than to bear them entitled to the use of the church building provisions being made to entertain the pas- his country and how it was suddenly hushed
tion of that body. They were refused ad- three leagues in the arms of some Mission so- and other property. The schism. originated tor and one ‘delegate from each church. and forever by the assassin's bullet, We
mittance on the ground that it was. not ciety. And this is what our societies seem in the questions growing out of the war. And who can object’ to this? Economical thought we knew him pretty well then ; but
deemed advisable for colored churches to to be doing—each in its own way to be The (General Assembly of the Presbyterian Baptists, as ‘the complaint goes, have habit- we have been léarning about him ever since
Chuich of the United States, ““Oid School,” ually deferred their shopping heretofore, as and still feel that his life and character are
|
exist solely by themselves ; they would bet- sure, but faithfully and successfully.
to-which the church belonged, by various well as kept their children from seeing the not yet half realized. Holding a politician's
ter mix in with the whites, or at least have
declarations and resolutions, passed at its great city, until the anniversaries, and then office he scorned to practice its trickery and
white officers, just as was the case with
Delivery of Sermons.
annual meetings during: the Rebellion, ex- they would flock in like an army, almost deceits, but aimed to do his duty as a Presi- © . :
black regiments during the war,
pressed its sense of the dutyof all good eiti- threatening to impoverish the liberal city dent just as he had before as a country clerk.
This action has drawn out considerable
discussion about the wisdom and propriety . The methods of preaching have been di- zens to sustain the Government in that churches who gave them free fare. The He kept his integrity by him, seeming to ?
of encouraging the formation of strictly col- vided into three general clases: 1. Extem- struggle, and its adherence to President limitation is a sensible one, and ought to be find in the White House no excuse for
of Emancipation well received. The anniversaries begin laying it [aside. A good example, certainored churches¢ Several of the denomina- poraneous, 2. From full notes, 3. From Lincoln's Proclamation
:
tions; the Baptists, Methodists, Catholics, memory. Of course there are great varie- and its antagonism to Slavery. But asthe May 2].
ly, for men who hold or. want similar offi&c.; have been for some time orgw.nizing ties in each class. Without specifying these, war went on, a part of the church in quesces to-day.
J
such churches, and of course they strongly we understand by a good extemporaneous tion refused to abide by these decisions of ——A SERMON on NEWSPAPERS. A perDr. Burng’s Visit. The following note.
condemn the action of the Washington discourse one that has been thoroughly the General Assembly, anda division occur- son most alwhys has some reason for attackbrotherhood. But one or two other denor- studied and arranged, not only in the out, red, the courts of Kentucky holding that the ing the Press. Dr. Barto! has just made hisat will explain itself and gratify many read?
inations have pursued a different policy, and line or plan, but in the whole substance, faction which had refused allegiance to the tack in a sermon preached before his church, ers:
matter, and manner. = Still, the_exact phrathey of course as warmly commend it.
Loxpox, Exe., Apr. 5, 1872.
deliverances of the Assembly were the right- ‘ The West Boston Society,” and his provThere is, doubtless, something to be said seology of each sentence has not been com- ful owners of the property. It is this de- ocation seemsto be implied in this statement EDITOR OF THE MORNING STAR i=
on both sides. In the first place, the color- mitted to memory, The good written ser- cision that the Supreme court has reversed, which occurred in his sermon :—, Who
My DEAR FRIeNp: Acceptmy thanks.
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H. R. STEVENS:

10.10 AM 5 cenine 240 P.M......... 5.45 P.M.

Flowering

1t8 next

.... 2.40,

Her

VEGETINE.

’

new articles, saleable as flour.

d ress, N. H.

;
il
of great anxiety to all of her friends. -A few
80
5
ip
bottles of the Vegeting restored her heglth, strengthG
G
.
N
0
S
TILDEN;
H.
N.
and appetite.
NS
1
-Tnsurance and Real Estate Agent,
i
Mass.
Boston,
Building,
Sears
No.49
Have an immense sale.

for Portland.

AM. AM.

Weddings

CHOICE PLANTS

old

M.w

10,10 10.35

SUMMER

FLOWERS,
Roses,

My daughter has received

use of the

AM. AM. P.M, P.M, P.M. P.M. P.M, P.M.

DOVER

-

:

the 24 Pharsalla

for incidefr3

AM.

Notices and -Appointments.
Y.

.
ROAD,
37
June 5, 1871.
:

from $5 to $10 per

Riot Wis.

Health, Strength and
Appetite.

2
2Gt

Samples sent free by

mail, with terms to clear

Two entirely

day.

Respectfully yours,
U. L.
PETTINGILL,
Firm ofS. M. Pettingill & Co., ~
. No, 10 State Street, Boston.

Trains leave Dover for Great Falls,

the Mount Pleasant church, commencing on Friday,
)
.
June 28, at 10 o’clock, A.M.
A. N. TRUE, Clerk.
or
:
3t15
i
:
with

BENJ. Foaa, Clerk.

communicants, and their average contributions for Home Missions is about. seven
cents each ; probably more than one half of

eees

will

of any

Also

;

at

in

and

DECORATIONS for the

Church

on Parlor;

WISCONSIN

Clerks of churches, correct your
them

Garden

es

interestiQ.ng.Ms.No We messenhope
Montville

statistics for thé Register and bring
thik session and also the annual dues
tal expenses, 16 cents per member.

AM, AM.

to cry-

.

perfect health.

Giyes

the Star

to

subscribers

25000to

away

5000 AGENTS WANTED.

confident that there is no medicine superior to |-

5.05 5.45%

Dover

have given

unite
| it for those complaints for which it is especially prepared, and woul cheerfully recommend it to those
who feel that they need something to restore them to

——

+ _Prang’s Chromo,
And soit is, yet we

8 page paper, suits
Spangled Banner, a large
everybody. YOU want it, only 75 cents a year, chroJ Jee; address Star Spangled Banner, Hinsdale,

Dear Sir,—About one year since I found myself in
VEGEfeeble condition from General Devine:
y a friend
TINE was strongly recommended to me
procured
I
use.
its
by
benefited
who had been much
the article, and, after using several bottles, was rediscontinued its use. I feel
8 tored to health and

RAIL

VN’
NGE
ARRAY GEMEN T.
FR

Trains leave

Vines, &c , &c., at low rates. Please call at the PINE
STREET GREEN-HOUSES, EXETER N. H.
3mli
CHARLES BURLEY.

wil remember us at our next June
will be held with the church at

Unity Village.:

FLOWERS

furnished promptly to order.

"Next session with the Boston church, July 13,
J. L. ROBERTS, Clerk.

eling. itomSocial
or
Bc atrmeetings
ere

: Pals be the result.
df
ae
pn:
:
OUR ABILITY.
wl
We are not giving as God has prospered
seventy thousand
us. §We have nearly

or

Parties.

CUT

UNizy Q. M.~Held its March session with
the Dixmont Mountain chureh, Simson’s Corner.
There was a good attendancerconsidering the trav-

of J funds

i
ar
are confident that a large increase

comdele-

J.P, Ward.

pastors

plan as set forth by Paul, and if the

GREEN-HOUSE

Durham Q. M., J. F. Locke; Rockingham, J.
B. Davis; Western R. 1., C. E. Blake; York Co.,
J. L. Roberts. » Preaching, earnest and practical
by J. Malvern, J. B. Davis, J. C. Osgood an

of the churches will co-operate with ps ‘we

bottles GRATIS to the address

MAINE

6.50% 8.00 11.20%

it_produc-

adapted

Physicians to test this article,

t

Every variety of FLORAL

Let others do likewise. Renewed the License of
Bro. J. P. Ward, of Lawrence, for one year.
Appointed Cor. Mess. “as follows: ~To New

“the object of the Board to foster the divine

effect

ti

YORK.

Said a lady of

33

6

$
IS WORTH
IT
« A Bouquetof Moss Roses.”

H.R. STEVENS, E8Q.:

e—

& CO,

~ 1i1 & 113 WILLIAM ST., NEW

’

2wlT

apothecary, store Nou.

BOSTON, Feb, 13, 1871.

Trains leave Dover for Lawrence and Boston,
AM. AM. AM. P.M. PM. P.M. P.M.

will save many doctor’s bills.
J.B. ROSE & CO.,55 Broadway, N.Y.

presence, prayers, exhortations and singing conely to the interest of the meetings.
tributed

14.

remedies

one 80 aut enticated.
Insist that your druggist order it for you. It costs but 50° cents, and one bottle

whose

delegates,

the churches appointed female

The Board hopes to encourage
churches.
and thus have the
benevolence
greater
a
means for greater usefulness.
SYSTEM IN GIVING.
Emphatieally the great lack among our
people is system in giving. There are but
systematically «|
few churches that give
It will be
Spasmodic giving is unhealthy.

{ts quieting, soothing

ye desirg

forward

BosTON Q. M.—Held its Sting session with
the Amesbury, church, April 10, 11. Several of

to be com-

B

AND

INTE
WINTER
Api

It does not distress,

es natural sleep, and 1s particularly
ing and teething children.

5

A. 8, BARNES

GEO. HANSON.
information can call

juringr

receipt of

examination, on

$1.75, by the Publishers,

relief,

mG §By

allonge

sample copy of the «“ H ymn land Tune Book’

aA

nll be sent, post-paid, for

What Is Needed.

Remarkable
Cure, also Permanent
Cure, in Star, Feb. 14 and 28.

BOSTON

il, without its horrid taste. The Cas toria regulate,
the system; cures constipation, stomach ache croup,

flatnlency,and kills worms.

Tress.

A hh

found orn Sat

Hanson,
0 n his son, Wilbur F.
468 Broadway, south Boston.

Special Notices.

fail. Dr. Pitcher has experimented fifteen years in
Producing a preparation more - efficient than Castor

and

LA

——

not nauseate, and operates when all other

JOHN W. CARPENTER, Clerk.

.*

year for church extension, and nothingis

——

+0, LIBBY.

a_i
s.r
él
ee
i

als, Morphine nor Alcohol. It is pleasant to take,does

The church-

cause of his Master.
Next session with the Raccoon church,
mencing May 17, at 2 o’clock, P. M. A full
gation from all the churches is requested.

See

Ask

Bowels.

C.0. LIBBY. Tr
kL

*—

bu

Any person gestring

Mission.

Dover, N. H.

CA STORITA,
,—A substitute for Castor Oil—
a vegetable preparation containing neither Miner:

session

its\February

and waited with the
for faithful
laborer in the

every

more

36,80
Treas.

SILAS CURTIS,

JM

OF IMITATIONS.

BEWARE

lyeows

. BARRETT, Clerk.

ATHENS

Your

Stomach and

derangements of Liver,

your Druggist for it.

;

in Meigs County, commencing May 31.

Slight

Medicine. —SANBest and Oldest Family
FORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely Vegetable
Cathartic and Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Debility, Sick-headache, Bilious Attacks, and all

church,

\the First Rutland

with

with the Second Alexander church.

We should rejoice to do

edies,

5,00

on

Don’t

Publishers of the PRAISE BOOK.

I have tried other rem-

Nh 9 flicted with similar diseases,

Loudon, N H, per 8 A Brooks,
~
Wellsburg, Pa, per W H Mathews,
Washington. Vt, per B F Parker,
Rev H F¥ Dickey,
oe,
Estate of Dyer Woodworth. Painted Post. NY,
Mrs A G Reed, Bath, Me, per F Reed,
St Albans, Ill,
per G Tillapaugh,
South Boston, Mass, per C E Blake,
Washington Mills, N
Y, per J M Langworthy,
6.
Estate of Rev Wm Ensign. Emporium, Pa,
Ea Randolph, Vt, per C C Foster.
Mattié Thayer and Emily LPhillips, Evansville,
Wis,
Lym boy to con Benjamin Dore L M,perCL
eleh,

all

taken your VEG-

For a year past I have

I am now well and
ETINE, or Blood Purifier.
able to attend to my business. Its one of the best
it to all afrecommend
heartily
11.00 | remedies, and I can

Concord, N. H.

and first-

ete.
:
’
. A circular, making the comparison more thorough,
will be mailed to any address on application to the

general debility

| tiveness, palpitation of the heart,
and languor.

Be! the Tie,—Stand Up for Jesus,—Rock of Ages, etc.,

cos-

stomach,

Hymn,

Stephens, Stonefleld, Tallis’ Evi

Ann’s,

Tiverton,
Wells, Williams, Wilmot, York.
The follo
are a few of the
Hymns given.in full
in the py
and abridged In the Competitor: Jesus, I my Cross Have Taken,—Glorious Things
of Thee are Spoken,—How Firm a Foundation, —Blest

afflicted with

of food and
1088 of appetite,
distension in the
ofraising
i
stomach,

Romberg Shoel, St.

do, Pleyel’s Hymn, Kathbun,

of the liver,
from a morbid state wind
from the

dyspepsia, caused

funds come ito

Hanson,

Foreign

:

years I have been

4

:

as the following,

Marve. Oliphant Alias

hau, enfiel "Mear. oS

GLOBE VILLAGE, SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS, |
February 23, 1871.

STEVENS, Erq., Boston

For the past five

that

Society.

J

class Grocers.

MEIGS, O., Q. M.—~Held its spring session with

aid that were worthy and promised a rich
harvest, rather than burden the Society in
‘debt.

muscles, and’corrects

notice

Lucy L White, Lewiston on note,

give 212,-

Sold by all Druggists

causes of Debility.

-

Lolo 3 TX per L

ATWOOD’S QUININE TONIC. BITTERS improves the
circulation, promotes digestion, imparts tone to the

Several churches rethe First Kyger ‘church.
Resolutions were passed on
revivals.
jor
school-houses, when
opening
he propriety of
needed, for public worship; against the use and
manufacture of tobacco; and 4 protest and remonstrance against the passage of the bill now
pending in the Legislture for the amendment
of the ‘Liquor Laws of the State of Ohio.’
Other resolutions of vital importance were passed, but the want of room forbids their publication. At the close of the session, four or five
were baptized, and joined the church where the
R. J. Poston was apmeeting was held. Rev.
intéd corresponding messengerto Athens Q.

’

refused applications

with

feet of seam.

inch, this would

to the

At twenty stitches

give

8.C.

Treasury.

Education
y
B M Smith, Salem, Mass

669,280 stitches, an average of 708,891 per day, 88,612
per hour, and 1,477 per minute, or sixty times as fact
as hand-sewing. Sixty years in one! Her machine
has run three years by steam and three by foot-power, without repair, acd 1s as good as when bought.

es were well represented either by letter or delPOLICY OF THE BOARD.
egates. The business meeting on Friday was
The policy of the Board has been, not to harmonious. The meetings -of worship were
W.
Rev. James
and well attended.
involve the Society in debt, and we are spiritual protracted
the meeting some two weeks,
artin
conscious that we have been doing but lit- which resulted in the conversion of about #hirty
have been baptized
tle compared with what we“should have souls, of which some twenty
church. Bro. Martin is a

have

LADIES.

ing 31,002 shirt-fronts, equal to 886,122

hereby

fissp ot April can not be paid until more

e

MRS. MARY R. HUBBARD, Troy, N. Y., earned

would

H.R.

due on the
the appropriations to churches which become
ar

a Wheeler & Wilson Machine in 1868, $751,47: stitch -

already

has

THE

SILAS CURTIS, Treas.

Concord, N. H. ;
N.B. The Treasurer

Pierce’s Golden Medical discovery for a medicine
that will equal it in the cure of Bronchitis, severe

Quarterly Meetings.

ing to our country bringing their gods with
them. We can't afford to neglect this field.
God will take the opportunity from us and
give the field to those more worthy, if we

We

Dr.

proprietor of

the

is offered by

$1000 REWARD

church

The

*

t

are in the PRAISE Book: Ashley, Brattle
Catnbidge Coventry, Blendon, Cowper, Ded-

which
Street

’ ast.

at

oun

5,00

YE

A riend, Lowell, Mass,

metallic compound.

REV. M. W. BURLINGAME and wife gratefully
acknowledge a donation of $110.00 from friends
in Georgiaville, R. I., March 28.

-errov.and gospel truth, : Heathen are com-

done.

with

used

¥reedmen’s Mission.

=;

:

Jugnont,

TUNES

omits such

27

50

S

8

;

competitor

The

¥

Rev C F Penney, Augusta, Me, pledged at Gen Conf, 10,00
South Boston ch, Mass,
per C E Blake
3,00

any

pertect:-safety, as it.does not contain

costiveness,

and

is scanty.

The

evac-

| bile
5.00 | nations from Ihe bowels and dyspeptic state “of the
stomach, are extremely common symptoms.
3%

3587

:

4

human system for which the VEGETINE can not be

Donation.

On this
thing is alive with enterprise.
field is to be fought’s great battle between

:

a

56

114

37

4 Tomperunce thro

Wier

Tune

piways

almost

are

the menses

In females

ished.
".
performed.
6.00 | either suspended or very partially
with unhealthy

:
Miss Gilman Lowell, Hass,
A inf hijster s daughter, Lowell, Muss,

SAFE AND RELIABLE. —There'is no disease of the

REV. J.C. 08GoOD has accepted a’ unanimous

snd railroads are built as by magic. Every-

neglect it..

utions $103,386.
m——

1,000
301

R | | yimS wile “*e Foy. Middion ”.%.y, 150
aloo Mequent SREndAmsuDO
the buds,e ave
77710¥ | Dantgof
diminsecretions are sometimes
disease.
e

Lowell ch, Mass.

"

’

103.356

ibuti

.

contr

and society are in a harmonious condition, and
with the aid that Bro. T. will be likely to give
them, bid fair to do a good work for Christ.

they go unless they are
West with its growing
us to come and gather
Cities, villages,
ripe.

ready, but how can
sent ? The great
population cries for
the harvest already

his

upon

already entered

To show the richness and fullness of the PRAISE
BOOK collection, we append a table exhibiting some
of its contents in comparison with those of its prinBa Praise Book. Competitor.
cipal competitor:

Violent and obstinate | Hymns under““ Baptism ”......
very in common.
faintness are
».,
5:3, || neuralgic
the head, side, breast, or other |
pains
1.47

=.

'

ARMI-

do, New Haven, Rahway, San Francisco, Philadelphid, Fall River, Syracuse, New London, Detroit,
Laporte, Petersburg, gnd many smaller places.

tion often throws the heart into the most tumultuous

DG Holmes,

11,509; benevolent

families in the congregation

Coughs, and the early stages of Consumption.

Tozer

4

of Newark; THOMAS

leans, Chicago, Newark, Hartford, Rochester, Tole-

Debility is a term used to denote deficiency of
The nutritive constituents of the blood are in
bl ood.
less than their regular proportion,| while the watery
Debility is of frequent occurrence.
art is In excess.
ot diseases. The lower
t 18. incident to a variet
limbs are apt to be swollen. The patient is teeble,
e circulation is
and can not bear much exertion,
irregular, but almost always weak. Pal tation of
the heart is a very common symptom. Violent emo-

QM, “
“
M,
Saline aly Assoclation, (colored) Mo,per

|**: PrairieCity
Fox River Q

27,345; | «

Sabbath-school, scholars

491;

337, infant

it.
Rev. R. H.

Debility.

General

B M Swith, salem, Mass, to con himself a L M,
A Friend,
:
Estate of Rev:M Hill, late of Sutton, Vt, per JE

lt
1,136; baptisms—adu
1,717; removals
the year
~
:
¥
y

interest, and we hope our brethren will not let it
die, so far as prayer and money may avail to save

FAIRPORT, N.Y.

RESTORES THE HEALTH.

Van Buren'@ M, Io., per T Wheatley,

This is an important

for the good of the cause.

are

men

The

to, secure

Haven; H.C. Fish,

TAGE, of New York; W.
W. EVARTS, of
Chicago; E.
T. WINKLER, of Charleston ; G. C.
LORIMER, of
Boston; and BASIL MANLY, Jr. of Georgetown,
Ky.
«
Musical Editor, J. P. HOLBROOK, Esq.
PUBLISHED
OCTOBER,
1871.
ALREADY
ADOPTED BY one or more LEADING CHURCHES
at the following important points, after FULL COMPARISON with competing works :
New York, Brooklyn, Baltimore. Boston, Louisville, Utiea, Elizabeth, Norfolk, Springfield, New Or-

BLOOD AND

PURIFIES THE

MAIL.

& Foxcroft
64 have pastors, 151 have acting pastors, and 46 | Dover & Union chy Til, per DG Hol
«per D G Holmes,
i
WillitCreek Q MT.
= Broughton
during | Col
are vacant; } members 26,578; admissions

A good religious interest prevails, and the
out.
pastor,'Rev. W. T. Smith, is laboring faithfully

yet made scarcely an effort to enter that
fiol™ We ought to have at least a half

there.

Our interest in this city has

erous parties have become responsible for the
interest on the debt for the present year, and
hopes are entertained thatit may be soon “wiped

crowned with glorious results, we have as
dozen missionaries

partici-

»
M Byth Rev. Drs. RICHARD F' ULLER,of Baltimore; ; E Ee *
EVY, of Philadelphia; 8. D.
of
New

performed.
action. The vital fanctions are languidly
Whole number of Hymns. ...... 1,311
follows
d
; fatigue
209.%:% | The muscular strength is diminishe
The following are the statistics of the Congre- Missioy Lard, SXOEUIO) vt. por J M Russell.
......: 477
number of Tunes.
joe
[
though
breathing,
The
exercise.”
shght
or
moderate
B.iuterFW
the
of
:
benefit
the
for
in Iowa,
y
painMinisters 213, | A friend
gational churches of New 89York:
1000 | quiet when at restybecomes hurried and even.
. 97
sheave
.
est in Nebraska,
Anthems...
and
and
Chants
|
acting pastors
ascend,
runnin
in
as
exertion,
under
of which 52 are pastors,
lly agitated
16
Col Bowdoin QM, per A MJones,
of ’ Bry
py ET
oh
n
266
...
“Christ”......
under
Hymns
|
grea
n
e
t
f
o
ia
Eysten
Beryous
vaio
,
c
8
age,
ng
|
o
200
feeling
CE Blake.
dizziness and a
Vertigo,
sordered,
605 4
are without charge; churches 261, of WHhICh | Lo 4 Rocion oh, perch. Me,
per M H Tarbo

discouragement was settling upon the hearts of
But a brighter day seems to be
the people.
A correspondent informs us that gendawning.

cities are fruitful fighds for us to enter.
The South has flung wide open its doors and
calls us to enter and gather a rich harvest.
Other Christian denominations have liberalWhen the doors
Iv résponded to the call.
were shut agathst us we declared most emphatically that we' were anxious to enter
and declare the good news of free salvation
to lost sinners. It.is now seven years since
the war closed, and excepting our labors
which have been
with the Freedmen,

Moody,

will

sermons from Mr. Beecher and others. The campaign is under the leadership of the Y. M. C. A.

been in rather a precarious condition for the; last
year or two. A heavy debt had accrued, and

villages and

England

MASS.

TAUNTON,

tent

Mr.

are making

| pate in them, and efforts

T. H.D.

tion.

daily.

held

services will be

Mr. Burnell, and other lay laborers

condi-

working

church seems to be in excellent

BY

a

VEGETINE

Ferwarded,

Rev E Allen, E Dixmont, Me,
** I Z Haning, Rio Grande; Ohio,
** Albert Pratt, E Dover, Me,
8 Hull. Sock Spring, Ind.
D E Palmer, Hinesburgh, Vt.

will be erected near the Coliseum, in which relig-

fous

Second Rutland church, E!d. Haning, pastor,
lately received 9 persons by baptism, most of
them being the fruit of former;meetings. This

its duties would call the attention of the
brethren to the following -considerations as
being of vital importance to our denominational success:
THE FIELD.
While we allow that the field is the
world, we affirm that our special field is our
own country. God has placed us here to
No country on the
cultivate it for him.
no souls of more
nt;
globe is so importa
worth: no nation in greater danger of being destroyed by -infidelity; no place
where our money will do'more good. The
cry for help comes from every section

New

with the great

Albany church.

churches and notify them accordingly.
The Home Mission Board in discharging

ofour land.

Some ecclesiastical Gilmoreof Boston is preparing for a religious campaign in connection

A

{[

Rackliff—J I D Sanford—H 8 Swasey—T J Smith & Sons—
E A Stone—E A 8hook—8 P Spaulding+—A Sanson—C B
Smith—S8 W Stiles—A M Totman~I Tillinghast—G R
Tyler--H P Thompson—B V Tewksbury~Z
Thayer—Mrs
M Woodward—J E Willard—H Whitcomb—T F Whitney—B R Wyman—J Wamer—8
C Weatherby-D R
‘Whittemore.
Books

International Jubilee.”

McKenney—

G Munsey =F Morrison-0O M Moulton—8 Patterson—J

‘

Truth is Mighty, and will Prevail.”

H Parker—H H Prescott—C F Penney—P M, Chepachet,
R I—L C
Preston—S 8 Rich~J \M Rogers —~W Reed—H B

ed real estate.

On1o River Y. M. Second Alexander church,
under the labors of Eld. Martin, assisted by
Elds. Tewksbury and Carpenter, has lately en*
joyed a precious revival, in which some 30 were
converted to Christ, most of wom were baptized. The work reached also into the limits of the

P Lam-

2888s

measures

Mich.,

were adopted for a more energetic prosecution of our'Home Mission work ; and agree“able to the action of the Conference the
Home Mission Board at a meeting held
Jan. 24, passed the following resolution:
Resolved, That thé wants of the Home
Mission cause require at least $15,000 for
the ensuing year, to meet the most urgent
and necessary applications for help, and
that the Corresponding Secretary be directed to apportion that amount among the

H Song—H

i“

nf
Se
=z 2&EZ
ZEo

ference held in Hillsdale,

Con-

General

IJ Lambert—A

iN atary © AD.

ry

gell, both of Johnson .

Kent—( A Lew-

preven Martin—Anna Morris -D Mills—H

to its swelling volume of prosperous statistics.
During the last three years the New York City
Mission has raised $300,000 and built three chapels. It now owns $80,000 worth of unencumber-

their house,of worship during the past winter,
and that a good religious interest is prevailing.

——

of our

is—J P Lesan—Mrs

"Last year the Methodist denomination in this
country added 700 churches and 56,000 ‘members

Baptists in Georgia-

WE learn that the Free

Home Mission Circular,
At the last session

removing

about

is

Towne

C.

Rev. Edward

Ministers and Churches.

OE
C W I
alioanka— of Fowl—Aer I Ee

Oy

H Howard—M B Johnson—J Knight—8

from the vicinity of Chicago to New Haven, Ct.

Drnminatinal News and No,

Dolley—Mrs

G 0

Gibbons
~W Greenlaw—S Gilson—]
~G Glasple=Mrs E H C Hulse—L F Harmon
Ho Ms
E Hutchins—B Hawes—J F Hanson—C F Harriman—G*

sion.

A. H. CHASE, Cor. Sec.

:

man now at the age of 79 years.

E A Dixon—Mrs

:

There is a great revival at Fulton, N. Y., in EG
which over 450 persons have professed conver- Gerrish=T J

A

“

poi

Dover, N. H.
.

?

A

|
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ways, and keep in them, until he

Pou,
2
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Noy, Fred's motive in studying was

not

“such as would be expected to insure

Manliest

Man.

The Wry Glass.

received

another shake,

cess ; consequently, he was

soon

suc-

‘When I was a little girl, I lived with my
father, and sisters and brothers, in a large
house, where we had"

discour-

“¢ Because,”

many

she said,

your discontented temper.
thing look crooked

*‘this glass is like

It makes every-

and ugly.

This is the

=

ed him an

interested,

successful

explorer

painstaking,

of literary

critical

and

antiquities,

preciative but not credulous, fond

same cottage, the same Aunt Phebe, the
samé Sarah and Roger you used to like so
much, and now . none of them please you.

servants, and

:

ap.

of the ancient

and peculiar, but not accounting everything val.
unable and true in proportion as “it is out-of-the.

above water, tow him safely into port!

(“wag and unique, These legends, gathered from
wore fine clothes. My mother was dead,
It was fannyto see these dogs look at a Wide fleld of not very accessible nittrature,
not translate, and determined to go to the and my eldest sister took careof us. I + You see them in the looking-glass of your each other as soo as they shook their wet have been selected’ with admirable judgment
The manliestyman of all the race,
room of two of his.class-mates and see if he used to fancy she was very cross, and very naughty temper, and that makes them look coats:
‘Whose heart is open as his face,
Their glance said as plainly. as and taste, and many of them are as interesting
“ fussy ;”. but I know now that she was on- different—that is all.”
Puts forth his hand to help another.
vy couldn't get some assistance.
words, ‘“ We'll never quarrel any more !"— and suggestive as they are curious “and striking,
*Tis not the blood of kith or kin;
=
Some of them really aid iif throwing
He went quietly along the hall, to the ly trying her best to make us obedient and
““ O Aunt Pheebe,” T said, “I will try to Presbyterian.
NE RE
/ portionsof the Old Testament history,lightand upon
. "Fis not the color of the skin;
Co
orderly. I am sure we were willful and remember ;” and I laid my head on her lap
furroom,
and
paused
a
moment
before
knock*Tis the true heart that beats within
i
| nish just and striking illustrations of the very
untidy
enough.
;
:
ing, when he chanced to hear his name
and began to ery. ‘I will try to he better.
Which makes the man a man and brother.
traits of character assigned by the Bible to the
About six miles. from our house lived I know it is as you say—the ugliness is all in
spoken by one of thg boys within?
leading personages of the sacred narrative,
His words are warm upon his lips,
1 was her god-child and myself. Perhaps, if I had that wry glass al- Insteéndl of knocking, and asking them to Aunt Phebe.
There is a deal of fancy in much that appears
His heart beats to his fingertips,
proceed with their eonversation, he played favorite, and I used to Yo and stay with her ways near me, it would make me remem- NEW CYCLOPEDIA OF POETICAL ILLUSTRA- here, taken from the Talmud and other less
He is a friend and loyal neighbor.
TIONS, adapted to Christian teaching : embracknown Jewish works, but the volume has mo
the part of an eavesdropper and, like other sometimes, which was the greatest pleasure ber that my cross, discontented : temper
Sweet children kiss him on the way,
ing poems, odes, legends, lyrics, hymns, sonI
coyld
have.
Her
house
was
called
Strawdullness and no insipidity. The author encurAnd women trust him, for they may.
listeners, heardwo good of himself.—
makes nig and pleasant things look crooknets, extracts, ete, By Rev,
oster. A
compunion volume to the New Cyclopedia of ages us to hopb for a similar collection of legberry Cottage, and, was not at all like our ed and ugly.”.
He owes no debt he can not pay;
Said another voice,
:
Tustrations
.
Second
Thousand.
New
York: ends bearing upon-the New Testament narrative
He earns his bread with honest labor.
«I should think he wonld feel awful grand home, It was very small, for Aunt
‘ Very well, Kitty,” said my aunt, * you
. W.C. Palmer, Jr., & Co. 1872. Royal octavo.
and charactersas this bears upon those of the
Phebe
was
not
rich.
She
only
kept
two
pp.
696,
v
:
| cheap, to have the Professor speak to him
shall have it in your room; and now kiss
Lest
»
Old.
He lifts thie fallen from the ground,
.
The
Cyclopedia of Illustrations, issued two
did everything in Sarah, and now kiss me, and then take six
And puts his feet upon the round
| again about his poor. lessons.
Almost eve- servants—Sarah, who
years ago, met a real want. Tt'was easy to per- ANCIENT AMERICA; or. Notes on American
Of dreaming Jacol’s starry ladder,
ry week, some of the teachers have to lect- the house; and Roger, who kept the gar- runs‘round the garden and smell the flowArchamiogy. By John D. Baldwin,A. M., au| ceive its merits on a cursory inspection; re
Which lifts him higlier day by day,
den
in
order,
and
groomed
the
old
pony.
| ure “him about it. Why, I'd study my finthor of “
ers, and then go. up stairs for a few minPre:Historic Nations.” With illuspeated. examinations and practical
use could
Toward the biright and hepvenly way,
trations. New York: Harper & Brothers,
gers to the bone, as Joe Long says, before And yet I thought my aunt's house far pret- utes; and by that time I shall have given hardly fail to’ exalt the estimate put upon it.
And ‘further from the tempter’s sway,
1872, 12mo. pp. 209.
{ tier and nicer than the Hall, as my own
I'd be in his shoes.”
2
my orders to Sarah, and you shail come This companion volume has cost more labor in
‘Which stingeth like the angry adder.
Mr. Baldwin takes an unusual and creditable
home
was
called.
I
thought
everything
¢ And just see what a tremendous differand pick up the crumbs, and have the the preparation, and called for the éxercise of a interest in archmological studies, and he does a
He strikes oppression to the dust,
looked better and tasted “nicer at the cot- pocket handkerchief to hem.”
nicer disccrmment, as well as a broader cult.
very fitting thing in putting the results of that,
ence there is,” continued the first speaker,
He shares the blows aimed at the just,
ure and a rarer reading,
Asa whole, the work
tage
than
elsewhere,
and
I
enjoyed
the
ffudy
within the reach
|
¢
between
him
and
Will
Roberts.
If
Fred!
of ordinary
I
did
as
I
was
bid,
and
I
can
remember
readers.
He shrinks not at the post of danger.
seems to us exceptionally well done. The sewould only catch a little of Will's * stick- | drives I took with Aunt Phmbe in her how
And in the thickest of the fizht
sweet the cabbage-roses were into lections were to have primary reference to Chris- There is much more to commend and much less
°
He battles bravely for the right,
to-it-ive-ness,’ he would be all right; but | shabby little pony-chaise, far better than which I put my nose, and“the southern- tian teaching. They must be such as to meet to criticize in this volume than in its predecessor.
In that he was full of dogmatic assumptions
For that is mightier than might,
he won't try more than once on anything, those I had at home in our handsome car- wood and marjo
and ‘lemon-thyme, of the wants of ministers and congregations of av- there was a sort of supercilious and sneering, and
tone
Though cradled in an bumbler manger.
riage
and
pair,
{ and so he can’t be expected to have good
which I brought a little'to my aunt when 1 erage intelligence and culture, while offering employed whenefer he referred to those who
Whenever
I
was
particularly
naughty
what
is
welcome
to
the
better
trained
minds.
Hail to the manly mwn, he comes;
| lessons. It is too bad for the lazy fellow to
came in,
keep a real and practical faith in the historical
Not with the sound of horns and drums,
| let kis brains lie idle so much.
Why, I and troublesome at home, and therefore unAnd the wry glass was put in my room, Variety was an essential thing. The range of sub- portions.of the Bible. In this, he has condensed,
jects must be necessarily wide. Pith and brevThough grand as-any duke, and grander;
| really believe he might beat Will Roberts, happy, I used to say to my sister and to my and I looked in it many times every day, ity could not be sacrificed. Justice must be classified and illustrated a large amount of
He dawns upon the world, and light
if he would only try, for he learns twice as nurse, “Ionly wish I might go and live that I might remember how different things done to the authors and the poems furnishing ma- interesting and: valuable infurmation relating to
Dispels the dreary gloom of night,
with Aunt Phaebe.
I would always be look when we are ‘* out of temper.” And terial for extracts. And to make the work thor the inhabitants and the civilization whieh had
fast.”
And ills, like bats and owls, take flight;
their home on this continent before
La
.
good
there,
and
alWays
happy;” and I re- now that I am Mowing
Our poor listener stépped to hear no more,
He’s greater than great Alexander.
old, and often see oughly available, the extracts must be wisely by Columbus. The facts brought outits discovery
respecting
member
poor
Flo’,
our
sister,
would
say
dassified
and
happily
indexed.
All
these
things,
=~ Wood's Magazine.
but returned to his room a sadder and wiser
_people making themselves and others unthe mounds and mound-builders ‘of the Missisand
many
others,
the
compiler
was
forced
to
‘
Ah,
Kitty!
a
change
of
place
would
not
| boy. He never before suspected
his fellowsippi valley, the ruins and relies of Mexico and
happy when there is no need, I say to mykeep in mind, remembering that his work had
A Story Told to Gracie.
students of thinking less of him because of change you, I am afraid.”
self,
What a pity they should be so fond reference to a large and myriad-minded public, Peru, the traces and qualities of the Aztec race,
Strawberry “Cottage was, indegd, very of looking in the—Wry Glass !"— Selected.
&c., &c., are many and significant, and his rea——
his poor lessons; if all the boys falked
and so must be something more than the embodsoning and inferences in view of them are worIt was aimost smothered with
* One day in Summer's glow
| about him that way !—why, it roused his pretty.
iment, of-4is individual tastes.
.
hy
thy of regard. ‘Itisa volume which fills a place
white jessamine, so that the windows did
Not many years ago,
He has remembered this,and in a praétical way. occupied by
ire to think of it.
+
"The
Rabbit
in
the
Moon.
no other, and itcontains a fund of inA little baby lay upon my knee,
not
look
square,
but
rather
like
the
little
And
in
making
more
than
three
thousand
selecThen and there he - made resolutions not
formation which has been inaccessible save to a
A FABLE.
With rings of silken hair,
tions
from
not
less
than
six
hundred
different
aufew scholars, and wWich will
a few ; he would beat Will Roberts, and all round holes in a swallow’s nest. The gara]
surprise many
And fingers waxen fair,
thors, he has truly honored our ample poetic
the rest of them: he would gain all the den was but small, but oh! it was so gay.
Tiny and soft, and pink as pink could be.
The heathen think that the figure we see literature and made not a little of its moral readerpby the'revelations it makes.
prizes that ever were offered ; and, in fact, I have never seen anything like it since.
in the moon is g rabbit pounding rice, and wealth the available property of the public at a
We watched it thrive and grow,
When I went for my visits, I was made this story tells : ho he came there. A fox, small cost. It is by far the most extensive, va- THE LIFE AND TIMES OF THE REV. JOHN WESwould
sho them that he was not the lazy
LEY, M. A., Founder of the Methodists. By
Ah nie! we loved it so—
much of. Old Roger's son made me a little a monkey, ands rabbit once lived together ried, choice and valuable work of its_kind that
the Rev. L. Tyerman.
In three volumes. Vol.
And marked its daily gain of sweeter charms; - fellow they thought him to be.
{
IL. New York: Harper &
Brothers.
1872.
has appeared, and richly deserves a place on evIt learned to laugh and crow,
But, strange to say, Fred didn’t spend the wheel-barrow, which was kept in the tool- in a forest, very happily, in one dwelling.
Crown octavo. pp. 618.
And play and kiss us=~so—
remainder of his evening ‘in building air- house, and avith this I used to follow the One day an old man, toil-worn, weary and ery pastor’s study table, and on the shelf of ev- LIFE AND TrMES OF HENRY LORD BROUGH
AM.
Until one day we missed it from our arms.
kind old man about, and carry away the hungry came to their home, where they ery book-case in the family where 1eligion and | Written by himself. In three volumes. Vol.
castles.
‘
:
culture, intelligence and good taste can be found.
III. Same Publishers. 1872. 12mo. pp. 350.
weeds
in
it.
Then
Sarah
made
cakes
for
In sudden, strange surprise,
“He attacked his lessons with a firm detergladly welcomed him. Aftera little while Nobody will call it complete or admit that it is
This second volume of Tyerman’s life of WesIhave never tasted he said to them:
We met each other’s eyes,
mination to conquer them; and at ten me—and such cakes!
w
;
unexceptionable. Almost éverybody will miss | ley justifies every word of praise bestowed upany
so
good
since.
‘And
my
aunt
looked
Asking, ** Who stole our pretty babe away
what are espeeially favorifé lines and forcible | on its predecessor. Full without being prolix
‘¢ My-children, in my home, great ways
o'clock they were much Bearer perfect
We questioned earth and air,
out from her stores wonderful pieces of old- from here, I heard that you, although from utterances according to their estimate and grudge and tedious, abounding'in the
than
they
usually
were
at
that
time.
evidences, of venBut, seeking everywhere,
This was not the end of Fred’s good reso- fushioned silks and satins and chintzes for different families, lived very happily togeth- the space given to what seems prosaic and of | eration for the subject but keeping cléar of fulWe never foundit from that Summer day.
little value.
It is perhaps natural for a compe- |
lutions; His slumbering energies were, at me, quite unlike anything I saw elsewhere, er; so IL have come to see if this was true. tent critic to protest against such ample and nu- | some panegyrie, studious of accuracy but not
stopping every now and then
But in its wonted place
and
these
had
a
great
charm.
last, thoroughly awakened, never more to
I am tired and hungry.
Have you nothing merous quotations from Tupper’s * Proverbial points, animated and cultivated to debate mooted
in style without
There was another face—
It
very
often
happens,
I
think,
that
when
sleep.
:
that you can get to refresh me?" Philosophy” and Young's “Night Thoughts,” and
showing any weak ambition for fine writing,
A little girl’s, with yellow-curly hair
we
wish
for
anything
very
much
indeed,
it
insist that this proves poetic appreciation of a low
A month passed, and every day found
mingling in happy
. They all exclaimed, ** We will try.”
aged over a Latin sentenee ‘which he

could
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About her shoulders tossed,

And the sweet babe we lodt
Seemed sometimes looking from her eyes so fair.
She dances, romps and sings,
.
And does a hundred things
‘Which my lost baby never tried to do;
:
She longs to read in books,
And with bright, eager looks
Is always asking questions strange and new.

A gray old man with wings,
- Who steals all precious things;
He lives forever, and his name is Time.
He rules the world, they say;
~
He took my babe away—
My precious babe—and left me in its place

«

Who lives on stories, and whose name is Grace!
— Our Young Folks.
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My father died, and my oldest sister-married, so all my brothers were sent to se¢hool,

and I to Aunt Phebe. She begged to have
me, and I was only too glad to go.
I was

got there.

fail-

‘ed, and he was left almost penniless.

:

When Fred learned of this he went directly to the Professer to ask his advice. After

he had stated the case, saying that he must
leave school and earn his’ own, living, . the
Professor thought a moment and then told
him that he knew of an excellent situation,

Lesson.
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—
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“ You will please prepare your lessons

Why

a

in creation can’t they let a fellow

alone?”
!
*¢ Because they know the fellow could do
"better if he would try, and they hate to see
replied Will Roberts, with his eyes
the book before him.

still on

having a good time, Prof. Howard tells him

about the lesson that he learned at the keyhole.
:

to be enjoying myself; I go in for comfort,
and what object a fellow can have in pegging away at his books till he's as gray as a
rat and poor as Job's turkey, I am sure I

Of course if he is very poor, he

must learn enough so he can teach

or

er

do

four years old,» whose

fellow,

not

far

from

father is a clergyman ;

and the child sometimes amuses himself by
playing ¢* church.” One Sunday he got his
little chair and table and

books,

and

com-

menced his service, content to have anly
partial attention of the other children who
were in the room. After singing a hymn,

'he began his sermon, his words apparently

something else to keep him alive. But if being suggested, in part, by the pictures in
he has money enough to: keep. him from’ ‘hisbook, and by what he saw about him in
starving, I say, let him enjoy it.”
the room: * You must be good. You
* After making this long speech, Fred sank musta’t be naughty or wicked. You must
down exhausted, and took up a ‘magazine be good. You thust go to heaven.
You
from a large pile of books and papers mustn't be afraid in the dark. You mustn’t
which adorned the study-table.
ery. You mustn't kill any udder man.
As the reader may have. imagined, Fred You mustn't do anything to any boy when

Howard was the son of wealthy parents, he does something bad to you.

Mis every wish gratified, with very little
“ing

quite

indolent, and, as the conversation which we
have just given showe, he was nope too

fond of his books. i
‘rooms=mate,

Wii

+

Ts

,
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/

, WAS

On'the

very

by the whole

school, as a * regular book-worm.”

There

“ My child, I am

everything when I

You must

not whip any horse what isn’t ranning away.
You must do what your mudder tells you,

You mustn’t steal raisins.

forgotten me.

throw my ball

because it broke

the flowers.
Then I went into the house,
and Sarah sent me back to scrape my shoes,
and when I went to my aunt, she said,

«Kitty, my child, I must have you keep
your room
open, and
away ;. and
wrong way

neater. [I find your drawers left
your clothes not folded neatly
you have put up your books the
upwards.”
A little time after,

Aunt Phebe madé me pick up my crumbs
I had let fall on the carpet while eating my
lunch ; and lastly, she said, “We mit begin to-morrow,

Kitty, to do afew

lessons

every day, and a little needle work; you
know the old saying about “all play and no
work.””
:
WE
I had been pout-

ing for some time; but now ‘I burst into
tears and said: ‘‘ You're all very unkind to
me to-day. Things don’t look half so pret-

ty as they used to look.

I should like tp go |:

away from Strawberry Cottage
come: back again. Roger is a
greeable old man—and Sarah’s
and you're not so pretty as you
Aunt Phaebe I”
;

and
cross,
very
used
*

never
disaugly,
to be,

ed ; and dogs must never bite a man ; and a
fish must—don’t kick—a fish don’t

walk—

sir; I am

a poor

feeble

hand.

She

led me

up

stairs

opening out of her own.

into a little

She was

animal,

‘‘ We spilled it,and had, to go back and fill
the bucket again,” was the prompt reply;
but the bright, noble face was a shade less
bright, less noble

than

usual, and the eyes

dropped beneath the teacher’s gaze.
The teacher

crossed the

room and

stood

stinet, the

on the floor, and

look.

his

face

It is wisdom to say little respecting the

| injuries yon have received.
pis

that was frightful.
.
1 do not like this glass,” I «aid; * I do
not want to look in it.

. | it to me, Aunt Phorbe 7”

Why do you

show

us,

It was like him to forbid

his literary execu-

tors to make any changes in his manuscript; but
the interest of the work to the great mass of
readers would have been greatly augmented if
he had allowed them to exercise their discretion,

for they would almost certainly have omitted

arly version, and especially
a page

ing into his soul.

to play with'him, and then we spilled the

BIBLE Music: Being, fariations, in many keys,
on musical themes from Setiptuse. By Francis Jacox, B. A., author of * Cues from all
uarters,” &c, Boston: Roberts Brothers, 1872.
2mo. pp. 830, Sold by E. J. Lane & Co,
|

Little friends, what was
answers of the two

.

the difference
boys?

Neither

teacher trusted more fully after that?
which was the happier of the two ?

bone

or some

other trifling matter,

rage,

thing they knew,

over

they went

into the

vitalized

vigorous

at his old enemy. . He saw plainly that his

transfigured, till it throbs

human

nearly twenty

heart, and oftens

beams

chapters, and he, does

like

chiefly devoted to the Peloponnesian war, and
its

movements in the field and its bearings upon the
life at home are exhibited with equal precision
and vividness. Dr. Ernst is at once the philo-

comes

The book is thorough-

ly unique, and in it8 way a choice thing,

sophical student and the animated narrator, and

——

both kinds of power are freely used in
preparing

these. volumes,~The Publishing House issuing
it is the same as that wo long known by the title

LEGENDSOF THE PATRIARCHS AND PROPHETS,

and

*

other

Old Testament

spring rains
but grateful

over the civilized world, and that still render
it
an exhaustless subject of study, This volume
is

not. forget

literature for facts and illustrations, and

back loaded and smiling.

characters.

From

yarious_ sources,
By the
Rev. 8. Baring- of Charles Scribner & Co.,
and the death of the
Gould, M. A. Author of ‘Curious Myths of senior
partner seems to have oecasioned no dimthe: Middle Ages,” '&o. New York; Holt &
Williams, 1872. 2mo. pp. 866. Sold by K. J. inution in the ewderprise of the Firm. It is evLane & Co.
”
tel,
|
The previous works of this aathor have prov-

Vw

>

“

almost everything that one can reasonably ask
for, and each successive volume only shows anew
how well fitted he is for his task. He makes that
old land retippear as it was when there went out
from it the streams of intellectual life that flowed

a

like

The narrative flows

Dr. Curtiug’s History of Greece seems to be

There

them; but, instead of tying himself snugly to his
text, he wanders through all the kingdoms of

little headway.

had

and

gance and sensationalism.

welcome.

and en-

The
the planets or sparkles like the aurora.
Bible furnishes the themes for every one of his

The banks were so high, that they were
forced to swim some distance before they
came to a landing place.
It was very
easy for the Newfoundlander; he was ag

then turned to look

up.

in a long life of toil

beauty that melts into the soul like
into the earth.
We give it a quiet

is no lack of serious thought, but this is always

water,

Newfoundlander)

and these he

It is a most spicy, readable

tertaining.. book which he has made

They

the first

and

literature,~

gestions and criticisms, or given them # Placé in
foot notes.

souvenirs of his companion

along like the Avon through English meadows ;
Hike the unembellished talk at a genuine Quaker’s
fireside ; like the strains of a cathedral organ at
summer twilight when _the player is translating
his reverent meditations foto music. There is
the beauty of purity. and truth in it, and it is
a

has woven into his own racy statements, sug-

and

the case,

reached the land,

higher

fice and abtual ‘ministry of music,

often

‘Old Brava (the

in our

acconnt of

and well-earned success, The volume is a very
Pleasant one,having nothing savoring of extrava-

prose and poetry,~—relating to the qualities, of

asis

his best
to swim, but made

passages

almost confidential

his younger brother's recently ended career, and
at the same time, without a jot of ostentatjon,
puts his own ment™ photograph in among the

thor seems to have marked all the best and most

vivacious

weve fighting on a bridge ; and being blind

with

picturesque and

ad

The same qualities appear in this voluine as in
its predecessor, which we were glad to commend
on its appearance afew months since.
The au-

And

literary

ing to their sphere, they have become the recog.
nized benefactors of mankind,’ They did much
of their work together, and now the elder brother gives us a chastened, calm, straightforward,

scholar may feel assured that
with Homer at last, and is look-

‘Yes, ma'am,” he bravely answered;
*‘ we met little Harry Braden and stopped

Living near

eminent

seeking especially to lift up the people to a loftier level of thought and carry the fruits of. learn-

it in these

art flowering out in the triumph of the modern.
The mere English
he is face to face

recognized.

with the

men who had their home in that metropolis of

er is needful to suggest the struggle of the ancient

looked frankly up to his teacher's face.

gratefully

letters, with aims always morally high and genuinely practical, working
earnestly
and long,

magnificent specimens of book-making, Type,
paper, and general style unite to give us whatev-

wore a troubled

'

widely and

Edinburgh, mingling

to read it from such

as the-publishers have given

W, A. Packird, Ph.

Yol. III.
Same
blishers,
&e.
1872.
Br
598.
i
Fadl,
The honorable place won by the Chambirs
Brothers in the world of English literature
is

of idiomatic
and elesimplicity and the pro-

luxury to read the old familiar story in this severely simple but eminently accurate ammdgchol-

But it was only for an instant,—he

water and had to go back.”

edition, with an index, by

imagination,

found reverence for the truth which distinguish
the translator, all find embodiment in this choice
Tproduct of his green old age. Itis no common

what does it do?” . Here a litle break oc- it. Then I looked at Aunt Phaebe’s in it,
curred in reflecting upon the duties of a and itdooked dreadful, ahd at Sarah's (for much at home in the water -as a seal. Bug
fish 80 we will end our notes.— Christian she had followed us into the room), and not so poor Bruce; he struggled and tried
at Work.

vigorous but chastened

the thorough mastery
gant English, the manly

by another, who had been Willie's companion,
‘ Freddy, were you not gone for the water longer than was necessary ?”
Co
For an instant Freddy's eyes were fixed

warred gway as angrily as twoboys,

thatI could not bear fo look at

nearly to the last. It is an interesting and valuable récord which these three solid volumes give

all the minutiz of his-cakindling strains poured into the ears ofthe peo- | reer with a tireless wonder.
And so he

“Kitty,” she said, *‘ when I wis alittle |
day, a fine Newfoundland dog and
girl, I was like-you: I had ‘a discontented, a One
mastiff had a sharp discussion over a
impatient temper. But I had 4 dear moth-

and ugly,

on

The compiler of this noble. .volume had a diffi- + and condensed till half
the space were sayed
cult task before him, and it is but simple justice
and twice the attractiveness - gained. Brougham
‘to say that he has performed it in a nianner that was a great egotist, imperious, exacting homage,
entitles him to the gratitude and thanks of all who
garrulous in his old age, and - assuming that evwould find the highest uses of poetry,and have its | erybody would follow

A Lesson for Boys...

looking-glass, and bid me look at myself
init. I did; and there I saw my own [ace
to be sure, but so crooked, and pinched,

1835, though he tarried

talks on,
ple, so that it may’ fasten the
thoughts that | telling of all
the great men he knew and was inthey might otherwise lose, give their smitten
timate with, reproducing the talk and the letters
souls solace, rally their sinking courage, part | on
both sides, even when they run into commonWith that he threw himself" into the fire, the clouds overhead till the azure appears place. After all, he was one of the great men of
and was roasted for the old man’s supper. through the rift, and give their aspiration wings | England, an important part of the realm for
that bear it up steadily till it has found heaven | many years, full
of varied learning, a master
The old man was one of their gods in dis- and God.
:
:
:
| even among royal minds; and these volumes
guise, and to commemorate the self-devo| are crowded with material
tion of the rabbit, he placed him in the THE ODYSSEY OF HOMER. Translated into En- | epitomized political historythut makes them an
of England.
for
glish
blank
verse,
by
William
Cullen
Bryant.
moon, where he should never be forgotten.
Vol. II. Boston:
J. R. Osgood & Co. 1872, | nearly half a century, and a portrait gallery
{ hung on all sides with the faces of England's
The next time you see the full moon, I
quarto. pp. 311. Sold by E.
J. Lane & Co.
It is with a rave satisfaction that we welcome | great leading spirits. As they are, they are
want you to look at it, and see if you can
fancy that the dark figure in it looks like this second volume of the Odyssey from the | choice things; as they might have béen, they
arabbit standing up on its hind legs, with hands of Mr. Bryant. Of the many obvious and | would have taken rank with the great mastertranscendent excellences of this translation of | pieces of political biography.
IT
a stick in its paw, pounding rice in a wood- ‘the two great works of the old Greek bard, there
en bowl.
? is no special need of speaking now. The public MEMOIR OF ROBERT CHAMBERS, with autobioverdict, both in England and America, is at once
raphic reminiscences of William Chambers.
New’ York: Seribner, Armstrong & Co. 1872. decisive, emphatic, almost uniform
and very
. The Difference.
12mo. pp. 818. Seld by E. J. Lane & Co.
grateful.
It is awarded the first place by the
*¢ Willie, why were you gone so long for vote of almost every competent scholar and THE HISTORY OF GREECE. By Prof. Dr. Ernst
turtius.:
Translated by Adolphus William
eritic. The ample learning, the critical judgwater?” asked the teacher of a little boy.
Ward, M. A.
Revised, after the last German
ment, the fine discernment, the true poetic in-

so gentle and kind, she made me ashamed
of my naughtiness, and I looked up in her
face to see what she meant.

#r who took great pains with me to teach
me how to master it.. She put this glass

short with the year

for nearly the life-time of a generation longer,
and kept his marked vigor of mind and body

their al-

geniality and justice.
But we write in no such mood. The real
merits of 4° work deserve cordial recognition.

Aunt Pheebe let me finish, and then she ‘of them told anything that was nqf strictly
got up from her seat and gently took my true. Which one of them do you think the
room

when

most every form or quantity when the critic’is
simply querulous or cynical,and sets satire above

like the monkey. After looking everywhere,
I could find nothing worthy of your acceptance, butto show you that I am willing to
do something for you, I will give myself.”

in the

into my room, Kitty, and she used to call
you Jit the ¢ temper glass.’
laugh.
My aunt then led me up to a small round

You mustn't hit anybody. Men must never
be drunken ; and boys must never be wick-

|

into ivy leaves, and stars, and hearts. I
was very, very happy—yes, and for several days and weeks, till one day Roger vex-

Supposing

are a baby,you mustn’t ery ; you must

“Kind

are mostly neglected, even

most inspired Christian fervor burns up or drives
away every symbol of Romish theology and superstition. Complaints can be supplied in al-

who can not fish like the fox, or climb trees

Sarah, too, had not

the flower-beds,

while

The little rabbit looked very sad, and re-

She had made the butter up

ed me, by telling me not to.

that

turning to his companions asked them to
help bim gather some sticks and dry leaves
to make a fire. When this was done, he
turned to the old man and said :

into ducks and fishes, and cut out the cakes

among

sorry

many

your friends can each do something for the
old and weary, you do not care to do anything.”
:

was a little room pre-

hen-and-chicken daisies.

very

any bookseller. No apology is needed for usking why Bonar and Bp. Mant are drawn on so
freely,while Faber and the saintly singers of Ger-

A,

*H® had gréat natural abilities ; but, by hay-

his part, he had become
exentionon

with

I was noW quite cross.

- A Three-Y ear-Old’s Sermon.
We know a little

*‘ Rut I don’t seethe use of boring into
the dry old stuff, all the time, when I ought

can’t see.

pleased

proportions the biographer's
narrative and the subject’s letters and “journalizings,—~we have in progress a life of the great
ec:lesiastic which will surely and deservedly suhe
persede every other.
Brougham’s story
of his own
life, so far
as he tells it, ends with this volume, and stops

order.
It isnot hard to get up a quarrel over
the very lengthy extracts from such works as
Milton’s “Paradise Lost”and Bickersteth’s * Yesterday, To-day and Forever,” when the works
themselves can
be found by calling on almost

« They went in different directions to see
what they could find for the old man’s supper. The fox wentto the river and caught
a fish; the monkey climbed a tree and
brought the finest cocoa-nuts, but the little
rabbit returned without anything. The old
man said to the rabbit :

went to live with Aunt Phebe.

which he would try to obtain for.him, for,
ashe had applied himself to his studies
little more carefully, in future, Mr. How- | 14t¢ ly, very diligently, he thought he was
;
ard. , T hope there will be no occasion for a fully qualified for the place.
Suffice it to say that Fred obtained the
repetition of this,”
a
Fred Howard walked out of the recitation position, which proved to be quite a lucraroom rather rapidly, and, going to his tive one, and not only supported himself,
room, threw his books impatiently upon the but helped his father to regain the wealth
table, exclaiming to his room-mate who which he had lost.
Fredis now a Professor in one of our colsat poring over his lessons,
or
¢¢ I do wish the teachers would n’t keep leges ; and when one of his students thinks
thorning me so about my poor lessons. it won't pay to study, when he might be
.

make

us as happy as we expect. Well, I was
just nine years old when I had my wish—1I

cast

Howard, Fred’s father, was a partner,

The Funily Circle.
L.

always

pared for me, which overlooked the yellow
hollyhocks. The little bed had white curtains, and the walls were papered with a
white paper, with green nasturtium leaves
climbing over it, and the carpet looked like
dark green moss, with here aud there a
Time passed, and Will Roberts was no
brown leaf on it, or a bit of scarlet lichen.
longer called the best scholar. Fred had,
Over the bed hung a picture of my mother.
indeed, outstripped him, as well as the rest
It was a sweet, gentle face, somewhat like
| of the school,
my Aunt Pheebe’s; and by the side was a
Teachers and scholars alike -wondered
little book-shelf, on which were many dewhat had happened to Fred Howard to
lightful books.
| make him study so; but they were compellThen in the garden Roger had put'up a
| edto live in ignorance as to the cause of swing, and had marked off a little plot of
that great change.
ground, which was to be my own; and
About this time, the firm in which Mr.
round which he had planted a border of

And brought the little girl from fairy clime?

BY

not

think of the conversation that he ' heard
through the keyhole; and these thoughts
would spur him up again, to study with renewed diligence.
:

Ah, blue-eyes! do you see
‘Who stole my babe from me,

Howard's

CORE to us, but it does

well prepared. The
gave him a word or
instead of the reproof
received. The schol-

But when he was nearly discouraged, and
felt his old indolence returning, he would

‘Whether I would retrace the four-years’ track,
And lose the merry sprite,
‘Who makes my home so bright,
To have again my little baby back.

Fred

him with his lessons
teachers occasionally
two of commendation
which he had before

without effort. Old habits can not be
off, as one casts off his old garments.

4

This little maiden fair
With yellow-curly hair,

|
|

ars were afraid he was going to be sick.
Fred Howard did not accomplish this

And I can searcely tell,
1 love the rogue so well,

|

.

idently planning for a future
cel its past.

that shall even ox
:

‘

0
A

x

-

THE MORNING

Literary Piscellany.

by the discovery of the site, which was final
ly ascertained’ abeut this time last year.
the last twelvemonth a large areas
uring
of the Temple has been cleared to the pavevarious architectural marbles
ment, and

An Every-day Tragedy. —

&

less mutilated,

or

more

found,

have been

lying as they had been left by the barbarous.
tine times, The diameespoilers in
ter of these columns of'ithe Temple bein

—

Recently a “woman died.of whom we
It does not matter
2
wish. to say a word here,
how or where she died. She was so obseure, belongedto so common and poor a
class, that no notice of her death found a
place in even the cheapest paper, and noséne

thé architecture is 0

scale of

six feet, the

course colossal, exceeding, it is believed,
in Proportions the celebrated Temple of Juiter ¥inpus at Athens, the temple at

who kiiew her will read these words. . Only
“== one of those thousands of ordinary lives that,
day by day, end unnoticed, no more missed
bathe world than so many burned-out cano s. This woman had neitherbeauty nor
wit, nor large culture ; she brought no
her
with her when she was born to Jake
”
greatly welcome tothe world; never could

marbles di discovof the. marbles

a
great

weight of the

‘ered rendered it n

Wood to

for Mr.

apply for naval aid, which was supplied by

government with that alaerity.
ritish
in
which has Hstinguished the Admiralty
the

the history of our recent archmological ex»

0

three-decker, was at once sent

tenderness, who Rad kept Tor pure, oa iron-clad

machine,

sewing

dresses

$0 Mr. Wood’s assistance, and has been ened since the beginning of this month at

El esus and Smyrna in hauling, packing,

and shipping the marbles of the temple selected by Mr. Wood for the British Museum,
I have
been favored with a sight of these
huge masses before they were packed. The
largest, weighing Spwards of eleven tons,
is part Jof a drum of one of the celat® columne mentioned by Pliny,—, e., columns
kavith figures. sculptured on them, of which

for

servant and shop girls who bullied her,

not

unreasonably ; she was but a poor seamband, a coarse-grained,

hus-

Her

told.

stress, if the truth must be

fellow,

gossipting

tried at his trade and that,became a ward politician, did what he could for his family, but

must

felt that his wife

Kad been used to

do

beside whom

the temple
striking

He

share,

her

raw-boned, stout

icut farm women,

she doubt-

be

breast, and watched and
the blind, idolatrous

the others.

nursed

prayed

devotion

at

the

with

gave to

Certain logical moralists la

more.

This woman

The

loud,

never did

bragging

ask

for

politician

re-

exam-

an

assemblage

th

rr

—

organization as any favorite of fortune ; both

had begun to affect both

mere mass, rather

than

beauty

of her

chitecture.

strong,

in

any

Allowing

pointment, I own

sculpture and ar-

sense;

for

the

first

that I gazed

numbers have been

drawn,

shadowy foundation divine
be drawn.
He is a devout
solemnly uttered axiom of
er, that during the year
drawn an equal number of

and

from

this

her—flower-painting, moulding in clay, de-

which, not perhaps a complete restoration
of the temple, but a new chapter in the history of Greek architecture can be construct-

complishment of her girlhood recurred to
signing—it does not matter what;
however, in which her real nature

have been comparative affluence.

work,
would

were em-

the children’s bodies and souls that she could
not do. It grew and grew before her sight
until the day came when she dropped as under an intolerable burden, As she lay on
the bed day after day, slowly dying, husband and children were loud in sorrow and
astonishment. ‘‘How had she come by such
manifold diseases?
Machine work and
want of air? It was incredible.”
She
struggled with her work yet, sewed as she
lay on her back, drew her children close to
her with a hun
,2unsatisfied love'in her eyes
that they could not understand. But as the
hour came for her to quit the world that had
been so niggardly of its comfort or bounty

have

variable,

but

done

and

good

jacketsin

to her, she was beset with restless” fancies,
which to her husband seemed scarcely sare.

*‘She thinks if she could see and smell a
thorny rose that‘used to grow wild about
Mary#ind, where she was born, she would

Now, what could there be

in'a
rgse
He could not see why she
would make them put the children out ofthe
room, and turn out the
gas that she could

not see the machine, and so lie looking up
at the patch of sky above the brick walls.
When she was dead, he cried, “I did what I
could; I am not to blame.”
And it was

true ; no man could go beyond his nature.
What was to blame? Not poverty; not
. the working for bread ard butter; not the
unequal marridgge. Since the world began,
King Cophetugs have married beggar girls
untitled, and clothed them royally in their
own fames; and Titanias have rejoiced to
worship an ass. But, if she had been taught

her

taste and ability fitted her! If all women
were so thoraughly taught such occupations
that employment would be open to them as
men?
The answer matters nothing to her
now. A day or two ago the worn-out body

was laid back in the earth to which it had

been drawn by such strong and jsubtie kinship.
To what rest or recompense the soul
of the gentle lady passed, only,He knows
who took it hence.
ce. - Her work remains unfinished.
But it is because there are so
- many thousands "of overworked women
1
around
us on every
side, starin
blankly at
their unconquerable work, and lives wasted

at noonday, that we have told her story, and:
memory, for this
eternal silence,—
;

The Temple of Diana.
*

materials

out

Most persons have heard

lost types

the Caledonia's blue jackets

their

work

an

characteristic

humor
these

with

expeditions,

alacrity

of blue

and

by

the

end of the week
the ship will lsave this
rt with her precious cargo, hound for
Ialta.— London

Times.

My First Earthquake.

he begins

to ‘purchase

and it is doubtless so distinguished till

tober

day.

It was aftér noon on a bright Oc{ was

coming

down

Third

street. The only objects in motion anywhere in sight ‘in that thickly ‘built and
populous quarter were a man in a buggy behind me, and a street car wending slowly
up the cross street.

Otherwise, all was sol-

itude and a Sabbath stillness. As I turned

the corner, around a frame house there was
a great rattle-jar, and it occurred to me that

here was’an item !—no doubt-a fight in that
house.
:
Before I could turn and seek the door
there came a really terrific shock; the
ground seemed

to roll under me in waves

ing through twenty-two feet of alluvial de-

posit, came suddenly
ment,

still

strewed

on

with

the marble

pave-

broken columns,

capitals, and fragments of stfilptures.
This discovery, one of the happiest efforts
of archesblogy in our time, is ‘due to the

all. One woman who had just been washing
a naked child, ran down the street holding

it by the ankles as if it were a dressed tur-

Prominent citizens, who

conversation,

Biin

consists

of

» and sentiments,

discha

e

duties of his

\

y

ed father, a kind and wbliging neighbor, a4 man ;
Faculty :
i
of peace. He, truly, was a father in Israel. A tJ. C. Hopkins, A. B., Brinothal, Latin and Greek.
good man has fallen. A large congre, gation as- A. 8. Denison, P.H. D., Natural
Science.
a

sembled at his late dwelling

on the

burial to sympathize with

dren.

day

of his

widow and

Miss Marr C. Bradford,

chil

Twenty-four single teams, freighted

Rev. J. Runnells, of Tumworth,

Mies Se pki Ag HE

forty years

entertained a

«o,

U,

HO

n

u

Spring
term, , ofof 1 10
pi

and Painting

N

:

.

Br of Wega easMo

m, Feb, 20,

r more than

hope

.

Mies Kiln A, Perkins, Peamanships

Fit

JonN BowEN died im New Ham
of
dyops; + dyfed 64 yours, He bad

Preceptress, Mathemabtics

Khetoric.

with

sincere LUTHOR, followed, his remainsito the
rave. Precious
memdry.. Sermon

and as’ the lives of

tickets

bearing

in the Sav-

« 20, 1872.

Tuiriow, from $4.00 to $6.00

term.

Kren

ng
four. " During his last sickness
which was long Music and Penmanship. extra, x por
EXPENSES. ~B
; including room and Trashing,
and painful he was sustainedby the consolation
from
$2.50
to
$8.
er
week,
in
families,
In
club
that he would soon be at rest. His widow
self-boarding, at ner rates.
mourns though not without bape. Py
The
n will afford to both sexes a complete
course of study;, and no pains will be¢ Spared by the

Many H., wife of Dea;J. M. Plummer, died

as

onl

to

minke the sthoul

EE

in Portland, Me., Sept. 19, 1871, aged 50 years.
She embraced religionin early life, and thyough
a
period
of thirty years maintained a consistent
Christian walk, and labored as much as a feeble constitution would: permit, to sustain the
cause of truth, Her sickness was long and

:-

be

drawn,

and

who

rushes

Hy worthy jhe

tart

ato ech.a.

|
Ww Ins
on
bu
a fin
and
granite structure, ot Donatingrchitoctuve,wording

six

solahle if he does not find it,névertheless does

ont

of ear-shot,™ ‘One of the sharps,—he’s going
for a sure thing !"— Galaxy.

Some

Remarks
—

columns

4

admission
fall term.

land

agent

written

out.

Norfelk,

every word of a sermon,

once.

The

he had

and

Magliabecchi,

always knew that it was true; and think,
further, that pulling anybody out of bed
ought to be a State Prison offense, and

de Medici

was,

we

believe,

a

greé that we have developed a very nery-

To say nothing of bein
ous condition.
defrauded of our rights, and of the legitimate and healthy ary of sleeping long

and waking up slowly, as plants do, mo

doubt many of the nervous diseases that are

.

up.—Charles

Ee

Greece and her Brigands.
AY

The Pall Mall Gazelle copies from.a
German 1h an account of the system (as

had

exact words.
A gentleman,
repeated a verse, purposely

E. S. TASKER,
Northwood,

mother, neighbor and Christian,»
4

No one dares to goa thousand paces out

were supposed

out of ofighe

town

without

an escort, and even

NORTH

mye

a

wo

x

]

attention

6

graduates

PARSONSFIELD

20, and continue eleven

|

given to those desiring

Special

to take a thorough
2

THE BEST PAPER! TRY IT!!
The Scientific American, is the cheapest and
best illustrated weekly paper published. Every number contains from 10 to 15 original engravings of new
machinery, novel inventions, Bridges, Engineering
works, Architecture, improved
Farm Implements,
and every new discovery in Chemistry.
A year’s
numbers contain 832 pages and several hnndred en8s
of
volumes
are
preserved
for
§ grayings. Thousan

an-

SEMINARY

The Spring Term will commence on Tuesday,

Feb.

weeks.

nding and reference,

The practical receipts are

well worth ten times the subscription price.
Terms,
$° a year, by mail .Specimens. sent free. Maybe had
of all news dealers.
NTS
obtained on the best terms
Models of new inventions and sketches examined
and advice free. All patents are published in the
Scientific American the week they issue. Send for
Pamphlet, 110 pages, containing laws and full directions for obtaining Patents.
Address fur Paper, or poncerning Patents,
MUNN & CO., 37 Park Row, N.Y.
Branch Office, cor, Ra d 7th Bis, Cc
4wlt
ashingtom;

M. K. MABREY, Principal,

Terms: Primary
Common English

$3.00
$4.00

Higher English’

$5.00

LanguagesMusie

Board,

6.00
$10.00

$3.00

per

terms.

Our specialty
Mabrey will give
experience in the
that teachers will

week.

Rooms

on

reasonable

is qualification of teachers. Mr.
his whole time to the school. His
school-room warrants us in saying
find this school second to none in

the county.

g
month, by sellin

per

$80 to $200

GREAT FORTUNES
AND HOW THEY WERE
AND TRIUMPHS OF OUR

McCabe, Jr.,

MADE; OR THE STRUGGLES
SELF-MADE MEN, by J.D.

By forty eminent examples,

how to succeed in life, and

M. E. Sweat, Sec.

N. Parsonsfield, Jan. 15, 1872,

mankind.

tik

For

at the same

3m2

CENTRAL INSTITUTE
PITTSFIELD, ME.
Furnishes College, Preparatory, Normal, Academical aud Ladies’ Full course of study. Terms, 10
weeks.
Spring term commences ‘Feb. 7, 1872.
Summer Term commences April 25, 1873.
GEORGE B. FILES, A. B., Preceptor.
Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress.

it teaches

time

benefit

particulars, nogices of the press

extra terms, address

MAINE

GEORGE

MACLEAN,

and

publisher, BOSTON.

CHRISTIAN
BAPTISM.
This little book has been revised by the author, has
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents
a very comely appearance. It should be in every
Baptist family. Le# every pastor and church-member have a copy of this newly revised and useful
MRS. AROLINE M. FILES, Associate.
book. Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in paper covers,
E. EUGENE WADE, A. B,, Prin. of Normal Dep't.
15 cts. Postage extra; on the former, 4 cts., on the
Miss L. MARIA SIMONS, Associate.
Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Paint- latter, 2 cents.

ing, Wax-work and Wood Carving.
Mes.
J. F. STEERE, Teacher of Music.
D. M. WAITT, Teacher of Writing and

ing.
:
No deduction for

less than

account of sickness.
beginuiy
and middle

.

Book-Keej-

half a term,

Half terms
of the term.

except on

commence

at

the

'he price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as géntlemen’s

OLD ESTABLISHED TROY BELL FOUNDRY.
TROY, N.Y. (established 1832,) alarge
assortment

are formed.

of Church,

-

RIDGEVILLE

lessons; Instrumental

LEBANON

of Instrumental

Miss

8t9

Building Stones,

i

- 8

Common English,
w
mp
Higher English,
wi
lw
bowie
Languages,
“wi.

.
-

Penmanship, (12 lessons)
Instrumental Music (20 lessons)

.

=

=

¢“
(10 lessons)
Use of Instrament,= '¢

«

od

-

Massachusetts,

qualified

to teach

Special
College.

attention

to. those

given

Ruthie Shaw ; or,

BOARD:

and

THE

Wax

NICHOLS

en

closes Friday,

SUMMER TERM

LATIN SCHOOL.

begins

Arch 22.

Monday,

begins Monday,

Monday, June 24. ul
Tuition $25.00 a year.

:

vr

Jan.

1,

,

rior

April 1

Y+APHLI, amd closes

The

Lewiston. July: 2, 1871.

Ai DM.

on

10 copies or any

ne address, than “on

a-single one.

The

postage is payable at the office of deffvery.

The volume begins with the first number in
April.

advant-

JONES, See.

a year; and no more

number between one and,10, when sent to

ages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures of thesg institutions
are invaluable.

quality, and its mechanical excellence is

Ten copies-or more sent to one address, 20
cents sach payable in all cases in advance.
PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy
of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24 cents

students are Jafully drilled in the Latin and Greek
languages, also in
English Grammar, Arithmetic
Ancient Geography Ancient History, Algebra and
Geometry.
#pecial attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &c. The location of the school 80 near
School, affords

-y

Dover, N. H.
All orders and remittances for the paper
should be sent to L. R.BURLINGAME,
Dover, N. H.
Terms, —Single copy, 30 cents a year

1872, and

The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both ‘sexes. The school
being composed of only one department, a thoroughness in doing their work is secured from both teach.
ers and pupils, which is not ordinarily foynd in

the College and Theological

MYRTLE.

All communications intended for publication should be addressed to ‘ THE MYRTLE,”

1872,"

schools where 80 many kinds of work dre done.

100
100
100

equal to that of any other paper of its class.

EG. JORDAN, A. B., Principal, with thre Assist

‘

Hn

use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged
and much improved about the first of April,
1869. It is printed on paper of a very supe-

for

JOHN H.SHAPLEIGH. Sec.

SPRING TERM

he Good Girl,

This semi-monthly, published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, for. ithe...

Good board may be obtained in private families at
$3,00 per week, or pleasant rooms furnished to those
‘wishing to board themselves.
8

125

200
5
50
100

LR. BURLINGAME, Dover, N. H.

Thorough

preparing

7

Nattie Nesmith; or, The Bad Girl,
Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,

Pianoforte or Organ, by a teacher of large experience

Basa. Secular or Sacred
Music.
Classes in Vocal Music, Penmanship
Work formed,if desired.

125
125

Hours of Christian Devotion, Tholuck,
Alice Benson's Trials,
The Quiet Hour. Dr. Lincoln,
Child Life in Many Lands,

‘An excellent opportunity will be given those desiring a complete course of music, either upon the
from

$150

Hester’s
Happy Summer,
One Year of my Life,

Teacher

K. A. BAKER, Teacher of French and DraweTUITION:
ete

1.50

NEW BOOKS, CHRISTMAS, 1870,

’

Preceptress and

Music.

Price.
$1.25

The Jadge’s Son,

ing.
.

Books

,Short-Comings and Long-Goings,
Lute Falconer

ACADEMY.

A.B., Principal.

Primary Course,

Dearborn St.,
1y21

For the Sabbath School.

The SPRING TERM of 11 weeks, will commence
Miss. H. L. STEVENS,

Bells

most durable ever used.
SATISFACTORY.
&@~Large

More New

Music,

TUESDAY, Fab. 6th, under the instruction of
A. N. MARSTON,

other

Wu. REED, Sec.

Ridgeville, Ind., Feb. 7, 1872.

WEST

and

JONES & CO., Troy, N. Y,, or, 149
J
Chicago, 111.

with use of instrument,
$11.00.
Board, in clubs, $2.00 or less, per week; in private
families $3.00. Rooms for self-boarding,
can be had
at reasonable rates.
/

;

Alarm,

Illustrated Catalogues sent free on application to

COLLEGE.

Send for Circular.

Fire

Mountings,'the best and
ALL BELLS WARRANTED

SPRING TERM will begin
March 12, and continue}12
weeks.
Tuition, $6.00; Indidentals, $1.00; Penman-

ship, $1.50 for twenty

Academy,

constantly on hand, and made to order. Made of Genuine Bell Metal (Copper and Tin). Hung with Romy

Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
Send for Catalogue fo the Principal.
rf
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

in our town,~an industrious mam, good citizen,
an affectionate husband, father, and
grandfather.
He died suddenly while riding in his sleighy a
few rods from his home.
E. K.
Davip ALLARD died of paralysis, in . Albany,
March 28, aged 76 years. This dear brother was
a member of the church 61 years, and” was clerk
and treasurer many years.
He was sound in the

Over fifty

opens April 30, 1872,

ing, at reasonable rates.
omplete courses of study for both sexes,

nually.
The Boarding Hall has been refitted and furnished, and placed under the care of the principal.
Terms moderate, Send for circular.
J. 8S. GARDINER, Principal,
Whitestown, N. Y., Feb. 1, 1872.
’

wife,

RoBERT Foye died in Montville, Me., March
29, aged 81 years. He was one of the first settlers

:

TERM

Board may be obtained in“private families at $3.50
per week. or rooms may be obtained for self-board:

course in
Music.
For further particulars, addressthe Principal.

SEMINARY.

teaching and for business.

SYLVA, widow of the late William Jackson,

mologically— one who can, the real
of Greece is Spanos, not George:

SPRING TERM, opens Feb. 13, 1872.

The summer term of this institution, will open
March 25. Six complete courses of study for both
sexes, in which students are Prepated for college, for

her of

died in Montville, Me., Dec. 19, aged 84 years.
Sixty-five years she lived on the old homestead,

Sec.

N. H., Feb. 19, 1872.

:

Calendar:

TUTTLE, M. D, Pres.

WHITESTOWN

W

She experienced religion when about 22 years of
age, under the labors of Elder Samuel
Wire, was
baptized by him and united with the Middlesex
church where she remained a worthy member
until death,
B. H. DAMON.

kind-hearted

Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.

REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

a

al sermon by the writer from Rev, 20: 6.
:
W. C. HULSE.
Mrs. ANNA, wife of Dea. Ira Hawley, died of
lung fever, Jan, 17,
aged 756 years, 8 months.

and

E. C. Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G. A. Stockwell, Miss

send for a Circular to

years, 2 months. Sister Knight was born in
‘Waterborough, Me., but removed to G. in 1821.
For many years a faithful member of the F. Baptist church in Garland, she was a constant attendant upon the means of grace until failing

a cheerful, energetic

continue

charge of AL-

SUMMER

TaoMAS

i

MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
WATERBURY CENTER, VT.
Faculty:
C. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.

will com-

March 6, 1872, and

AVEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.
AT FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.
This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar advantages.
For particular information,

to test him,
making one

the infirmities of age deprived

of this Institutiorr

ander the continued

Term

.
.
Capring Teri agin
.
4—Fall Term
{—Winter Term
ins.
Catalogue apply to
2
. L. P. REYNOLDS, Sec. § Treas.

GREEN

SEMINARY.

cal Apparatus,—aweounting in all to about $500,—
from the Rev. R. Van Dame of Nottingham, N. H

wrote it out

it may be ealled) of brigandage in Greece.
If a King is—iu Mr. Carlyle’s words—ety-

King

the

JThe Trustees take this Spporualy of publicly acknowledging the recent Gift of a Library and Chemi-

these privileges. - She was the mother of ten chilsix of whom preceded her to the spirit land ;
attributed to stock-gambling, tobacco, and dren,
but the religion which sustained her amid all her
unrequited love, are due to the want of suf- | trials, was her support even unto death, Funer-

ficient sleep from childhood
Dudley Warner.

of

March 20—Spring

June ER
September
© December
For College

culars address the Principal.

years.
Fuller, the great mathematician,
when. he became blind, could repeat the

health and

commencement

5

and VocaltMusic.
{
)
JENNIE de la MONTAIGNE, Teacher of French,
>
CALENDAR, 2872,
hh

All the usual facilities offered to those
pursuing
studies in any branch of an Academic Education
Charges moderate. For further information or Cir-

read

whole of Virgil's ¢‘Zneid,” and could remember the first line and the last line on
doubt not that conviction for it could be every page of the particular edition which
had before any of our sleepy juries—if they he had been accustomed to read before he
were awake enough to hear the evidence. beeame blind,
One kind of retentive memory may be
The world is all astray about this matter of
slegp, led away by nursery couplets about considered as the result of sheer hard work,
early to rise and the examples of-Naboleon, a’ determination towards one particular
Peter the Great and other military heroes, achievement, withont reference either to
who are reported to have been satisfied cultivation or to memory on other subjects.
with an hour or two of sleep snatched from This is frequently shown by person in humthe twenty-four, taken on a plank while ble life in regard to the Bible. An old begtheir half dozen scribbling secretaries were garman at Stirling, known some forty
not allowed to sleep at all. We all know years as Blind Aleck, afforded an instance
what became of Napoleon. Evem Mr, Ab- of this. He knew the whole of the Bible by
bott can not:make it appear that he had heart, insomuch that, if a sentence were
much: more respect for the Ruler of the read to him, he could name the book, chapUniverse.
These sleepless people have ter and verses; or if the book chapter and
made most of the mischief in the world. verses were named, he could remember the
Catherine

convenient

BERT SAVAGE; A. B.

rethember

who

TERM

thirteen weeks

John Fuller, a

could

SPRING

mence on WEDNESDAY,

prodigious memory, was once put to a severe test. A gentleman lent him a manuseript which wasyead and retufned. The
owner, some time afterwards pretending he
had lost it, begged=Magliabecchi to write

concur in this—in fact, I

ef students at the

NORTHWOOD

« Doctors of medicine rare either growing
complacent or sensible. One of them, Dr.
Hall has had the good semse to tell” the
world that children under the age of eight- ott as much as he could remember; whereeen, and old and feeble people (and he upon the latter, appealing to his. memory,
might as well have said everybody), need wrote out the whele essay. Cyrus, if some
ten hours’ sleep,and that bouncing suddenly of the old historians are to be credited,
out of bed in the morning is as hurtful as it could remember the name of every soldier
is disagreeable ; that fifteen or twenty min- in his immense army. There was a Corsiutes spent in gradually waking up, stretch- can boy who could rehearse forty thousand
ing the limbs and letting the blood slowly words, whether sense or nonsense, as they
resume its wonted circulation, is time well- were dictated, and then repeat them in the
spent. For the sudden sending of blood to reversed order, without making a single
mistake. A physician of Massachusetts,
the heart isa severe shock, and the person
who gets up in this reckless manner is sure about half a century ago, could repeat the
to be ‘drowsy by midday, unless he or she whole of ‘Paradise Lost,” without mistake,
is an editor or a belle, and does not get up although he had not read it for twenty
I

find

B.C. LEWIS, Sec,|
New, Hampton, N. H., March 15, 1873.

correctly after going home ; this was tested
by comparing his written account with the
clergyman’s manuscript.. Scaliger could
repeat a hundred verses or more after having read them a single time. Seneca could
repeat two thousand words on hearing
them

on Sleep.

of a newspaper

in

will

Send for catalogue to the Principal or to

—o——

over night. During the repeal debates in
the House of fommons thirty-seven years
ago, one of/the members wrote out his
speech, sent ‘it to the newspaper, and repeated it to the House in the evening; it
was found tobe the same verbatim as that
which he had

themselves

opportunity. Students will provide their own sheets,
pillow-zases and towels.
TUITION from $3.00 to $6.50 per term.
Several
years ago the Tjustees introduced a Commercial Department, which has Deon, very successful,
It is
now proposed to add a Scientific and Agricultural
Course, of two years each,
which opened for the

far either of them verified this statement.
Robert Dillon could repeat in the morning

in

fairly

sirous of boarding

enable the

in four days, and” General Christie made a
similar assertion ; but it is not known how

frenzied haste from one office to another
looking for the ticket bearing it, is and incon-

the counter remarks, before he is

to

John Kemble used to spy that he could
learn a whole number tis Morning Post

tain that a, selected combination of numbers
to

ngxt

Curiosities of Memory.

it,

ing; and this is the individual who is ceris sure

and

oi

Rersovering energy and sagacity of Mr. saloons in their shirt-sleeves, with their bil- then the undertaking is very .dangerous,
ood, who, having searched for the site of liard-cues dn their «hands. Pozens of men, for the brigands are concealed behind rocks
the Temple since 1863, first at. his own ex- with necks .swathed in napkins, 4 rushed and in bushes, so that the whole of the espense, and subsequently with funds suppli- from barbers’ shops lathered to
the eyes, cort might be shot down before their hidinged hy the trustees of the British Museum. -or with one cheek clean shaved and the. oth- places could be discovered. The chief of
nas een rewarded, after 1ong years ol toil, er stil bearinga hairy stubble.
kiorses these brigands is @ man named Spanos,
/

i

LYNDON LITERARY INSTRIUTION,
LYNDON CENTER, VT.
office. He was an affectionate husband, a devot-

Obituaries.

to keep the Sabbath strictly, rushed

Way

135

ever at his post

interrupted by. a violent juggling
up and
down, and there was a heavy grinding noise | light sleeper. “(George Washington, on the verbal inaccuracy; Alex hesitated, named as of brick houses rubbing together, I fell contrary, took his tifie, waked up the Fa- the place where the passage is to be found,
up against the frame house and hurt my el- ther of his Country by degrees, got out of but at the same time pointed out the verbal
bow. I knew what it was now, and from bed with deliberation, and dressed himself) r érror: The same gentleman’ asked him to.
What a ridicus
mere reportorial instinct, nothing else, took witk thoughtful slowness.
repeat the nintieth verse of the seventh
out my watch and noted the time ‘of day; lous idea it would be to think of that great chapter of Numbers. Aleck almost instantat that moment a third and still severer man bouncing out of bed at the first bell, ly replied, “There is no such verse; that
himself as if there was a fire
shock came, and as.I reeled about on the and dressing
The instinct of children against chapter has only eighty-nine verses.”
pavement, trying to keep my footing, I saw next door!
a sight ! The entire front of a tall, four-story early, and especially sudden, rising is well
brick building in Third street sprang out founded ; and it is pleasant to have the learnlike a door and fell across the street, raising ed faculty confirm a long and growing cona dust like a great volume of smoke.
And viction that it is not a sinto lie in bed till
here came the buggy—overboard went the the second bell rings. It is the experience,
PARTICULAR NOTICE! Persons wishing obitman, and in less time than I can tell it the of the majority of people that the most devehicle was distributed in small fragments licious moments of the whole day are those uaries published in the Morning Star, who do
along three hundred yards of street. One when they ought to get up, and do not. not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
a. have faneied that somebody had fired Hereafter let them linger in this delightful
a charge of chair-rounds and rags down the border-land with a quiet conscience. Na- equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion
turb is about to be vindicated by the sci- Brevity is pecially important. Not more than a
thoroughfare.
:
If the whole of life could be like single square can well be afforded to any single
The street car had stopped, the horses entists.
were rearing and plunging, and one man that brief interlude between half awaking obituary. Verses areinadmissible,
had crashed half through a glass window and getting out into the cold world—that
so faint-’
on one side of the car, got wedged fast, rare space of time when duty calls
MARY LovEJOY, wife of Nathan Taylor, died
and was squirming and screaming like an ly that there is a sweet delight in letting it in Hatley Feb. 2, aged T8 years. She was born
at all—one in Danv ile, Vt., came to Canada in 1799, expearoused
is
conscience
before
call
every
of
door
Every
| impaled madman.
house, as far as the eye could reach was might like to revise the hymn-book, and rienced rejigion soon after, lived for God, and
C. HEARD.
vomiting a stream of human beings; live always. We have heen now for sev- diedas she lived.
and almost before one could execute a wink eral thousand years going to the ant and « NANCY KnNigHT, widow of the late L. W.
and begin another, there was a massed mul- getting away from the sTuggard to that de- ‘Knight, died in Garland, Me., Feb. 2, aged 80

of those famous
leepers of Ephesus, who, taking
refuge from the persecutions of Diocletian titude of people streiching in endless proin the thipd century, fell asleep there, and cession down every street my position comwoke upgtwo centuries afterward. to find a manded.
.
new world and a Christian empire, ScarceNever was a solemn solitude tarned into
ly less romantic have been the fortunes of teeming life quicker. Of. the wonders
the famous temple of Diana of Ephesus, wrought by
the ‘great earthquake,” these
one of the seven wonders of the ancient were all that came under 1
:
eye; but the
world. Destroyed by an earthquake, and ricks' it. did els
far and wide
plundered by the Goths in the third century over the town, made toothsome gossip for
of the Christian era, it served as a quarry
The destruction of pro erty was
for the architects of the Byzantine city trifling—the inju
to it was’ wi e-sprea d
‘built at Ephesus, probably in” the time of and somewhat ry
serious. The *¢ curiosities ”
Justinian, till the appetite for plunder being of the earthquake were simply endless.
exhdusted, the remnant of its remains was Gentlemen and ladies who were sick, or
allowedto. gilt up silently under the slow were taking
dissipated till a
siesta, or
but sure action of alluvial deposit. Thus late hour and were mak
up lost sleep,
the very
site of the world-famous temple thronged into the public strdets in all sorts
was oblierated, till British enterprise, pierc- of queer apparel, and some without any at
Seven

ACY

faith and catholic in his feelin

brigands—some of whom are generally rosted on a, hill in the vicinity with excellent
field-glasses—to observe what is going on.

tion is as amazing gs the case cited is amus-

till afternoon.

A month after I landed in Sacramento I
enjoyed my first earthquake.-' It was one
which {vas long called the great earthquake,

this day.

&e.;

is band, which

one has not been drawn for several days,

of

The stones were very heavy, the mud
Ephesus tenacious, and the weather

of

Only the machine was left, and the work for

reverently held back her
brief moment, out of the
N. Y., Tribune,
.

furnish

‘gatherium an Owen reconstructs
in the animal kingdom,

ployed who had been trained to the business.

practically the one occupation to which

will

ed, just as cut of the fossil bones of the me-

She sent a specimen of her work for trial,

but—men

they

provisions,

the

what ones will
believer in the
the lottery dealeach number is
times; andif any

disap-

The architecture of the Temple of Dianais

seam,

Ce

24, 1872.

seven men, are still close to Athens, and

with a pe-

Ionic. Mr. Wood has very properly selected such fragments as will show what the
base, the capital, and the order generally
were like.
nce housed in the British mu-

Ni

taining a successor of more res
ble pro- :i8 even rumored that he has, on several ocample agcommodations; and is 1
on an
i
pence overlooking the villages of 1
on Center and
portions. There is the man who knows a casions, entered the city with the ol
-of
onville, and
some
L]
landscape
man who heard a fellow talking of “another Saying some is rh personage w
Bo
he tressing, but she manifested a remarkable a oo of the valley of the Passumpsic,
.
W.
SANBORN®
Treas
and
Sec,
fellow he once knew who had drawn a ‘would ‘afterward liberate only on the con- tience and passed away with a full hope of a
Lyndonville, Vt., 1871.
|
“capital,” and he cites the misty tradition as dition of his being given a large ransom blessed immortality.
Com.
a eertain sign that he is sure to have the and a free pardon. The nature of the terPIKE SEMINARY,
same luck. There is the pan who saw the ritory, and the proximity of the Turkish
Academies, &ec.
THE WINTER TERM of Pike Seminary, N.Y., will
new moon over his right shoulder the
pre- frontier,cause great difficulties to the troops,
commence Dec. 6, 1571, under a board of competent
instruction.
vious evening, and augurs from the accident and they frequently pass hidden caverns and
LAPHAM
INSTITUTE.
Per order,
.
that he is to have a good run of luck, There the short
thick bushes avhich cover the
M.E.SHEPARD, Pres. Board of Trustees.
The SUMMER TERM will commence on Monday
is the man who woos the goddess Fortune mountains without guessing that the brig- April
15, 1872,
Jomplete courses of study for both sexes.
in dashing haphazard style, and pulling out ands are in their immediate vicinity. . . . .
’
" HILLSDALE
COLLEGE.
:
G. H. RICK ZR, Prin.
the first ticket he happens to get his fingers The shepherds and the peasants are obligbh ?
FacoLry:
North Scituate, R. I., March 15, 1872.
-1
on, resolutely turns his eyes ceilingward, so ed for their own security to warn the brigRev. DANIEL M. GRAHAM,
D. D., President.
« "RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Prof. Bib. Theology.
NEW HAMPTON
INSTITUTION.
that-he can thrust itinto his pocket with- ands of the approach of the troops on such
“
SPENCER
J.
FOWLER,
A.
M., Prof. Matheout seeing what numbers it bears; he has occasions, This is done according to plan;
The SUMMER TERM begins April 22,1872, and
matics and
Nat. Philosophy,
;
an unfaltering belief that this way of doing they either throw stones with hieroglyphics continues ten weeks. *
GEORGE MCMILLAN, A.
M., Prof. Ancient LanA.B,
MESERVEY,
A.
M.,
Principal,
guages.
(
the thingis vastly superior to any other, upon them in places agreed upon beforeHIRAM
COLLIER, A. M., Prof. Nat, Science.
J. N. Rand, A. M,,
Miss T. A, R. Dow,
and i$ certain to bring a prize sooner or la- hand, or lay down sticks on which they
F. WAYLAND DUNN, A. M., Profiof Rhetoric and
WwW. E. C. Rich, A. B.,
Miss Alice I. Libby,
Belles Lettres.
"
ter. There is the man who is an exact op- cut certain marks.
A. P. Shattuck,
Miss L. D. Moore,
If a military détachH. LAURA ROWE, A.M., Prin. Ladies’ Department .
H. M. Willward,
Miss E. L. Gordon.
posite, and makes the selection of his ticket ment enters a village to make inquiries
ALEX.
C.
RIDEOUT,
Prin,
Com.
Department.
ExPENSES. Board, including room and washing
a matter of close calculation of chances by about the brigands, the peasants take their from
W. A. DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.
$2.75 to $3 50 per week. In well-regulated clubs, GEO.
B, GARDNER, Instructor in Drawing and
looking over the drawings for a number of sticks and begin cutting marks upon them, of which
there are several in successful operation,
Fting,
a
.
daysto get precise information as to what in the first place to record the subject of the expense varies from $1.75 to $2.25. Students de- MELVILLE
W, CHASE, Instructor in Instrumental

of design,

so she stitched and nursed and trained them,
with the dirty walls about her and the torn
matting under fopt, and the crowd of children grew shabbler and. coarser and more
vulgar day by day. One day an old ac-

be well again.

APRIL

he a

not let fortune give him the slip altogether,
but plays the numbers in that delusive game
culiar interest on these relics of those fa- called policy, which is to -be described.
mous columns on which St. Paul must have This sort of buyer can never be mistaken.
strongest woman can furnish bread and but- | gazed when he preached against them, but. He is the person who rushes into an office,
eagerly calls for the ‘Kentuckys,” hastily
ter for a houseful of children, make their which local fanaticism, aided by local vest___¢othes, keep their souls pure and their man- ed interests, preserved in all their splendor looks over the tickets, departs as hurriedly
as he came, and of whom the man behind.
ners refined, and add to the number every for three centuries after his coming.
body and mind required companions

own caste, and that nutriment which nature
and art give but to few, but which that few
must have or die.
Besides, not even the

which was approved;

WR

authorities. Half of the Greek army
has
been J purse of Spanos for lin) 3 but

twenty-fold its amount in vain hope of ob-

execution, and has the characteristics which -

we might expect to find in the Greek sculptwre of the Macedonian period, when work
was executed rigidly to gratify the vanity
of kings, and when an Oriental love for

She was not

No

if they neglect to give. information to the

of the frieze of the Parthenon, while in
masterly vigor of execution and dramatic with.an unquestioning faith that is amusing
force it falls far short of the frieze of the to an unbeliever. There is another man,
Mausoleum.
It is careless and inexact in’ however, whose faith in his power of divina-

mained her hero to the last, If her life slowly driéd and withered away, as} tree might,
tapped of all its juices at the root, she thought
it was herself that was to blame. This poor
lady was cursed with as finely-wrought an

vear.

I

these unfortunate people are threatened
when they do not comply with such. requisitions, the Government only punishes them

Lottery
buyers may be classified in regard
to special characteristics in numerous subdivisions. There is the man who once secured a small prize, and has since spent

but wants the ineffable charm and freshness

downas an axiom. that no woman, wit
+ love, a husband, and chidren, ought to ask

for more,

other

The relief on this

rum appears to represent

tired

over

-she

at Ephesus.

of deities, of whom the only one who can
be positively identified is Mercury, the rest
being draped female figures. On a stone
from a pilaster, corresponding in dimensions to the sculpture drum, is a relief, representing Hercules struggling with a draped
female figure, and on another fragment of a
drum are the lower halves “of some seated
and standing female figures. This sculpt4 ure is very bold and effective as decoration,

If others remembered how tenderly nur-

to

Of this bold,

in Greek architecture,

there exists, it is believed, no

tured she had been as a . girl, and that the
tortune she brought him he had flung away,
he never did. So did she. They were
wretchedly poor, and it was but just and
proper shesshould work. So she worked,
stopping now and then to give birth to
child,

has thirty-six.

innovation

Ble except

Conneéct-

less appeared inefficient enough.

another

STAR,

‘The Lottery Maniacs.

, and all other ‘extant exdthples

childish beliefs unchanged to middle age.
She was
little, sickly, shabbily clothed ; in
lived in a tawdry house, with glaring papér
on the walls, and torn, dirty matting on the
floor; the air she breathed was that of want
and vulgarity; year in and year out she
worked at a

OE

W
broke from stables, and a frightened dog. whohas been notorious for his daring deeds
rushed up a short attic ladder and out on a Suring the last thirty years ; and it may be
the'destinies of Greece
roof, and when his scare was over had not said that he holds
the nerve to go down "again the same way in his hands, for no progress is possible
he had gone up. A prominent editor flew 80 long as the present state of things exThe insecurity ‘of property prevents
down stairs, in the
principal hotel, with ists.
No one
nothing on but one brief under-garment— the development of agriculture,
produce
met a
bermaid, and exclaimed— *¢ Oh, dares to invest capital in land, the
what
shall Ido! Where shall Igo?” She of which is sure to be annexed by the brigday bands of peasants
responded with naive serenity— “If you ands. Nearly every
have a choice, you might trv a clothing are brought into Athens who have been
Srghpelle by the brigands to furnish them
store ! "—The Innotents at Home. -

sing a song or write a poem; was not even peditions, and which ean alone insure thé
fitted to reign in a drawing-room. She was complete success of such arduous enterprisntle lady, full of | ¢
“Her
only
a eweet-voiced,
jesty’s ship Caledonia, a grand
ed
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News

permitting

mains

of an honorably

discharged

across the

ed.

\

into operation in France.

prevented

by dilatory

tions whieh consumed the morning hour.

mo-

has been

and

harbor

improvement

bill

to offer

to

relesse

Dr.

Houard,

although it does not admit that the prisoner has
been wrongedat all.
The Japanese govenment is to hold a fair in
the sacred city of Kiota, to last fifty dys, and

was

exclustve policy, and a result

of the

Paragraphs.

Farmers should not sell in advance ot the clip
| fér less than 80 cents, If that sam can be real‘| ized for good
merino or its equivalent, sell.

.

Robert Bonner has given five thousand dollars
to augment the salaries of the professors in

steamship mail service between the United States

Princeton College.

and Australia was discussed without action.
A
bill to perpetuate testimony in the United States

The fregdmen in Delaware are reported to be
working well, and a focal paper thinks they will
yet prove the most valuable field hands in the

In the House, Mr. Dawes

House,

and

South.

Higher prices can not be expected. Should there
be a prospect of higher rates, an amount. of the
article will be gathered in Europe and America
that would depress prices. There is always more

of any crop on hand, not

~

3

+

"

1822 Boston adoptpd

¥

the new

method

of illum-

nation.
The old New York Gaslight Company,
which lights the city from Grand street to the
Battery, was chartered in 1823.
Bristol, R. IL.,.
was lighted by gas as early as 1825.
A log was recently .cut at Greenbush, Mich,
which contained nearly ten thousand feet, board
measure, of lumber.
It was ninety-six feet long
and forty-six inches in diameter in the center

here to its former action, which
rejection of the bill.

amounts to the

On Wednesday, in the Senate, bills were passed making an appropriation for observationsof
the transit of Venus; to perpetuate testimony
in the United States courts, and supplementary
to the act amending the enforcement act. In the
House, the bill regulating the seizure and examination of books and papers in revenue cases was
passed.
The bill to carry out the provisions of

the*Washington treaty wus postponed four weeks,
The bill making an appropriation for the military academy at West Point was passed,
The
civil service reform bill was discussed and went

over.
On Thursday, in the Senate, the committee on
the Distriet of Columbia reported Mr. Turner's
bill to abolish the board of trustees of the color
ed schools of Washington and ‘Georgetown, and
prohibiting distinction on account of eolor in
the schools. Tt was discussed, but without action.
No business of public interest was transacted.

In the House, a bill was

passed permitting

the

tunneling of the Niagara River for the Buffalo
water works.
The bill incorporating the Great

Salt Lake

and

Colorado

Railroad

Company

and granfing a right of way was passed.

ling

the subsidies and service of the Pacific mail

antl the New

lines.

York

and Rio Janeiro

steamship

The bill supplementary to the act to in-

corporate the Texas Pacific
ed. Inthe House, the civil
was recommitted by a vote
exciting discussion between
sachusetts and Mr. Garfield

Railroad was debatservice reform bill
of 96 to 79, after an
Mr. Butler of Mas
of Ohio.

floating

nerve

as crystal, from four inches

to

animal

While corn is worth 15 to 20 cents

in depth,

six miles in width.
It was never before supposed that these lakes contained salt, and the water
was always considered clear fresh water. with
some alkali in it, as most of the fresh w ater in
Northern California possesses,
It is related that before the beginning of the
war, a number of Southern politicians called one
day on the editor of the New York Herald, to

farmers.

Anna
Grant.

Dickinson

has

taken

the

and it
by ac-

that State by sea from foreign ports.
Four natives of New Granada, arriving in San Francis-

able to take

against
>

Two new lines of Atlantic steamers are proposed : one between Glasgow and New York,and
the other between Liverpool and New Orleans,
Smouldering fires are still

occasionaily discov-

ered beneath piles of debris in Chicago.
An effort 1s in progress to induce Representative C. B. Farwell, of the Chicago district, to accept the republican nomination for governor of*
Illinois.

General Sickles has obtained an extension of
his leave of absence until the 27th instant, on
which date he leaves for Madrid. SS

Reverdy

Johnson

says

that

the

special

dis-,

patch from Washington to a New York paper
giving him as authority for the statement that

RY

CRI

WEIS

the President regrets that the claims for consequential damages were put in our case against

England, is entirely unauthorized,

He has had

no conversation with the
ject.

on

President

the sub-

mitment, and when they left the cars at

that Which annually goes to waste, and burn it

adroitly

handcuffs

ing the shackles and commitment
what he said.

which
Pough-

into ashes.
Whenever I cut down any trees I
save all the small branches, and have them hauled upon. some vacant spot in my garden, and
when dry they are burned and the ashes scattered over the surface.
All the trimming from
shrubbery, grape-vines and other wbod plants
are treated in the same wuy, and it would astonish those who have never tried it if they could
see the rank vegetation
produced upon these
ashed places.
On every acre of woodland there

in ‘proof of

The ctowd seized the

latter,

and

of a hack-driver who recognized him.
The house of a farmer named Robert Bowles,
near Theresa, N. Y., was burned on Monday
night, March 18th. The family were obliged to
leave the house in their night-clothes, and sever-

al of them

had their limbs

badly

frozen.

is more or less otherwise worthless wood that
might be drawn out orf to some barren place 4
and there burned, and the ashes would restore

Mr.

Bowles was so severely burned while attempting
to save the children; that be died the next day.

He was a wealthy

farmer,

and,

River

stumps

.

the gulf; at
505 feet; at
408 feet ; at
at Natchez,

At St. Paul, it is 670

the head of the Rock Island rapids,
Davenport, 477 feet; at St. Louis,
Cairo, 322 feet; at Memphis, 221 feet ;
66 feet; at New Orleans, 15 feet; and

* Montreal is to be supplied with

water

from

a

and savadjacent

for beef, and of many animals that were too poor

A new and able conservative "newspaper, the’
Mail, has been started inToronto, With a capital

small to contain the bodies; and it is stated that

It is a singular fact that the New York 7'ribune, The Cincinnati Commercial, the Springfield Republican, and the Chicago 7Tribune,—
four of the ablest Republican journals in the
country,~are steadfastly set against Grant.

two per cent. of the communist
Brest have become insane.

prisoners

be Jittle doubt

at
of

for the market.
Hay is from
thirty to forty
dollars a ton, or more than twicedits usual price
in most parts of the Northern and Eastern States.
If it were not for the great abundance of corn, it
would be much higher. At present prices, corn
is a much cheaper feed than hay, and ought to
be used largely with it, either boiled, or steam-

ed, or ground ‘into meat. It takes about thirtysix bushels of corn to make a ton, worth at
present prices not far from twenty-seven dollars.

the adoption by the French of the policy of pub-

Corn is cheaper

It is proposed to change the name of Peshtigo

lic gaming tables. They even mourn that by the
way they have managed on. that .subject in the

Accordingto advices received jn Washington

past, they have sent so much money
France into the lap of hated Germany.

most parts of the country, and is much more
valuable in its elements of nutrition. Fed with
bay of straw, it will muke those costly’ articles

Catacazy

is. disgraced

at home,

He

failed to

Justify himself before the council and has been
pensioned off on probation. He will seek an.
asylum in Paris.

Senator Sumner has written a right-minded letter to the, coloved people of New Orleans in

Which he exhorts them to stand for their rights,
‘and says that in all institutions, agencies, or
conveniences
created
or regulated by law

there
color.
From

must

be no

memory.

discrimination on account of
despatches

it appeats

that

for damages from Great Britain is receiving serious consideration at Washington, and that
there is a growing sentiment among members
of Congress that it will be wise to“ satisfy the
English government by ‘ acceding to ite demands,
The text of the note which accompanied the
.counter-case inthe matter of the Alabama claims is published. It simply defines the in-

direct ‘claims, states that a misunderstanding re.
“has arisen between the two countries, asks that the arbit
u proceed with ref- |

erence
only notice
to clatins
lly gives
that for

Marriage between kindred in Rassia, however
distant even unto the so-called *¢ forty-second
cousins,” is against the law, and considered by.
young

person

marry

a. god-parent,

latter

have reached a high state of perfection at the

hands of the Italian professors, They can render:
the body like stone, or by immersion in certain

liquids it seemsonly to be

asleep.

Gozini of

A French proverb,

that

ty-nine

4

its pablie

examination

ok to the call of its chairman.

for pound,

Corn is universally
reach ‘of every one

been greatly reduced, in anticipation of a hard
winter and dear hay.~ Hearth and Home.

Vines
y

and

gil
‘

pure

water,

and if the

all the noxious Smell 80
§ often arising from the
feet in warm ‘weather, and nothing is better for

cleansing the hair from dandruff and dust. For
the headache it is also a desirable stimulant,and
frequent inhaling of its pungent odors will oftén entirely rémove a catarrha cold. For cleansing paint it 1s very useful.
Put a tablespoonful
of ammonia to a quart of warm soapsuds,.
dip

in a flannel cloth, and wipe off the dust and flyspecks, grime and smoke, and see for yourselves
how much labor it will save you.- No scrubbing
will be needful.i It will cleanse. and brighten
silver wonderfully; to a pint of hot suds mix a
teaspoonful ‘of the spirits, dip in your Silver
spoons, forks, etc., rub with a brush, and then

polish

on- chamois

skin.

For washing

mirrors

"In another

One of the greatest improvements to a-small
cottage is the prevalence of vines clambering
over it 80 as to almost entirely conceal its out
Jine.

For

than the

this

purpose

American

nothing>can

be

better

Ivy (Ampelopsis) and Gold-

en-vined Honeystickle

(Lonicera

these

troubles.

Ten

drops of it in

a wineglass of water is often a great relief,

spirits of ammonia can be taken

The

in the same

way, but it is not as palatable a dose.

and chemists are well aware of the

the E,

fects of ammonia on all kinds of vegetation; and
if you desire your roses, geraniums, fuchsias,
etc., to become more flourishing, you can try it

upon

them, by adding

five or six drops of it to

every pint of warm water that you give them,
but don’t repeat the dose oftener than once in
every five or six days, lest you. stimulate them
too highly. Rain water is impregnated
with
ammonia, and thus it refreshes and
vivifies all
vegetable life. So be sure and keep & large bot.
tle of it inthe ‘house, and have a glass stopper
for it, as it fs ety evanescent, and also injurious

to earl, eating them away.

Vomertinrted

they love the water so much that they will swim
and sport in it, even when it is full of floating ice.
We have heard of a cow and calf whose love for
athletic exercises was such that they would
jump from a bank ten feet high into
dgep water
when
These

of family pets; but on the other hand, when
properly cared for, these animals make most
delicious beef, and their hides, when soft-tanned,
are as much superior to the buffalo robe of com- |

merce as wool is to shoddy. = The writer saw the
pelt of the cow mentioned above. It was mitch

aurea reticu.

Travelers’ Joy, or Virginia, our
’§ Bower. The abimdance of pure

white, Maat} ‘bloomon each of ‘these, aided by

shaggy

brown hair, there being
hair

ordinarily

Missouri.

san

air of stiffness and bre
”
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FLOUR AND MEAL,

\p amily...

St. Loms,gup.7 25 @ 7 50

3

Francisco:|

Post.

com, éxtras 700°@
medium do..8 25 @
choice do....8 15.4
Hlinoia and Ono
- choice

extra,

Flour to make stiff; one nutmeg,
cloves;

1f wished,

one

pound

cinnamon, and
of fruit.

Raise

till light, and bake in an even oven, ,
A DESSERT.—In the winter when there has
been a fall of light snow, .the following makes
a delightful dish for dessert and refreshment

AN UNDOUBTED SECURITY,

enough

clean dry snow to make

it about the

BREAD PUDDING. ~One

a half pound of currants, quarter pound of sugar,
and ome, teaspoonful of
ginger. Pour boiling
water on the bread, adding’ the sugar, currants,

ginger, and a little salt and grated nutmeg, mix
the whole well together, put in a buttered dish,
leaving a few small ‘pieces of butter on the top,
and bake in a moderate oven; when baked, let
it. remain a few minutes, then turn it out ‘on

a flat dish, and serve either hot or cold.
QUICKLY MDE FRUIT QAKE.~Take

namon.

Bake slowly.
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“ EGYPTIAN CORN”.—F. E. G. Lindsey of Hols.
ton, Va., has the genuine “ E
ian Corn,” which
a grea t man y furiners are defghted
with. This is
& new corn to this. country, an
has many merits,
that do not appertain to other breadstuffs. It will
ripen as far northas Boston, even when lanted by
the last of July. On rich land it will yield 150 bush
els to the acre, and we ighs 63 1-5 pounds to the bushel, and for domestic use it is unparalleled,
It re-sembles flour, and contains95 per cent. of nutriment
matter. In th e South two cro
year can be
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larger than any buffalo robe which he ever saw
before, was covered with a mat; of. ’soft, short,

curly
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licks ds ersonally wil vouch for the statements
made.
He
has seen the corn grow, and thinks it

there was an easy path close at ha nd
maps, furnished by us on Yersonal or written
personal peculiarities are drawbacks to “cation.

the introduction of buffalo blood into the veins
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The issue is limited to $16,800 per mile, in denomi-

Some experiments have been tried in crossing
the buffaloes with dgmestic cattle, and the result
is highly satisfactory,
breed of animals being produced which retains many of the valuable properties of both breeds. The animals are large and
strong; the chief objection to them being that no
ordinary fence stops them for a moment,and that
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E. G. Lindsey has presented us an ear of his
“Eypiinn Corn,” heretofore’ advertised A our
per—the ear 18 about he size of
and has a solid grain. A lady.who raised some of
it Just you
ear sends us a certificate stating that she saw
some
at had not been plowed—it was sown broadcast—that produced twelve ears to the stalk.—.40tngdon Virginian.
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corn is, in avery3 egpect what
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toilet table; a |

few drops in a basin of ‘water will make a better

in

who has animalsto feed. It is much better to
invest in it than to pinch cattle at the last end
of the foddering season, and twin them out in
thin condition. Cattle in goodscotidition the first
of May will be in great demand, for the stock has’

hundred,” 14 (| native V

SsFrench arms investigating commitconcluded

hay, pound

lata,) closely intertwined, so that during the auGenoa has a curious museum of humanity petritumn months the effect of the golden and crimfled, well worth seeing. The ancients mummified, but that changed the appearance, while this. son foliageis beautiful beyond description, Over
process leaves the subject life-like in appearance. ‘the font of the house, especially if there should
be a ‘porch, the effect will be hightened by a
The body of Mazzini is to be 80 preserved.
| raapént. growing Clematis, either (. Vitalba,

Sg
‘has

the

than

spend in the best manner.
distributed, and is within

Neither may a

coming under the head of “ spiritual relations.”
The art of petrifying the human body is said to

direct 104s, and for- and & Champenese minke
case is presented | said
to be tracedto the
the position assumed by
in its correspondence with

The i

of

g

all Russians as an abomination.
Washington

out

An English writer who undertakes to analyze
Henry Ward Beecher in the Contemporary Review finds him ‘‘ less up in the poets than any
man of equal culture we ever remember to have
met.” He attributes this to the repugnance common to ‘all orators of committing anything to

the policy of withdrawing the * indirect claims »

fo

two

——

The

amendment,

to Ogden City in honor of William B. Ogden.

-

five or six acres in the past

In many parts of the country the cry for fodder for cattle is distressing,
notwithstanding
the immense slaughterof almost everything fit’

will cost five millions sterling.

It now looks as if there can

cleared the

. What Shall We Feed?

ud

river forty-five miles distant from the city.

has’

stove, which are applied with great care to his
corn or garden vegetables.— Rural New- Yorker,

feet above

at the head of the passess, 2 feet 9 inches.

from

neighbors

woods and left to rot. This man is very careful fo save all the ashes made in his kitchen

is 2616 miles in length,

and is 1630 feet above the level of the gulf at its ut-

most source,

One of my

or three years, but instead of burning
ing the ashes, they were hauled into

a number

of Government bonds in tht flames.
“The Mississippi

fertility.

besides a large

amount of property destroyed, he lost
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the latter had in his pocket and then of the com-

ing taken to the asylum the other day, played a

Ordinary...
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refreshing agent atthe
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28 Refined

COTTON.

mich COWS,
co
pH) none that wil Yield
yi

and the aromatic spirits of ammonia is especially

There are very few farmers or gardeners who
do not kaow the value of ashes, particularly
upon old land that has been: many years under
cultivation. In the older States it is not an easy.
matter to obtain a supply of this material, but a
far larger quantity could be produced than at
present, if those -who own timber would save

oye
repealing the eight-hour law, so far.as it applies | of $250,000.
to the workshops in the various navy-yards in
The daily average of suicides in Paris is now
this country. The Senate has yet to act on the
so great that the famous old Morgue is quite too

A

A

Making Ashes.

tional, and an infringement of the right of Congress to regulate commerce,
AmAlbany lunatic, 4 young lawyer, while be-

water-works

+ An amendment has been incorporated into the
naval appropriation bill by the Senate committee

they raise.
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one sehson on ERS

i no better remedy for heartburn and dyspepsia,

care of themselves, refused to pay the tax, and
appealed to the State Supreme Court; this tribunal has just decided that thé law is unconstitu-

he would have fared hard but for the assistance

field

old pork regions are ahead of the

Poland-China pig will fatten on half the corn
required for a common racer, and weigh more
Averages of 850 to 425 Ibs.
than twice as much.
in South-western Ohio.
uncommon
are not

MISCELLANEOUS.
}
.| keepsie the crazed joker persuaded the bystandTwelve outof fifteen states have already ap- ers that his keeper was the insane man who was
pointed delegates to the Philadelphia _Conver- endeavoring to escape, at the same time exhibittion, with instructions to vote for Grant,
is predicted that he will be renominated
clamation.
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are not as geverally known as they should be.

warm place to dry. The dirtiest brushes will
come out from this bath white and clean. There

consumers.

er, a fact which shows that the advantages
we have stated are understood by North-western

Under the statutes of California, a tax of $5

shrewd game upon -his-custodian.
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purposes it is invaluable; yet its manifold uses Jusehood, Saelity and ‘honesty none dire uetlon;

and the farmers then can prosper at prices which
would impoverish furmers-in the older States.

of

CANDLES,

he from pd or
if oshisr id

and farther, I
reon throughout the
country who has this on A
of corn. Having secured a quantit jm
now able
4
to fill all orders for
0 testin
when grown the game hight as the others, nip abe
order En. all may Teceive seed. we
out again; then procure a stick the size of have reduced the price to one dollar and fifty cents
a packa
N Any Pveka who i g AL a club of
your
finger, eighteen
inches in length; take | ve wi receiv
fteen Ducknjts
hoopskirt wire, twine back and forgh alternately, r $10. Fifty packsages
ory WL $20. grOne hundred pac
for $30, One pa
pack:kage will contain pond :
through holes made in the stick equal distances ages
i nt the following season
from 20 to 830 acres; also
apart; place this firmly id the pot back of the
rections for planting and cultivating.
Address,
INDSEY,
plant, tie the branches to it, and you will have,
Holston, Washington ¢0., Virginia.
when in flower, a beautiful and very graceful
plant.’ Having
one trained iff that way last |
INDORSEMENTS.

Let this breed be introduced into the North-west,

of thousands

There were more
hogs packed in Chicago the
season just elosed than in both the old pork cen
taken togethters, Cincinnati and St. Louis,

en, in case he did not do it, the entire withdrawal of Southern patronage from his paper, with an
air as if they should thereby ruin it. * Gentlemen,” §aid Mr. Bennett, * ‘the chambermaids of
this city pay the Herald more money than the
whole South.”

co, in'good health, and abund4ntly

sixty-five
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Moulds.sseness
Sperm

3, ‘and
pounds bo the

some
one +our Rafoys agen

ie

leaves: it will then throw out branches on each
side. Let these grow eight or ten inches, then
nip them out as before, the tops of each branch

and windows it is also very
desirable; puta
few drops of ammonia upon a piece of newspaper, and you will réadily take off every spot or
finger mark on the glass. It will take out grease
spots from any fabric; put on the ammonia nearly clear, lay blotting paper over the place, andpress a hot flat-iron on it for a few moments.
A
few drops in water will clean laces, and whiten
them finely; also muslins.
For
cleaning hair
and nail- brushes it is equally good.
Put a tea
spoonful of ammonia into a pint of warm ‘or
cold water, and shake the brushes through the
water; when the bristles look white, rinse them
in cold water, and put into the sunshine or ina

beef to hundreds

induce him to espouse in his journal their side of
the gontroversy. They went so far as to threat-

has been levied on each passenger

in the West,

they readily realize double that amount.
The
prairie farmer can pack twenty-five bushels of
-corn into a pork barrel and ship it to a good
market for a dollar, whereas it will cost ‘him 85
or more, to send the corn itself.
The
North.
west now exceeds any other part of the world
in the production of cereals, and enough of them
are wasted to supply bam and bacon und corned

and covering an area of fifteen miles in length by

obtained possession first of the

On Saturday, Congress was not in session.
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When a slip has grown six or eight inches | Bal Spe valve

is a most

The farmers in Towa, Wisconsin, Minnesota,
and at points remote from good grain markets,
ought to be able to monopolize the pork product
in this country.
That Ohio, and States further
east shouldbe able to compete
with the great
prairie States inthe pork market, shows that
here is some mismanagement.
Dréssed hogs
ab $3 per hundred pounds represent corn at 2c.
per bushel, gand pay for’the raising proportion.’
ately.
Farmers in the Middle
and
Eastern
States are not compelled to accept such prices,

In Surprise Valley, California, there are a num‘ber of lakes. One of these has recently run dry,

leaving a sediment or bed of superior

ae

rr .——

They are rudimental optics, but sufficient

for all the purposes of these very humble
forms,

ar-

Hogs.

filaments ranged

among the gill fringes, that give them a sense

light.

The

civil service reform bill was debated but no action was taken upon it.
On Friday, in the Senate, the postal appropriation bill was reported with amendments doub-

have

inte nded fér the

En

|... The idea that oysfers and clams can see, may
tracts. A bill was reported to regulate the seiz-4 probably be considered absurd by those who
ure and examination of invoices, books and pahave no very intimate knowledge of their habits,
pers in custom cases. The St. Croix and BayThey have not regularly constructed eyes, which
field Railroad conference committee reported it- give distinct impressions of objects on a retina,

but they

an era of progression: which “is sadly needed
through our land to-day. The few hours spent
‘during the evening or early in the morning on
a bed of choice flowers wil! return compound
interest in pleasure on a capital invested in labor; and my reputation for verality will never
be questioned when I state that, when men are

high,

fide Quid pro quo!

ket, than statisticians suppose, and high prices
season, it was the admiration of "all who saw it. | yo the undersi
will bring it out. Our advice to farmers now
gned, citizens of Washington
county, Va., having examined some Eeyptin
is to take good care of the flocks, especially of —Small Fruit Recorder,
| grows on thin 80
n
this SOURS) do hereby certify
the lambs, feed the sheep well and make the
t some of the stalks
thirty-four
kes,
the longest Spike we roa measu
most of the high prices, but not to rush their
10os 1-4 inches
hikes
length, and 6
The Uses of Ammonia.
2inches around.
capital into sheep at fancy prices.
Wool will
is’ corn, likewise
Ww in the form of a tree and
re
pe
bring good rates this year and next, and proba |
presented a very healthy appearance.
R.
Bx HAMILTON, id
bly fair rates in 1874, though the latter is doubtven’s New P. O., Va.
“3. 0. J, iC Country Gentleman, says :
Capt. T. M. COBBLE, Cra
's Mulls,
ful. After that, shéep will be sold for their
Spirits of ammonia is nearly as useful
in
Capt. J. C. STANFIELD, Holston.,
pelts, and everybody will be disgusted with wool
We,
the
undersigned.
certify
that the above genhousekeeping as soap, and its cheapness brings
tlemen are actually res on of Washington county,
growing for awhile again,
it within the reach of all. For many household
| Virgin ia, men of truth,whose veraci
S
urity
from

’

The first American gaslizht company was chartered to light theeei®
of Baltimore in 1816. In

subsequently

self unable to agree, and the House voted to ad-

.

manufac-

led to stop until the relations between the raw
and manufactured article are better adjusted.

visit of the

Japanese embassy to this country.

Mr. Maynard obtaititd leave to introduce a bilty

;

European

brought up so as to justify manufacture at such
rates for the ‘raw material. * 1t is not improbaforeigners are to be allowed full freedom.
This
is thought to be a virtual
abandonment of the | ble that a number of large mills may be compel-

river

latter power

¢ for the reduction of taxes and the promotion
of commerce.”
A conference committee was
ordered on the bill relating to mail-carrying con-

i

by the

product

The

Dawes addressed the

re

Australian

ab-

ed States on the part of Spain have impelled the

reported the tariff and tax bill, ‘and it was made
the special order in committee of the whole.for
next Tuesday and each day thereafter until disposed of. The introduction of a minority report was objected to, when it transpired that a
third report had been agreed upon, leaving Mr,
Dawes's report indorsed by but four of the nine
members of the ways and means committee. Mr.

~~"

entirely

committee on expenditures in the ‘War depart.
mert reported the result of its investigations into
‘the sales of arms to France, exonerating the
Secretury of War and his subordinates from any
violation of law or of international obligation.

courts was reported.

A

exhausted

The

be

Buna

Auspicium melioris eri,

THE subscriber o fers to farmers
country the

we may then date

turers, and is held at prices which preclude its
reshipment to America. The heavy Eastern
mills have already effected large purchases in once inducedto feel an interest in plants, it.inMichigan and Obio of the wool now upon creases with their years so that rarely is it ever
the sheep's back, at rates from _65to 70 cents. forsaken. —Journal of Agriculture.
Some of the Ohio wool growers have taken the
:
-;
To
A
.
alarm, and are holding off for $1 per pound for
Train Fuchsias.
to
Way
Pretty
choice clips, Tis is more than can be realized,
—
4
for the reason that the price of goods can not be

has been ratified

Considerations of pure friendship fdr the Ubit-

The,

for cemeteries or for naval or military purposes,
A bill to develop the mining interest of the
country was passed. “The
bill to establish a

;

sorbed by the market.

The consular convention between the United

passed. A bill was passed for the appointment
of three commissioners to inquire into the depredations upon the frontiers of Texas.
On Tuesday, in the Senate, a bill was passed
for the redemption and sale of public lands under
the direct tax Jaw, excluding such. as are used
’

has gone

‘

States and the German empire
by the Prussian Reichstag.

In the House, action upon Mr. Hooper's

~ civil-rights bill was

system

Last year's clip is reported to

weavers of England,

Ei gs fii

EGYPTIAN CORN!

with.
men-

tioned. When the cottagers of America are willing to receive alesson in floriculture from the

minister to Italy,

The abolition of the passport

Mississippi River at Quincy, Illinois, was authorjzed. The defieiency bill was taken up, several
amendments made butfinal action was not reach-

which
never
bumiopizes 80 well
surroundings as do the vines before

Paisley

George B, Marsh, American
is seriously ill.

soldier was

The construction of a bridge

Bun uy Dost

them
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the interment in national cemeteries, of the repassed.
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A tornado on Thursday night devia
sixtytwo houses in Chester,8. C., and also blew down
the new markt house in Columbia.

1 unmary.

CONGR ESSION AL.
On Monday, in the Senate,
the bill
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